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PRBFICE
Ho career is so elusive to the historian as that of a 
loose woman* Calamity Jane was that sort of womanj and 
known details about her life are hard to find, like most 
prostitutes and drunkards she left little behind in the way 
of tangible evidence which could be used by historians to 
reconstruct the story of her checkered career*
During her many years of cavorting about the frontier, 
Oalamlty Jane gained notoriety and a certain amount of fame 
as a character, enough at least so that the newspapers 
mentioned her when she was in tomi. She caused so much 
commotion that she could scarcely be overlooked. Her real 
ascent to fame, hoimver, began some twenty years after her 
death in 1905 and after the death of those who knew her 
best* She was all but forgotten by her contemporaries 
until, for some unknown reason, sensation-writers and 
historians began to take an interest in her. Incidents 
and stories of her almost forgotten life then became 
popular* As the vogue for Calamity Jane stories increased, 
prodigious quantities of material containing a paucity of 
truth were written about her. She became the heroine of 
many a tale that found ready sale during the 1920*s and
11
1950* s. If facts were not known, they were Intfented. 
Ho one could prove them false#
This study of Calamity Jane will attempt to ascertain
the facts of her career, so far as they can be determined,
and to ©Taltmte the various accounts left by her many
chroniclers# The account should separate the folklore and
S
legend of her life from established facts# The latter 
should reveal her true character* Much new material has 
been gathered which will fill in the gaps in the life of 
this woman and clear up amny points previously disre­
garded or badly distorted#
Material was gathered for this study in the suBmer of 
1949 on an extended trip into country once roamed by 
Calamity Jane, This included numerous towns in Mcaitana,
1 Recently the motion-pieture industry has capitalized 
on this woman's career* Among numerous Hollywood films 
depicting western life and characters, these five will 
serve to illustrate the place that Calamity Jane has 
attained (Mote the glamorous actresses who portrayed the 
plainswoman)I p e  (Jean Arthur); H j l
Mekokt t M  BuRface (Jane %ssell)| W m l S l Z m #  s M  
M M n ^ ro m e de Carlo) ; ts jm .  im&m,
2 Three students are now working on studies of Calamity 
Jane* Clarewe paine, librarian, writer of numerous his­
torical articles, and instructor in history at Beloit 
College, is preparing a study of Calamity Jane; % *  Holie 
Mumey, physician sad writer of historical articles, has 
recently publi^ed his book. Calamity and Marie M#
Augspurger, author of Yellowstone Faik, is working on a 
voliBB© to be entitled Th# frestla. lo r n  gf è£Sj^
Ill
South Dakota and Wyoming. Individuals ranging from Catholic 
nuns to a Deadwood bar-tender who was a pallbearer at Janet's 
funeral were consulted for details of her life. Of the 
fifty people Interviewed, about ten can be credited with de­
pendable contributions. More valuable were old newspaper
S
files found in publishing offices and libraries* While 
newspaper articles may be short-lived, they often give a more 
accurate picture of dmy-by-day thoughts, feeling and reac­
tions of people to events than do many scholarly works* 
Mention of Cal&mlty Jane in any newspaper is important to 
this study because It establishes her whereabouts on or near 
a particular date* Snough of these dates Indicate a pattern 
or trend which say be usWL to detenalne the truth of her 
own stories or of those repeated by other people,
Other sources were hard to find# County records were 
of little value because they often were not kept until too 
late a date to be of much help* For example, an attempt to 
start an orderly system of recording did not begin in Montana 
imtll the territory became a state in 1889, No personal 
letters to, from or about Calamity Jane were found, and only 
two relevant diaries discovered, each of which Contained 
only one sentence about her. The majority of people who
&
Newspaper offices and city libraries proved to be of 
much less value than state historical collections. The two 
former agencies have In many cases turned over their entire 
files to the latter, thus making much research material 
available In one place. The following historical libraries 
were used* Montana Historical library. South Dakota Histori­
cal library, 'Wyoming Historical Library, Minnesota Historical 
library, and Chicago Historical Library*
Iv
wrote letters or kept diaries were not concerned with 
women of Calamity Jane*s type. Consequently, with the 
exception of newspaper notices, her name did not 
appear frequently in contemporary records. Many years 
later, however, after she had been glamorized as a type 
of western *wild woman,^ people who had once known her 
began to write of her in their recollections and 
memoirs* While earlier they had thought her insignifi­
cant, they later became conscious of her Importance, or 
at least of society*s interest In her*
Presaat-day opinion about Calamity Jane varies 
from the freqowtly-met belief that no such person 
existed to the complete acceptance of all the fantastic 
stories about her* it the grave of Calamity Jane the 
author heard both views impressed. Many tourists seemed 
surprised when they saw the tomb marker at Mt, Moriah 
Cemetery in Deadwood and exclaimed that they did not know 
she was a real person* . Their local guides, probably 
their relatives or friends, sensed an opportunity to 
expound on local history, and credited Calamity Jane with 
doing and saying things which she, herself, probably 
would not have thought of even in her wildest dreams* 
people of the older generation in Deadwood were not
pleased, to kmow that further research was belsg made on. 
such a person as Calamity Jane. They thought her of no 
consequence and not at all Important in Deadwood history» 
They expressed surprise that an Intelligent young person 
should spend so much time and money writing about m 
«shady character,« when there were so many really worth­
while people. John Sohn, a contemporary of Calamity Jane, 
said that he wished now he had gone to her funeral, since 
she has become so famous* It would not hare been much of 
an effort, he remarked, since the procession went right 
by his door, but then she had seesaed unimportant and he 
had not wanted to take time from his work*
In spite of oontmaporary opinion of Calamity Jane, 
she produced an Illusion on subsequent generations that
has made her into a glorious character# Later writer#
■ .1- 4
have called her «The West*s Joan of Arc," the «Black Hills
5 6
Florence Nightingale," and "bady %blnhood*" To what
ext«st such glorification is Justified will appear in the
4 See title of Marie gugspurgerts forthcoming book 
in footnote two#
5
Edwin Legrand Sabin, "Wild Men of the Wild lss$.,”
P» 3S9.6
"Gal«aalty Jane as a Lady Sobiahood," Literary Digest. 
Movember 14, 1925, p. 46#
Vi
t.'-t Ious chapters of this stvady.
For as.;3isfcaace in collecting materiel ir»r this 
study the author is indebted to many people. Among 
those are Mrs, .tone %cDormell, Assistant Librarian at 
the Historical Society of Montane (Helena)| Mrs.
Mabelle Patrick, Reference Librarian at the ‘̂o’ath 
Dakota ^tete Historical Society Library (Pierre)j 
and Miss Mae %dy, &tate .Historian at the Wyoming State 
Library (Cheyenne), For helpful suggestions in writing 
and correcting this materiel I am most grateful for 
invaluable help given by Dp, Paul C, Phillip# and 
Dr. Melvin G, Wren of the Department of History.
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CHâPTIfi I 
INTRODUCTION
Martha CBtmmry wz-s b o m  sometime in the late 1840*s or
early 1850*s in the M&ddle lest, perhaps in Missouri or lowr,
*hlie she WHS still » young girl her family algrrted to
Moatea» Territory. She and |ier younger brothers aad sisters
were neglected by their worthless parents who either died
or deserted their young family. Martha was compelled to
forage for herself end chose the easiest path. In life
of shame she associated with the lowest types of saiaers,
soldiers and railroad workers. During the early drys of
the gold rush in the Bl^ck Hills, having somewhere in the1
meantime acquired the of Calamity Jane, she made
herself conspicuous by her immorality m d  also by her 
kindness to the sick and mfortuaate. For fifteen yemrs 
or more she roamed over the Dakotss, ^olorpdo, Mont 
sad Wyoming, spending considerable time drunk or in jail.
Dhe accimtulfcted nm&eroua «husbrads,** by whom she may have 
borne children. Her more commendable activities included 
spasmodic periods of bull-whacking, at which she was adept.
1
The nickname Calamity Jane was often shortened to 
Calamity or Calam,
rtmniag e !*mrdy-gurdy house and b saloon* staking t few 
claimsf. and waiting on tables in restaurants. Later she
returned to &eedwood* South Dakota, where temporarily she
\
was welcomed by many respectable citisens wlio had known her
in the days of *76. At two different times she appeared in.
dime museums in the East, but was unable to keep those jobs
because of her riotous behavior. In 1396, she published
a highly fictionalised story of her life and sold the
little pamphlet as a means of partial support• Using some
of her amorous escapades with the soldiers ss background, she
2
tol-0 in her Autobiography heroic tsles of her scouting with 
the army. The lest few years of her life she spent in a 
pathetic state of almost perpetual drunkenness. She died in 
ferry, ^outh Dakota, August 1, 1903, a lonely broken old 
woman* The oldtimers and curious newcomers to Deadwood 
turned out to give her one of the biggest funerals the 
community had ever had. people seemed willing to forget her 
sordid life and to remember her sunny disposition*
&uch, in brief, is the story of Calamity Jane. Con­
sidering the very minor role she played in the winning of
2
This pamphlet, entitled .̂̂ fe and Advimtures Calamity 
I, Jiy Herself (Mrs. M* Airk), is reproduced in full in 
the Appendix and Is frequently quoted in this study. When 
quoting it, spelling, punctuation and language are given 
precisely as in the original. The first edition, was 
published in 1896., but neither dste nor the publisher and 
place of publication are mentioned. In footnotes the 
reference, will be cited merely as Autobiography.
the W@st and the small influense she had on society, this 
sccouüKt is as detailed as she probably deserves. It is 
in an effort to separate fact from fiction and to appraise 
the importance of this strange woman that the following 
sjnalysis is presented.
m  II
There have been two equally popular «nd disputed 
versions of the birth of Calamity Jane. She- first 
story, her own, is that she was bom in Princeton,
Missouri, as Martha Cannary in 1958. The second Is 
that she was bom as Jane Dalton at Fort Laramie,
%-omlng, in 18#0.
It is undoubtedly due to the support of a most 
distinguished gentleman, Dr. V. Me^lllyeuddy, that 
the Dalton story early gained numerous exponents, among 
whom were reputable historians. Dr. McGillycuddy, a 
physician, was the topographer on the Jenney Expédition 
into the Black Hills in 1875, and afterwards became s. well- 
known Indian agent. Perhaps it was because of the good work 
he did in his various positions, and because he was well- 
liked in general, that his words were accepted as fact when, 
in later life, he told and wrote of his past experiences.
In a letter which he wrote to the editor of the Rapid 
City Jouraal in October, 1924, McGillycuddy gave an account 
of Calamity Jane's life from birth up to the time he claimed 
he met her on the Jenney Expedition, flls biographical 
sketch In part reeds;
She was 'bom at Fort Laramie ia 1860, the daughter 
of an enlisted soldier nemed Dalton, end he was 
diseharged from the armj in 1861, end with his wife 
and daughter settled on a ranch on a stream called 
the La Bontle about ISO miles northwest of Laramie 
beyond Ft* Fettermaa* In the fall of thiat yesr 
a war party of Sioux Indians raided that district 
killing everyone In their path, among than Dalton.
Mrs* Dalton was shot in the eye with an arrow, 
destroying the sight, removing the arrow with her 
own hand, she placed her one year old daughter an 
her back and escaped* fraveling nights and hiding 
by day, subsisting on weeds and roots, she finally 
managed to reach Ft* Laramie in eight days, a mere 
skeleton of her former self, her clothing in shreds, 
and in a short time expired* 1
From this sketch or perhaps from other correspondence
between McGillycuddy and Mr, %ane ^oblnson, Secretsry of the
South %kote historical Society, Mr, Sobinsoa believed the
Dalton story, â year later he repeated the story to Dr,
Grace Hebard, then professor of political economics at the
2
University of %oaing. He also repeated it to others, and 
invariably cited McGillycuddy as his authority. In this 
way the Dalton story spread,
McGillycuddy*s notes were left to his wife who used 
them in a book entitled, McGillvcuddv Agent. In this book 
published twenty-four years after her husband had written 
his account of Calamity Jane, she developed the story in
Dr. V. Î, McGillycuddy to *ditor of the &r>pid City 
Journal. October 1, 1924, bouth Dakota Historiaàl Society 
Library,
2
Mr, Doane bobinson to ^Tm ^rsce Bebsrd, November 6, 
1925, ^outh Dakota Historical Society Library.
mue il greater detail than had the topographer# She
explained that her husband had obtajjied the Inforaatios
from ^olonel t. Bodfs* Colonel bodge related that he
learned of it when he first earn# to port Laramie where
5
Calamity had been living for fourteen years,
The bodge«-Ma6illycuddj version of Calamity Jane*s
origin freaks domi when compared to the fantastic memoirs
published in 1915 by a Mr, Harry Young, Mio claimed.
4
to have bemi a teamster with the J enney Expedition#
Comparison of the two accounts reveals beyond contradict ton.
that McGillycuddy*s letter of 1924 was copied from the
young narrative published nine years earlier# Mrs#
McGillycuddy*s story of Calamity Jane can also be traced
to «Sea® Young*s narrative. Both these accounts repeat the
Dalton tôle in words almost identical with those used by
Young. Except for a few commas end an occasional phrase like
a "war party of Sioux" instead of a "large body of Sioux"
or "removing the arrow with her own hand" instead of "with
her own hand extrscted the arrow," the sentences are Che 
5
same. Many other incidents narrated by the ifc^illyeuddys 
in both the letter and the book -i&re taken verbatim from 
Young’s book. These show that McGillycuddy was not the
S
Julia B. McGillycuddy, McGillycuddy Agent. pp# 85-27,
4
Harry "Sam® young. Hard knocks. pp. 171-178.
5
Ibid.. pp. 169-170.
reel author of the Dalton story. The whole thing becomes 
even more unreliable when it is found that most of Young*s 
material is contrary to accepted history* For example^
Young gloats over his prestige of having been the bar-tender 
in the Saloon Ho. 10 #ien Wild Bill Hicfcok was killed* It 
is common knowledge among Deadwood citizens that Anson 
Tipple was the bar-tender at the fatal shooting of Hiekok^ 
so Young becomes an impostor on that score* Both Young and 
McGillycuddy agree in almost exact words that Jane Dalton 
was adopted by Sergeant Bassett and his wife, who called the 
child Calamity Jane, because of the calamity which had be­
fallen her ss e baby* According to Young, ^She was the pet
of the fort with no particular use for & citizen, but anyone6
with a blue coat and brass buttons, could catch Calamity.” 
McGillycuddy added that ”sh© was something like fopsy in 
tmcle Tom* s Cabin, she was not exactly * raised, she growed*®. 
Much Investigation among old-timers failed tc give a clue of 
anyone who might be **£aa” Young, although this imknowtt 
author wrote as if he were an eye-witness tn every event 
that took place in the Black Hills. The chances that these 
two men, both of whom wrote more than forty years after the 
event described and nine years apart in their own stories, 
would come up with accounts so much alike, are too slim to
Ibid., p* 170.
7 Dr. McGillycuddy*s letter cited in footnote one,
be considered#
The dcte of Calaalty Jane’s birth as related by Dr. 
Mc^lllycnddy was in i860* He gave an eye-witnesa sccoaata
of seeing her in 1375 when she was *not over sixteen.w 
If she was born in 1858 or before^ he erred badly In him 
estimate of her age* Inquiries by this writer in the ^rem 
on which he reported indicate that some of the doctor»s 
stories suffered a loss of detailed accuracy with the 
passage of time* If McGillycuddy did see a bizarre sixteea- 
year-old girl at Fort Laramie, and Dodge told him that she 
was ceump mascot and was born In i860, there are three possi­
bilities? Colonel Dodge was being bamboosled by a hardened 
camp follower; he was misinforming McGillycuddy} or the 
bizarre young girl who went on the military convoy of the 
Jenney Expedition was not the Calamity Jane, but another. 
Colonel lbdge»3 story of Calamity*s birth was frankl.y a 
hearsay report* He told McGillycuddy that Calamity ??s.s at 
the fort when he arrived, McGillycuddy spoke later in hie 
book of having seen & good desl of Calamity, so confusion- 
of idmmtity is not likely. It seems strange that the comman­
dant of an army camp %muld allow s young girl to run loose 
on his post while he commented with a laugh that she was
8
Julia B, McGillycuddy, p. 25,
9
absolutely without morals#
The only evidence given bj Calamity Jane herself that
she .might have been Jane Dalton was a remark she once made
while in a slightly tipsy condition, she called herself10
«the child of the r e g i m e n t t h a t  title fits the refer­
ence to her as the «pet of the fort« during the years when 
lodge .said she stayed at Fort Laramie. But she could, have 
been referring to other times when, as Martha Camary, she 
lived around or near some of the army campsi or, maybe, it 
was simply drunken chatter.
If, for a moment, it may be assumed that Calamity Jane 
was Jane Dalton, then the problems of her biographers would 
be greatly simplified* Jans Dalton lived at Fort' Laramie 
from the time of her arrival at the age of one until she 
was fif teas or sixteen In 1875. in fact, were Jane Dalton 
the real Calamity Jane, the task of writing her early life 
is made so simple that it is no wonder so many people have 
fallen in lime with the Jane Dalton version instead of the 
Martha C&nn&ry one. If Calamity Jane had been Jane Dalton 
it seems that she would have admitted it, for what woman 
would say she was born in 1858 or earlier, if it were really 
1860?
9
Ibid.. p. 27.,
10 Cheyenne (Wyoming) Dally Leader. July ?, 1877.
10
Calamity Autobiography gives quite a different
story regarding the date and pl&ee of birth* She wrote th'̂ t 
m&la&i n&me was Martha. QonnB.ryp we.# born ia Princeton, 
Missouri, May 1st, 185g.*^ There is little eo r ro'bo rat lug 
ê d.«aioe to prove or disprove her story» It 1% not, ho»* 
ever, out of line with what might logically have Wppeiied*
If she had presented the more Interesting end breath* 
taking Dalton version herself, there might be a question. 
fhs m&tter-of~fact beginning of her awa account is too 
plausible to doubt unless proof of soisathing else can be 
provided.
Most writers have failed to aoïice m newspaper article
which appeared in the Montana Post ia December, 1804* This
notice might help to substantiate her birth date of 1852t
Three little girls, who state their names to be 
Senary, appeared at the door of Mr. Fergus, on 
Idaho street, soliciting charity. The ages of 
the two eldest ones were about ten and twelve, 
respectively. The eldest girl carried in her 
arms her infant sister, a baby of about twelve 
months of age. Canary, th® father, it seems, 
is a gambler in M@vadm.l8 The mother is & wr,mam 
of the lowest grad®, and wa.s last semi In town, 
at Dr. Byaa®s office, a day or two since. « . ♦
W® understand that the little ones returned to Sevada, where they have existed for some tiae.A©
S«e the first twa paragraphs of the Autobiography. 
in the Appmidiz.
Sevada was a small town In Alder Gulch a few miles 
from Virginia City, Montana.
^  Montana Post (Virginia City), i^camber bl, 1864.
11
îhe fîîesticm is^ of course, whether or not the Canary 
family referred to in the news item is the same Cannery 
family of which Calamity Jane was a member» The Cannery 
migration to Montana might reasonably hm?e been la 1864 
instead of 1865, which would have made it possible for 
Martha to have been begging in Virginia City, Montana 
Territory, on that cold December evening. If her claim to 
be the oldest of four girls was true, she would most 
likely have been the twelve year old who was carrying the 
one year old sister* If she were that girl, the date of 
May, 185#, would have made her twelve years old in 
December, 1864, when the event took place* % e  news item 
tallies with Cg%@mi%y# g own story so closely that it is 
more than probable that the two families ere one and the 
s«Kme*
Bewssaoer accomt 1 Three little sisters Had three sisters besides self
g Âge of eldest about twelve Was eldest and would have beentwelve in 1964 
S Wmm was Bame was %mm#ry
4 Imcidmt was in Va. City, %lgrat@d to *a. City, Mont*
Mont. Terr* 1864 *err* 1865
5 Mother and father Mother and father ^dgrated
mentioned with their fgaily
If the article frcai the wost was about Martha Cannary, thei 
she told much that was true in the first part of her Autobi­
ography* It follows that she might have been accurate, too.
12
when saying that she was b o m  in Princeton, Missontl, 
in 1852.
On the other hand, she may have been older than she
blaimed to be in the Antoblogranhy, She once told Lewis
14
Freeman that she was born in 1848» Her statement to a
news reporter in 1887, that ®it hardly sems to me that I
was bora over forty years ago,# helps to substantiate what
15
she told Freeman* Simple arithmetic from, those figures 
would put her birth date during or before 1847* &v@n if 
she lied about her age in the lutoblosranhv» the Montana 
Post data are still just as applicable to the Cannary 
(Calamity*s) family ss ever, because the three little 
girls begging could all have he&a Calamity's younger 
sisters. It does not take much stretch of imagination to 
picture ^lamity Jane out reveling in all the licentious 
activities that the wicked mining town of Virginia City 
offered, while the three youngsters were turned loose to 
fend for themselves.
Ŵ m Giar#ice Paine, a recent biographer, found mater­
ial which convinced him that Calamity Jane came from 
Princeton, Missouri, before she moved out West, but then 
he said she was bora eight years prior to the time she
u
Lewis &. Prea%m, Pom. i M  IslàûMiiMâ» P* 74.15 mUz mmâm# bi, ise?.
IS
claimed, and In Illinois, not Missouri, His evidence was
the federal census of 1860 which listed an M* J. Conarray
as living with Abigail Conarray, presumably Calamity's
mother, in Marion îomship, lercer County, Missouri, M. j,
Conorrary was listed by the census-taker as being sixteen
years of age and b o m  ia Illinois, â younger sister, aged
seven, born in Iowa ims also listed. Is Paine pointed out,
Martha Jane could have made a mistake in her own last name,
or the census taker could have mixed up the spelling of
Cannary to Conarray. While no male head of the house was
listed, there did appear a seventeen-year-old farm laborer,
which Indicated to paine that M, J, ^on&rr&j was probably
16
reared on a farm.
Perhaps the most widely quoted writer of Calamity Jane
literature, Mr. Duncan Alkmea, is certain that he located
Calamity*s family in Princeton and even found records that
Bob Camiary, Calamity's father, bought one hundred eighty
17
acres of farm land for five hundred dollars. If deeds for
this property ever did exist, they are not on hand at the 
18
present. Aikman visited Princeton in the 1920's and from
"T§ clarence Paine, «Calamity Jane, Man? Woman? or Both?”, 
Westerners Brand Book. 1945-1946, pp. 77-76.
17
Itocan âikffian. Calamity Jane and badv yildcats. p. 15.
18 Inquiry at the Cg^mty Courthouse in Princeton, Missouri, 
gave no clue to the records mentioned by Aikmam.
14
a few recollections of old-timers spun an elaborate tale
of Martha Cannary and all of her family, of special interest
in this account were the parents. Bob and Charlotte. The
latter he described as flamboyant, youthful and voluptuous
with her unruly coppery red hair and large brown eyes which
never hesitated to flirt with any man whom chance threw in
her path, She smoked cigarettes and drank whisky at a time
when such things were classed as a vice. By contrast. Bob
was a listless fellow. According to his sister, he was
dazzled by Charlotte’s beauty in her early teens when he found
her in an Ohio bawdy house. As an innocent and not very shrewd
young farm Imy he had married her to reform her, but obviously
19
failed in his mission#
John S. McCllntoek, Deadwood’s pioneer historian who 
spent considerable time and money debmking western frontier 
characters, believed that Martha Cannary was b o m  la Prince­
ton. Reports received by him which be deemed authentic 
stated that her father was John Cannary, a hard drinker who 
was very abusive of his family. îhey moved from Missouri to 
Calamus, Dodge County, Wisconsin, and Martha was known to 
Mc^lintock»s informant as a member of the family there in 1866.
19
Alkman, pp. 7, 9.
SO John McCiintock, Pioneer Dsys ia the Blgck Mills, 
p. 115,
15
Bither McCiintock or his informant could have erred in 
recollecting or recording the date that the Cannary family 
came to Wisconsin, Their arrival might have been several 
years before 1860, which would give them time to migrate 
test and be there by December, 1864, It is not incongruous 
to think that the gambler in Montana referred to in the news­
paper and the abusive father in Wisconsin were the same person.
While neither the newspaper account nor the points pre­
sented by paine, Alkman and McClintock prove that part or 
parts of what Calamity said about her birth are true, yet 
there is nothing which can completely disqualify any of the 
evidence. With so many little related bits pointing to con­
firm, in part, Calamity’s story, the information as she gave 
it is, in all probability, vaguely true. It is possible that 
Martha Qaimary was not born in Missouri* Her family might 
have moved there early in her life, Thmi, when it came time 
for her to write of her birthplace, Princeton was the first 
clear recollection she had and consequently accurate enough 
to suit her.
The most interesting of the many other versions of 
Calamity’s birth, of which none has ever become popular, is 
one given by Dr. A. g, Hendricks of Des Moines, lowa* It is 
noted here not because of any historic importance but because 
Calamity, unbelievably enough, was given an ecclesiastical
16
background. In an 1877 %eyenne paper Dr. Hendricks claimed
that he knew Calamity Jane before she acquired her epithet.
He said that he knew her people well, especially her father,
B. W. Coombs who for many years was a pastor of the First
Baptist Church in Burlington, Iowa. There she was born in
1847, the youngest of four children, with two brothers and 
81one sister*
Someone must have taken the story seriously, for the
following year a Black gills writer said that Calamity Jane
was Indignant over the reports that she was ”a ’horse thief’,
a ’highway woman,’ a ’three-card monte sharp’ and a
’minister’s daughter»* She says all these are false, the
22
last especially.B Fifty years later the same quote was
Juggled to read that ®she was variously referred to as a
’highway woman,’ a ’three-card monte sharp’ and a ’minister’s
daughter*’ Jane said all these statements were all false,
23
except the last which is authentic***
21 Cheveone (Wyoming) July 7, 1877,This particular article must have had wide publicity 
because the same one appeared in the sew Northwest (Deer 
Lodge, Montana), September 7, 1877 and the Bjgok Hills 
Weekly Champion (Central City, '̂ outh Dakota/, July 16, 1877.gg
 ̂Horatio i. Maguire, %Plre. p* 64*
«Calamity Jane as a Lady Bobinhood,** Literary MsâSÈ# 
November 14, 1925, p* 46,
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CHAPTER III 
APPEARANCE
Calamity Janets early life from the time she came to 
Montana until the aid~1870*s is almost entirely unknown.
Her own words about this period, however, deserve attention 
as there may be some truth in them. She says in her Auto­
biography that her family took five months to make the 
journey by the Overland Route from Missouri to Montana.
There is nothing strange in that statement. Hundreds were 
leaving their homes to seek gold or claim land in the West. 
I'he journey was arduous, and the Cannarys probably did spend 
five months traveling through gebraska, %offiiag, Utah, Idaho 
and Montana to ^iyginia ^ity. It is not difficult to imagine 
that a vivacious girl of the young immigrant*s temperament 
enjoyed hunting, riding and the other experiences which she 
described, if allowance is made for her insistence upon 
being the heroine in all the adventures. She observes in 
her story that ®many times in crossing the mountains the
conditions of the trail were so bed that we frequently had1
to lower the wagons over ledges by hand with ropes.«
Other writers have related that pioneers trekking west over 
the mountains did that very thing*
1
Autobiography, pp. 1-2*
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Martha*S parents did not long snrvive the trip west,
and her family ties were soon broken, According to the
A-utobio£raphy. the mother died in 1866 and was buried in
Blackfoot, Montana, Martha tells nothing more of her
life In this period but one incident is related by Tom
Brown in his book, Bomanee of Everyday Life, îhis story,
which is of doubtful validity, states that Brown saw
Calamity Jane in Confederate Culch, Montana, not far from
Blackfoot, about 1866, fie judged her to be twenty or twenty-
two years of age th«n, when she staged a one-woman stick-up
in a grocery store where he was a customer* The motive for
her act was to obtain food for some sick miners for whom
4
she was caring.
McClintock*s narrative does much to dampen Tom Brown’s
story* He says that he was in Confederate Gulch shortly
after 1866 where he heard the names of many who were or had
been in the vicinity but recalled no mention of this gun- 
5
woman*
2
Tbld*. p. g. See first half of second paragraph,3
Blackfoot City, Montana, was a tiny mining town 
located, in 1865, twenty-nine miles northeast of Deer 
Lodge. It should not be confused with present day 
Blackfoot, Montana, in Glacier County, on the Great 
Northern Bailroad, Calamity calls it Black Foot.
4
Torn Brown, q£ Everyday Life, pp. 41-42.
5
John S. ScCliatock, Pioneer j>avs in the Hills,
p. 116,
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Calamity»s o m  accotant tells that, soon after her
mother*s death, the family moved to Ütah and the father
died a year later, from her statement that arrived
St Fort Bridger in 1868, it may be surmised that she took
her brothers and sisters into Wyoming, ^hereafter, no
mention is made of her family, and it is probable that when
she came to Wyoming she put them out of her life*
Later she went to ^ledmont,%nmlng, where the Onion
pacific workmen were engaged in building the railroad*
There she began her life of following the construction
camps. Accounts given many years later by people who
saw her at that time vary as to where she was living and
as to her age, though none seems to doubt her calling*
In 1868 and 1869, the %lon pacific pushed through looming
and, to the throngs of men, this wayward girl found herself
attractive* The story of what happened in Wyoming differs
considerably with each narrative. One was told to Mc^lintoek
by a former sheriff and deputy U. .̂ffiershsl in Besdwood,
Captain John P. Beldlng. He claims that he knew Calamity
in Cheyenne, %'oming. In 1068 when the railroad was being
built- She was known as a camp-follower and at the age of
sixteen was so dissolute that she and others of her class6
were ordered to leave town, 
p. 116.
so
â different story based on circumstantial evidence
appeared in the Chevgnne Democratic Leader in 1885. %t
reported that Calamity Jane came to Miners’ Delight,
Wyoming, in 1868 when she was eleven years old. She lived
with the family of Major Gallagher. Mrs, Gallagher picked
up the girl as they passed through Fort Bridger. The
youngster knew nothing of her parents and was a stray from
Infancy, she was pretty and vivacious but in a short time
her escapades shocked the whole settlement. The miners took
up a collection and sent her to the railroad where for a few
years she became friendly with the most degenerate railroad
7
workers and other elements of the motley population.
Paine does not think that this story can be true, fie 
points out that reports from the local paper in Miners» 
Delight mentioned only Major and Mrs, Gallagher as coming to 
that town in 1868. Several months later James Chisholm, 
an eastern newspaper correspondent, visited there, some of 
the time as guest of the Gallaghers. In his diary he de­
scribed in detail their family life but made no mention of
3
anyone else in their home,
A decided variation in the story of following the rail­
road construction camps is one repeated by Miguel Otero,
7
Chevenng (Wyoming) D&ily î»lââÊ£» Hov^ber S, 1885.8
Clarence paine. mCalamity Jane, Man? '«oman? or B)th7, 
Westerners I m â  1945-1946, p. 71.
ra
former governor of Sew Mexico. He says that he saw her 
about Hays %ty, Kansas, in 1868 when she was a compara­
tively young woman, perhaps twenty years of age, and still 
extremely attractive. After a few years she left Hays City 
and moved from terminal town to terminal town along the ad­
vancing Kansas-pacific Railroad, until she reached Kit 
Carson, Colorado. From there she drifted to podge City,
Granada and La. junta along the Atchison, Topeka and Santa F@.
îwo &lack Hills old-timers, Jessie Brown and A. M, #ill&rd, 
perpetuate the story that Calamity was born in Burlington,
Iowa. They wrote in their boos, % e  Black Hills Trails.10
that she was the daughter of a Baptist minister. Accord­
ing to their story, she ran away from home when very young 
and became the mistress of an army lieutenant. In Sydney, 
Mebraska, she gave birth to a son and his father sent the 
infant back East to live with his grandparents. In the 
meantime. Calamity''s mother married a retired soldier named 
Hart and they crossed the plains to gait Lake, Utah, picking 
up the daughter along the way, Martha left her parents in 
Salt hake and went to Rawlins, looming. In order to get 
away, she deceived her parents, making them believe she was 
attending school. Later at Fort ^teele, Wyoming, she became
9 Miguel Otero, gy Life m  Frontier, p, 28.
They call him &everend Canary, not Coombs, as &r. 
Hendricks indicated in his story.
22
sik Izmate of a bawdy Iioitse, well-known to many soldiers and 
teamsters. Her mother moved to Blackfoot, Montana, and pre-
11
sided over a house of prostitution known as «Madam Canary^ s.
The latter story becomes even more colorful when likman de­
scribes the mother as red-headed Madam Canary running a
ISbrothel appropriately called «The Bird Cage.* later.
Brown and Willard add that Jane married a man named White 
who dressed her in finery. Her life with him soon paled, 
so she continued her roving, making her headquarters around 
Cheyenne*
Perhaps it is because there were two men working on 
that «authentic history source book* that the co-authors 
were able to obtain so many details about the early life 
of Calamity Jane, while others working feverishly single- 
handed have failed to find any authentic trace of her during 
these early years* However exacting their research may have 
been, it is still hard to imagine that the prim Mrs. Canary 
who solicitously took care of her parishioners could be the 
brawen Madam Canary who managed prostitutes.
In addition to the uncertainty and confusion which
11 _
Jessie Brown and. A. ». tillard, îhe Black Hills 
Trails, pp. 418-413.IB
Duncan Mkman, Calami tv: j m m  âSà M m  Lady IllââatS» pp. 42-43.
15
Jessie Brown and A* Willard, p. 414.
gs
have arisen from confiieting reports of those early years 
in the life of Calamity Jane, there is the question of her 
physical appearance as a young woman. So many and so varied 
are the descriptions given of her at different times through­
out her early life that there is certainly one to suit the
taste of any Interested person* likman says that her hair
14
was coppery-red, while a newspaper item from the Nebraska
15
Press tells of her sweeping raven locks* friend, of
Hiss ■hstelliae Bennett knew Calamity in Cheyenne as a pretty
16
dark-eyed girl, but the Mountain Mews mentions that17
her eyes *e»it a greenish glare*** ^llliam an old
18
acquaintance of Calamity, said she was six feet tall,
.19while a newspaper in 1878 called her little creature,
Otero saw her in Kansas at the age of twenty, when she was
go
extremely attractive* Ten years later she was described 
by a South l^kots paper as looking like the ^result of a 
cross between the gable end of a fire proof and a Sioux
14
Mkman, p. 44
15 Bpckv Mountain mews (Denver, Colorado). June 10, 1877, 
citing mebrn^a Cmebraska City, Nebraska) £re§s,
16 Istelliae Bennett, û M  Beadwood Bavs, p. 240.
17
%g-kv Mountain gem, January 11, 1878.
-18 Interview with Mr. «illlam Berry August 1949.
19 Rocky Mountain m m ,  January 11, 1878.20 Otero, p. 22*
24
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Indian.*^ Miss Bennett quoted a description of a Dr. 
Babcock, with whom Calamity was supposed to have worked
as a nurse in the epidemic of 1878, to the effect that
22
beauty was her best asset, while a newspaper account
Qt the same year rmiarked that «the old madam was not
generous with her when she east the die that moulded 
gs
her.*
There are dozens of other statements like the ones 
just related which differ greatly from each other. Those 
who describe her all insist that they saw her at one time 
or another* The reason for this diversity of opinion about 
her appearance may be that she was such an ordinary looking 
person that no one noticed anything about her. If she had 
had an unusual or outstanding feature, all who saw her 
would agree almost unanimously on at least that one thing* 
However, since she probably had only the looks of the 
average frontier woman, anyone called upon to describe her 
might very well make up any story that seemed plausible.
Close observation of the ten existing pictures of her 
show that she had dark hair and high cheek bones. Her 
 ̂gl
%as_k ëillÆ %lly tX K m  (^eadwood,South Dakota), 
September 21, 1877.
22
Bmnett, p* 222,
gS ,
Daily 2r.jss.a. m â (Yankton, South Dakota),
August 8, 1877, citing Deadwood (South Dakota) Champion,
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figure was slender as a young woman, but stocky during her 
later life, Shortly before her death she seemed to be slim 
again. In no picture is her appearance striking or even 
very attractive. She looks plain and mannish, in fact, 
whether dressed in her buckskin suit or in a dress.
It is often suggested that there are so many conflict­
ing stories of the activities of Calamity Jane and descrip­
tions of her person because there was more than one Calamity 
Jane, One view is that Martha Cannery was confused with 
other wamen who dressed in male attire. In those days few 
women wore trousers and the ones who did attracted attention. 
In January, 1877, a young female was fined ten dollars and 
costs in a Cheyenne, Wyoming, court for appearing on the 
streets in men* s apparel, which implies that the number of 
women with whom Calamity could be confused on that score 
was necessarily small.
there was, for example, a well-known figure in 
Cheyenne and surrounding towns. Her name was Minnie *atson, 
otherwise known as F. Frank, a worthless woman who also 
dressed like a man. There were rumors about her exploits 
with Custer wliich have never been proved. Her conduct 
and appearance may have been similar to Calamity’s but 
there is nothing that indicates she was ever given Martha*s
26
alias. The newspapers did not confuse the two, for in 
January, 1877, after an item about Calamity Jane in South 
Dakota, the Cheyenne Daily Deader said that F. Frank was 
■̂ still vexing the souls of the police of Laramie
Besides «^artha Cgnnary, there was, however, another 
Calamity Jane, Mattie ïoung, in Denver, ^blorado. From 
newspaper accounts it can readily be seen that she had 
nothing in common with Martha except her drunkenness and 
whoring. Since Mattie did not dress in men’s clothes or 
roam the countryside following the soldiers, miners or 
cattlemen, but chose to reside safely within the city in 
her particular district, she could not have been easily 
mistaken for Calamity Jane ^annary by anyone other than 
local citizens* Because the accident in which the drunken 
Mattie ïoung was killed caused Injury to several innocent 
Denver residents, the papers carried indignant reports of 
the wild spree in which she figured. Injured in a buggy 
ride while out with three other persons, the frail lady 
was taken to the hospital and died a few days later. Her 
demise came on August 26, 1878, so any confusion of the 
two after that date is not possible.
Shere may have been other women who were incorrectly 
called Calamity Jane, but their reputation soon died and 
by the time other Calamitys began to appear all over the
27
üomtry, Martha Cannary had so established herself that 
there was no longer confusion among her contemporaries.
It seems to have been the fashion, in toms where 
Martha G^xmBrj had once resided or had been known, for an 
especially notorious woman to be named Calamity after 
Calamity Jane. *11 the residents knew that she was not 
the Calamity but they called her by that name. In 
I*aramie an example was Mrs. Opie, alias "Kentucky Belle," 
alias Calamity Jene, who was sent to Fort Collins. The 
citizens hoped that she would keep *her ugly mug" out of 
town for awhile. Livingston, Montana, had a similar sit­
uation. An Annie Filmore, called Calamity Jane Number Two,
24
was badly mauled and beaten by a male friend. In
Cheyenne, an infamous woman called barah was referred to by
the local newspaper as "Calamity Sal.** Pound in an alley
under the effects of too much alcohol, she was "toted to the
25
cooler" by the police. The three characters are typical 
of many others referred to by the newspapers in the 1880*s. 
Readers today have difficulty in deciding whether the lady 
of whom they read was the real Calamity or just another 
local trouble-maker. It should be repeated again that the
24 ,Livingston (Montana) %iterurise. June 12, 1886.
25 Cheyenne Daily Leader. îfôy 16, 1883.
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townspeople knew who their character was and seldom 
were confused between Cannary or Calamity Jane and 
the impostor.
CHAPTER I?
SCODTIHG
A scout was 8 man on the frontier whom the army used 
as an expert on its campaigns because of his superior know­
ledge of the Indians. Scouting was not necessarily an 
occupation. 1 man might be a scout on one campaign only, 
because he knew that particular territory and the tribes 
there. Usually he was a white man who refused to conform 
to the rules of society. Before he became a scout he roamed 
the prairies* mountains and deserts for years alone or in
the company of the Indians. He knew thoroughly large areas
of the country-side and enjoyed his wild dangerous life. 
Sometimes toe was a full-blooded Indian or a half-breed. His 
main duty #s a scout was to locate the Indians and ascertain 
their number by tracks and signs. In order to do this he 
ordinarily went alone in advance of the army, exposed to 
danger of ambush and sudden attack. He was often regarded 
as a brave man and sometimes even as a hero.
Calamity Jane professed to ally herself to the exalted
profession of scouting at the early age of eighteen, boast­
ing that even then she was fully able to perform the daring 
and difficult tasks assigned her. $he beginning of her 
glorious life with the army she describess
m
Joined Genersl ^ster as a. scout at Fort Bussell, 
,*yomlng, in 1870, and started for -Arizona for the 
Indian Campaign. Up to this time I had always worn
the cost m e  of my sex. When I Joined Custer I
donned the uniform of a soldier. It was a bit 
awkward at first but I so^n got to be perfectly 
st home in men^s clothes.i
The trousers and paraphernalia of e soldier may have been 
bit awkward at first” but still more awkward for the 
story is the fact that Custer never was at Fort D. A. Bussell, 
He never in his lifetime set foot inside the bounds of
Arizona, much less fought in the Indian campaigns there.
By a careful check of Custer*s every move It is easy to 
deduct where he was not. In 1870, while t̂ alamity main­
tained she was scouting with him, he was at Fort Leavenworth, 
Kansas writing his *ar Memoirs, He even obtained leave and 
with his wife visited New York. In the summer of 1870 he
went on hunting expeditions with tourists attracted west by 
5
his fame.
Another miiamry asslgnmgmt from her Life and. Adventures
goes:
We were afterwards ordered to Fort Custer, where 
Custer city now stands, where we arrived in the 
spring of 1874; remained around Fort Custer all
1
Autobiography. p. 2,g
Frederic F. Van de *ster, Clorv-Hunter and Frederick 
Whittaker, A Complete Life Qf General George ^  Custer.
S
Ibid.. pp. 478-476.
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summer and were ordered to Fort Bussell in 
fall of 1874s where we remained until spring of 1875.4
Since ^ort ^uster was not built until 1878 it is hard to
imagine just how or why Calamity was ordered there in the
5
spring of 1874 to remain until that fall.
Calamity Jane claimed that in 1875 she went with the
troops when they were ordered to the Black Hills. There
is some indication that she went in that year in some
capacity or other with the Jenney Expedition, Here is what
she says of the trip:
was then ordered to the Black Hills to protect 
miners, as that country was controlled by the 
Sioux Indians and the government had to send the 
soldiers to protect the lives of the miners and 
settlers in that section. Remained there until 
fall of 1875 and wintered in Fort Laramie.®
By the treaty of April, 1868, the Sioux Indians were
giv«Q an immense reservation of which the Black Hills were
part. In 1874 Custer made a hasty trip through that
country to obtain information for the government about the
region. The several miners with the expedition found gold
distributed in gulches throughout the area. The news of
gold, though only modest mention was made of it by the
miners and Custer, fired the imagination of American
^ âutQbiograahy. p. S.
^ Edgar Ledyard, "American posts," Utah Historical 
Quarterly. October, 1928, p. 12S.
^ Autoblogranfay. p. 3,
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prospectors and frontiersmen. Many wanted badly to go to 
the new fields but expressed no wish to transgress the word 
of the government given in the treaty to stay off the reser­
vation, Zhey thought the government should either buy the 
Black Bills or get some concession from the Indians* So the 
Secretary of Interior appointed several trustworthy persons 
to examine the region for paying quantities of gold* The 
facts learned about the mineral deposits would give a basis 
for subsequent negotiations with Indians for the territory# 
Walter f *  Jenney was commissioned to undertake this 
work, Henry Hewton was to act as assistant while ?# T, 
McGillycuddy, H* D., late of the hake and Northern ■Boundary 
Surveys, was appointed topographer. Thirteen other men 
ranging from astrom<mer to cook made up the civilian 
personnel* As military escort there were four hundred men 
with a train of seventy-five wagons under Lieutenant Colonel 
R, I. Ik>dge. The two groups assembled near Fort Laramie 
May S4, 1875, and began the journey which covered the entire 
area of the Black Hills between the forks of the Oieyenne.
On October 14, 1875, the expedition returned to ^ort
Laramie, having met no Indians during the five months in the 
7
field* It was with this group that Calamity is supposed to 
have made her first trip into the Black Hills,
" T Ü» s. Geographical and Geological Survey of the Rocky
jeamey, pp
S3
Dr. cuddy, the topographer, has related a
rather long circumstantial story of Calamity Janets part 
in this expedition* He always insisted that she made the 
entire trip. He later remembered that, according to her, 
Colonel Dodge had refused her permission to go. Hhe then 
had appealed to the topographer to put in a good word for 
her, but he had explained it would be useless since he had 
nothing to do with the personnel assigned to the party. 
Calamity was determined, for her then current lover, a 
Sergeant Shaw, was a trooper in the cavalry detailed to 
Colonel Dodge’s assignment. Dressed like a trooper she 
went with the expedition*
Four days out from Laramie, Calamity Jane was dis­
covered i^en striding from the soldiers* section past the 
officers’ quarters to the sutler*s store at the other end 
of camp. Hafortunately, she met the officer of the day 
to whom she rendered a snappy salute. He acknowledged it 
and passed on, only to find several soldiers snickering at 
him* He demanded to know the cause of their merrimmit and 
was told that he had just met and saluted Calamity Jane.
The incident was reported to Dodge who knew that he must 
get rid of her. It seemed heartless to send her back sixty 
miles through the wilderness to Fort Laramie. But disci­
pline had to be maintained and he ordered her to go. As
Z4
the expedition pulled oufc the next morning Calamity, 
standing with her pony by the trail, watehed the troops 
pass by her. She was not worried, however. As the wagon 
train and train guard brought up the rear, she turned her 
pony in among the led horses, slipped under a wagon bow 
and disappeared from sight. The next day she was dis­
covered and ordered away again. The eeremony was repeated8
dally during the whole trip#
A more revealing story about the discovery of
Calamity in Dodge*s army has its coterie of followers,
even though its origin is still more doubtful than the
other. It is probably but another of the exaggerated
accounts of Holbrook:
While the Jenney party was being formed and equipped 
at Fort Laramie, one of its enlisted men, Sergeant 
Frank Sieehrlst, met up with Calamity Jane,,,and 
got her rigged up in the baggy, shapeless clothes 
of the enlisted man of 1875, and away she went to 
the Black Hills*... At some stop along the way, 
after the party had camped one evening, sn officer 
strolling near ® stream to watch the soldiers 
swimming wa,s struck dumb— we can presume—  
for Jane was right in there with the boys and she 
had troubled herself no more than they about a 
bathing suit. She was promptly sent back to Fort 
Laramie*®
Evidence supporting neither of these stories is con­
clusive, and indeed there is no absolute proof that she
8
Julia B. ScGillymiddy, McQlllvcuddv Agent. pp. 50-54*9
Stewart H* Holbrook, Tittle Aimie Oakley and Other 
Bugged peoplt» pp. 58-55,
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made the trip at all, even as a camp-follower.
Before the Penney Escpedition returned to its base, 
the Government began negotiations for buying the Black
10Hills, but failed to reach an agre«ent with the Indians,
Apprehensive of what was to follow, the army began to
strengthen its power around the Sioux reservation and the
mceded territory of the Sioux. General George Crook was
in command of the Department of the Platte with headquarters
at Fort Fettermsn. In March, 1876, G^ook was instructed to11
reduce the Indians to subjugation. There is positive
evidence that Calamity Jane was with the troops on this
expedition. Just exactly what she was doing and how long
she rrained with the outfit is a point for speculation.
12On February 21, 1876, I, Î3, Bard wrote in his diaryl
Very pleassmt all day. Left town at 9 a. m«
Made a short call at Pole Creek# There is six 
or eight Black Hills teams here. Drove over to 
Fagans. He is crowded full. Calamity Jane is 
here going up with the troops, I think there is 
trouble ahead. Everything is crowded here*
There is seven Companies on the road.l*
Ihen Crookts expedition returned without accomplish­
ing anything, Ceneral Sheridan ordered three separate
10
Charles Deland, The ^ioux lars. p. 212*11
Ibid.. p. 220.
IS
Bard worked for John (fortugee) Phillips at Chugwater, 
Wyoming, Later he owned Bard * s Ranch on the Little Bear. 
The “toim" referred to is Cheyenne.
IS This unpublished diary is In the Agnes Wright Spring 
Collection. Western History Department, Denver Public 
Llbraiy, Denver, Colorado.
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colums to advance into southeastern Montana near the
Big Horn region. The first column was under General
John Gibbon and consisted of troops from the Montana
camps; the second under General ^ifyed ïerry started
from Fort Lincoln, Dakota; the third column was under 
14 ‘
General Gpook. The latter was to move from Fort
Petterman along the same route that he had taken in
March, past Camp Heno and Fort ^earney into Big Horn
country and eventually unite with the two other strong
columns. Ghder Terry was Custer with his Seventh Cavalry.
m  command of fifteen companies of cavalry and five
companies of infantry. General Cpook moved out from Fetter-
man on May 29, 1876, heading northwest. Ihree days later
a heavy snow storm made the day miserable and drove the
temperature so low that the water froze in the camp kettles.
On June 9, the monotony of camp life was broken by an
15
attack of Sioux and Cheyennes, Some time after that attack 
and before June 14, Lieutenant ^ourke, aide-de-camp for 
Crook, noted in his diary that it was whispered one of their 
teamsters was Calamity Jane, Her sex was discovered when 
the wagon-master noted that she did not cuss her mules
14
John Gregory Bourke, Ojj the Border with Crook. p, 285,
15
Ibid,, pp* 289-296.
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with the enthusiasm to be expected from a graduate of
Patrick and Saulsbury*s Black Bills Stage as she
16
had represented herself to be* In corroboration with
the lieutenant on that point was Captain ■kason Mills,
well-knoim soldier under Crook, who said he saw and talked
to her during that same campaign. His explanation was that,
in organising the wagon train, the wagon-master had inad-
Tertently hired Calamity who was not discovered until the
outfit neared Fort Reno* After her arrest she was placed
in improvised female attire and carried along until a
force was organized to carry back the wounded, with whom 
17
she was sent* Both accounts seem logical enough and might 
be accepted If it were not for a Cheyenne newspaper item at 
that time*
On Bunday, June 10 that notorious female. Calamity 
Jane greatly rejoiced over her release from durance 
vile, procured a horse and buggy from Jas. Abney*s 
stable, ostensibly to drive to Fort Russell and back*
By the time she had reached the Fort, however, in­
dulgence in frequent and liberal potations completely 
befogged her not very clear brain, and she drove 
right by that place never drawing rein until she 
reached the Chug fifty miles distant. Continuing 
to imbibe bug-juice at close intervals and in large 
quantities throughout the night, she woke up the 
next morning with a vague idea that Fort Bussell 
had been removed but being still bent on finding it, 
she drove on, finally sighting Fort Laramie, ninety 
miles distant. Reaching there she discovered her 
mistake, but didn*t show much disappointment. She
IS
17
Ibid., pp. £99-300.
Anson Mills, ^  Btory. p. 397*
8
turned her horse out to grass, ran the buggy into 
a corral, and began enjoying life In camp after 
her usual fashion. When Joe Rankin reached the 
Fort, several days later, she begged him not to 
arrest her, and as he had no authority to do so, 
he merely took charge of Abney*s outfit which was 
brought back to this city Sunday,^®
Lieutenant %urke did not say that he had actually
seen Calamity or knew' her presence to be a fact, but only
that ®it was whispered that one of our teamsters was a
woman, and no other than **̂ alamity Jane.*® Captain Mills,
however, related, a comical incident on the trip in which
he was personally involved with her, % s  story ??as that
the day she was discovered and placed under guard, he was
going through the wagon-master*s outfit, -̂s he passed.
Calamity Jane called out, ®There is Colonel ^ills, he knows
met® It turned out that she had often seen ̂ ills in the
home of a friend where Calamity had been hired as a cook.
He was much chagrined at such familiarity from a woman of
her class and turned away. This story Mills told when
reminiscing about the Rosebud Expedition in an address
before the ©rder of Indian Wars in 1917, forty years
go
after the campaign. Without questioning his ability as 
an army officer, or integrity as a person, it is easy to 
Imagine that he threw in the fanciful tale of Calamity
18 ,Cheyenne (Wyoming/ Dally Leader, June BO, 1876, 
19 ^
Hourke, pp. 299-500.
BO
Mills, p, 597.
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Jane to liven up a somewhat gloomy subject.
Calamity*s own story of her work with ^rook has
afforded much material for fiction writers and historians?
|n spring of 1876, we were ordered north with 
General Crook to join Gen»Is %les# ferry and 
Custer at Big Horn river. During this march J 
swam the Blatte river at Fort -̂ etterman as I 
was the bearer of important dispatches. I had 
a ninety mil® ride to make,, being wet and cold,
I contracted a severe Illness and was sent back 
in Gen. Crook» s ambulance to Fort Fettermen where 
I laid in the hospital for fourteen days.^^
It is comparâtively easy to point out how palpably 
incorrect are the statements % y  herself,® ^ few of the 
following errors plus the above newspaper quotation show 
without doubt that Calamity Jane had no part in the 
Battle of the Bosebud. it was General Gibbon, not Miles, 
whom Crook was to join. If Jane had been scouting, 
certainly she would have known exactly whom she might 
expect to meet when the forces united, even though re­
calling the battle twenty years later. Furthermore, the 
scouts were named by Lieutenant ^ourke as Frank Gruard,
®to whom the whole country was as familiar as a book,»»
B2
Louis chaud and Baptiste ®Big Bat* Fourrier. Just when 
she was required to carry dispatches back to ^ort ^etterman 
is hard to visualize, as only one return trip was made before
21
Autobiograghv. p. 4. 
Bourke, p. 290.
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the womded were sent baek* â courier named %rrisoa
undertook the dangerous job of carrying official
23
communications back to petterman. ^ M s  fort was on
the north side of the flatte, which meant that no one
need cross the flatte to get from ^rook to the fort,
There were no writtCT. dispatches between Cyook and
Gibbon, because the Crow Indians supplied the news, tJp
until the end of June, no word was received from General
24
lerry and his command* %ere, then, was she delivering 
all of her important messages? The ninety-mile ride about 
which she wrote might have been, in reality, the wild 
goose chase she made from Cheyenne to fort Wramle mentioned 
in the newspaper. If she had been a teamster on the &)sebud 
Expedition with Cj-ook, which she obviously was not, she no 
doubt would have ridd©a back in a wagon or ambulance for 
the wounded, but under guard and not because she contracted 
an Illness requiring two weeks hospitalization,
Writers have been prone to combine bits of Calamity*s 
story with pieces of the newspaper item and come out with 
exciting new stories. Typical of many historic attempts to 
show the true Calamity Jane is the one by Miss Istelline 
Bennett!
"*23
Ibid.. p. 298,
24 Ibid., p* 301.
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She came into the Black Hills first with General 
Crook* 3 comand In the snsmer of *75 when he had 
marched in from Port Baramle to order the miners 
out of the Hills until treaties could he made with 
the Indians. Calamity had been in Cheyenne getting 
a little bored and restless when she heard of the 
proposed expedition into s new, wild, and dangerous 
country. îhe day she heard about it, she hired a 
team and buggy to ®go for a little ride,® she told 
the man at the livery stable. She drove her horses 
at an easy trot through the streets of ^heyenne, 
but when she had left the cl&y behind she speeded 
up and drove as rapidly as her consideration for 
horses would permit. Arrived at Fort Baramie, 
she left her rig where its owner could recover it, 
smuggled herself in among the soldiers, and was too 
far on the way to the outlaw country to be sent̂  ̂
back, before a^one discovered she was a w o m a n *25
Beadwood merchants today are making easy money from
gullible Black Hills tourists who buy postcards like the
two photostated on the next page, ^hen, after much
research, it is difficult to prove that Calamity Jane
ever accompanied the troops even as a bull-wixaeker, such
statements as those on the postcards, exalting her as a
scout, are ridiculous.
S5
Bstelllne Bennett, Old %adwood &avs. p. 233,
C A I A M I T »  ;an( notorious fRONTllR CHARACTER 
GIN CRQOa s s c ou t
CHAPTER Y 
NICKNAME
The origin of the nickname, Calamity Jane, has been 
dealt with by every old-timer, historian, journalist, 
montebsnk and poor man’s philosopher who has felt called 
upon to comment on this woman of the frontier, A few 
agree with George Hoshier, an old friend end pall-bearer 
at Calamity Jane’s funeral, that she had the name early 
in life because she was prone to calamity. In the color­
ful words of that old pioneer, ”if she sat on a fence rail it1
would rare up and buck her off.” Another account states
that she got the name after her outstanding service in Dead-
2
wood’s smallpox epidemic of 1878, but by that time she had
already been Calamity Jane for several years. The St. Paul
M s  patch of July 13, 1901, explained it as follows î "She
gets her name from a faculty she has had of producing a
ruction at any time and place and on short notice." Dr. V.
T. Mc^illycuddy stated that she was called Calamity because
3
of the calamitous deaths of her father and mother. Since
the topographer has been shown to be a writer of doubtful
“I" Great"'Falls~(Montana) ■̂ eader. July 16, 1906.
2
Lewis ^rawford, Rekindling Camp Pires, p. 274.
S
Dr. T. McGiiiycuddy to Editor of the Rapid City 
Joumal. October 1, 1324, Eouth Dakota Historical 
Society Library,
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reliability, this theory can also be questioned*
Perhaps the earliest and most imaginative account of 
the captious appellation appeared in a highly fictionalized 
story, «Calamity Jane, Queen of the Plains,« In that sensa­
tional tale, Jesse jaaes inquired about her doleful sobriquet, 
Her gloomy reply to that frontier bad man is as follows*
When I went to a mining town in Colorado at first,
I was simply known as jane— by some called * Pretty 
Jane.* But wherever I went some great evil came 
upon some of the men or their families,...Their 
wives would fall into old shafts and break their 
necks, some of the men would accidentally shoot 
themselves, or so it was supposed, when a man was 
found with a barrel of his own pistol empty and 
he dead beside it on the ground. Children belong­
ing to such men got lost, and weren’t found till 
they had starved to death in some lone gulch*
And as wherever I moved these things happened, 
people began to think I had the ’evil eye* and 
carried bad luck with me, and they called me 
Calamity Jane. I*ve borne the ominous name for 
years.4
in addition to scores of suggestions like the ones 
mentioned, there are two main versions, each of which has 
numerous adherents. The first theory appeared in Calamity’s 
autobiography, which was not published till 1896. Calamity 
may have been giving the same thrilling story long before 
that to a generation of «bar-flies* and «greenhorns,*' ^he 
may just once have been cajoled by the hoax-lovers into re­
enacting the scene for a crowd of **tenderfeet,* and been
4 Backless Balph, «Calamity Jane, Queen of the Plains,* 
^treet and Smith’s ^ew York *eeklv. January 85, 1882, p. 5,
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stuck with the story, Istelllae Bemiett^s uncle.
General Dawson, stated once that Calamity Jane in her
later days had lost track of which stories were true
5
and which were not. Here is Calamity*s story, as told
in the pamphletî
After that campaign I returned to Fort Sanders, 
%-oming, remained there until spring o f 1072, 
when we were ordered out to the Muscle Shell or 
Sursey Pursey Indian outbreak. In that war 
Generals Custer, Miles, fe r r y  and Crook were all 
engaged, Shis campai|pa lasted until fall of 1873,
It was during this campaign that I was christened 
Calamity Jane. It was on Coose Creek, "yomlng, 
where the town of Sheridan is now located. Capt* 
% a n  was in command of the Fost. were ordered 
out to quell an uprising of the Indians, and 
were out for several days, had numerous skirmishes 
during which six of the soldiers were killed and 
several severely wounded. #ien on returning to 
the Fost we were ambushed about a mile and a half 
from our destination, When fired upon Capt. Egan 
was shot. I was riding in advance and on hearing 
the firing turned in my saddle and saw the Captain 
reeling in his saddle as though about to fall. Î 
tuwaed my horse and galloped back with «11 haste to 
his side and got there in time to catch him as he 
was falling* I lifted him onto my horse in front of 
me and succeeded in getting him safely to the Fort. 
Capt, i»gan on recovering, laughingly said* *I name 
you Calamity Jane, the heroine of the plains,** I 
have borne that name up to the present time,®
This exciting quotation can be proved to contain little
truth. The only accurate statement is that Sheridan,
looming, is near Goose Greek,
5
Istelline Bennett, Old De&dwood Days* p. 234,
6
Autobiography. p. 3.
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One historian has an informative sidelight about the 
^rescuer* and the "rescued.* Ee wrote that "her only trace­
able relation with Egan was when she laundered his uniform, 
while he remembered that he ordered her and another woman
off the reservation because of their bad Influence on the 7
men." Captain ^aek Crawford, one time chief of scouts
in the Qhlted States Army, refuted the hgan theory when he
said that he "was with Captain ^gan and his white Eo^se
troop and helped patrol the roads between Fort ^aramle and
Red Canyon, and no such fight ever took place, nor was
8
Captain % a n  wounded," Egan was a colorful personality
and the kind of man with whom Calamity would have liked
to be permanently linked.
In 1872 and 1878, the Kez Perce Indians were stolid
and placid, roaming around at home in Idaho. îhose were
not war years but revival years when missionaries were
busy preaching to their people and baptizing them at a
9
near record rate, ^he ^ez ̂ erce ^ar lasted from June,
1877, until October of the same year. Ihat brave trek 
would scarcely be called either an uprising or outbreak by
7
Harold E, Briggs, f ro n tie rs  af i M  P» 80*
s Sapid ^Itv (Eouth Dakota) 'Journal, no date on clipping 
in files South Dakota Elstorleal Society Library. Con­
te x t tells that it must have been a few weeks after 
Calamity Janets death, August 1, 1903,
Sate C. McBeth, Thg Perces m â  Di&dS#
pp. 73-83.
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a soldier or scout familiar with the war* besides.
Calamity was not there when the actual fighting took
place. During July, August and September of the five-
month campaign she was conspicuously seen in three
different states far away from either the fleeing Indians
or pursuing army. When she showed up in Wyoming the first
week in July the paper noted* "The return of the well-known
frontlerswoman. Calamity jane, to Cheyenne, which took
place yesterday, was one of the few events of a dull sultry 
10
July day," August 4, she appeared in Sidney, Nebraska.
The Sidney Telegraph reported: "Calamity Jane has arrived
from the Black gills. She received promotion on the road
as assistant wagon, boss." in true character, a month
later she gave Deadwood, ho^thWcota, newspaper men an
excellent chance to display their journalistic talents?
That ^heroine of the Hills,* who figured so 
largely in the local columns of our contempo­
rary this morning, didaH ’pan out* very well 
upon Investigation. She is a low down 
prostitute who has been herding with Indians, 
negroes, and soldiers, for the past year....
Inâtead of leaving town on a high mettled steed, as described by the romantic local of 
the Pioneer, she repaired to Chinatown and got drunk. Bhe was met there last evening 
kith a bloody nose, and, upon being asked where she was going, answered, *^od knows, | don*t,*
That is the kind of a heroine she is.
10 . ,Cheyenne (%oming) A m . July 7, 1877.
Black Rills Daily ^imes (Deadwood, South Dakota), 
September Si, 1877.
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Generals Howard and *^lbbons and Colonels ^turgis 
and ÎGles were the leaders in the attack on the Indians, 
not Generals Custer, Terry and Crook as stated by 
Calamity Jane. Caster, for example was not encountering 
Indians In 1878 and 1875 and, during the time that the 
Mez Perce fighting was going on in 1877, he had been 
dead for one year. Likewise, Crook had nothing to do 
with the Hez Perces. From 1871 through 1875 he dealt 
with the fierce Apaches in Arizona and, during Chief 
Joseph*s retreat, he was busy trying to put the Sioux 
agencies into respectable shape. There are similar 
time discrepancies for Terry and Miles in 1878-1875 so 
it can be concluded that she did not know who was in 
charge of the Nez perce War.
Chief Joseph did not lead his people nearly so far 
east as to the post where Calamity Jane claimed she was 
stationed. From Yellowstone -Park in western Wyoming the 
Indians went nearly due north into Montana, while Calamity 
was in central doming on the eastern side of the Big Horn 
Mountains* So many errors in geographical location, 
dates, wars and military leaders show that the Goose Creek 
incident could not possibly have taken place, and since it 
did not, the inception of the name Calamity Jane could not 
have occurred in the way the Autobiography states.
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Next in popularity to her own story Involving Captain
% a n  comes the more logical but unfounded story which had
its earliest appearance in the obituary notice for Calamity
Jane, The Deadwood paper suggested that «the name is said
to have been applied to her by Bill Sye during the early
12seventies when he was editing the Laramie Boomerang."
Before the validity of that statement can be analyzed,
the reader must know that Calamity received her nickname
before February, 1876. The first contemporary mention of
her as Calamity Jane was February 21, 1876, when I. H.
Bard wrote in his diaryî «Calamity Jane is here going up
15with the troops,« The Laramie Lpgiaerang was founded in 
1881, at least five years after she became Calamity. Bill 
Sye came from Wisconsin to Wyoming in the late spring of 
1876 and began his western newspaper career on the Laramie
12 .Pioneer-Tlaes (L®adwood, South Dakota/, August 2, 1905,
This''''writer became enthusiastic over the Laramie Boom­
erang suggestion and boarded a bus for %eyenne. At the 
Wyoming State historical Library she hoped to find the Bill 
8ye Quotation among the early 1870 Boomerangs, Undaunted, 
after a long hot trip, by the fact that the library had 
no early Laramie papers whatsoever, she put in a call to 
the university Library in Laramie to make sure it had the 
desired papers before making another journey. While waiting 
for the call to go through, the author discovered a. pertinent 
book. The Life q f Bill Hye, lying on the shelf, glanced 
through it and found that Llll Nye*s Boomerang was not 
founded until 1881, more than five years too late to be of 
value for this study.
15
This unpublished diary is in the Agues Wright Spring 
Collection, Western history Department, Denver public 
Library, Denver, ^dorado.
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14
Daily «^eatinel sometime after May 10. Three months
previously j, Mr. Bard saw Martha Ogxinary whom he referred
to as Calamity Jane, it is, however, possible that the
great humorist, Kye, did at one time suggest that Calamity
Jane was so named because %hard luck and Martha Cannary15
always went hand in hand,” but under no circumstance
could he have done the original naming in either the !
^entInel or Boomerang.
Perhaps Martha Cannary was not named Calamity Jane 
because of any one particular episode such as the Goose 
Creek incident or by any person as respected as Bill 2fye, 
in the early days even the most casual observer of that 
lewd "jame-about-town” must have noticed that activity seemed 
to spring up wherever she was, and conversely, that she 
followed excitement wherever it went, ^o, it is possible 
that Martha could have become Calamity Jane by the 
slightest accident.
Calamity Jane never did say that any part of her real 
name included "Jane,” In the first sentence of the Auto­
biography she stated* "My maiden name was Marthy Cannary...." 
When she was buried in Deadwood her tombstone was marked
14 Reference Librarian, University of Wyoming, to 
Roberta Sollid, June 81, 1950, in the files of this author.
15
Frank J. Illstack. Wild Bill Hlckok. p. 268.
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Mrs, M, -B* ^nrke. Her husband* s name was Clinton Burke 
so there was no confusion of Initials between Calamity 
and Mr. Burke, Since Jane, the second word of the 
nickname, was so important in Calamity*s career, why 
did she not mention her maiden name as Martha Jane 
Cannary? Deadwood residents knew her as Calamity Jan© 
for years and yet they buried her not M. J, but M* E,
Birke. fhe answer might be that Jane was not her middle 
name and that whatever her middle name was, it began with 
an 1, Today, especially in society on Calamity*s level, 
a yomg woman is often called a skirt, a twist, a femme, 
or by an old expression, a jane. &hat latter title might 
well have been used by many in the middle 1870* s when re­
ferring to Calamity. How easy for someone talking about 
the escapades of Martha E. Cannary to have said, RCalamlty 
sure follows that jane and I guess from all I hear that 
that jane follows calamity. Maybe we ought to call her 
Calamity Jane,®* Byom some such statement the epithet 
could have taken hold and stuck. In an age of %dame Moustache, 
Kitty the Schemer, Deadwood Dick, and Wild Bill Hickok, a 
name like Calamity Jane would have had no trouble immediately 
becoming part of the frontier vocabulary.
CHAPTER VI 
fflJSBAHDS, LAWFUL AND CASUAL
The name of **ild Bill Hickok has often been intimately 
linked with that of Calamity ^ane in both the movies and dime 
novels* Most historians, however, are reticent about agree­
ing that there was a marriage or even a romance between the 
two. ^he writers to whom ^ild Bill is a hero will argue 
that he was too fastidious to have anything to do with 
such a woman.
On her deathbed. Calamity Jane muttered something 
about being buried next to Wild Bill but this was probably 
one of her fantastic ideas. Luring her active life, as far 
as is known, she said little that would indicate any special 
affection for him. In 1902 when asked by a noted explorer 
about the truth of the story, *Jane of the Plains,* which 
had tender love scenes between Calamity and Bill, she 1
said that the “thriller* was full of ®blankety-blank lies.*
Her Autobiography makes only brief mention of him: *I
started for Fort Laramie where j  met Wm. Hickok better known
as Wild Bill, end we started for Beadwood, where we arrived 
2
about June.*
1
Lewis Breeman. Down the Yellowstone, p. 76.2
Antobiography. p. 4.
There is some question about when the two arrived in
DeadwoodJ but most authorities have settled upon sometime
in June, 1876. Since most of the newspaper files of that
town were destroyed by fire in 1879 and the rest stolen,
exact information is hard to obtain. Despite that fact,
the date of their arrival can be narrowed down to between
June 15 and July 15, 1876. An outside source, the
Ghevenne Daily Leader of July 30 carried a four-word news
item from the Black.Rills Pioneer of July 15, which said,
^Calamity Jane has arrived.® it has already been notedg
that she was at Fort laramie about June 15* This fact is
in line with her own statement that she met Wild Bill at
Fort Laramie and they reached Deadwood in June. Captain
Jack Crawford, the poet scout, said that he talked to Bill
sometime that June in Cheyenne and Bill told him that up
4
to that time he had never seen Calamity Jane. Since Fort 
Laramie was ninety miles north of Cheyenne and on the 
direct route to Deadwood, it is reasonable to assume that 
Wild Bill did meet Calamity there or at some other point 
along the way in late June and that the two journeyed 
together to Deadwood the latter part of that month or
5 Cheyenne (Wyoming) ^ally. MsâêZL» June 20, 1876.
4 Rapid Gltv («̂ outh Dakota) Journal, no date on clipping 
which is on file at the South Wcota Historical Society 
Library. Context tells that it must have been a few weeks 
after Calamity Janets death, August 1, 1903.
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early in July.
McClintock wrote that he saw the party come into
Beadwood probably sometime in the month of June, 1876.
It consisted of Calamity Jane, *ild Bill Hickok, Kittle
Arnold, Colorado Charlie Utter and his brother, Steve.
Calamity was dressed in a new, elegant well-fitted man’s
suit of buckskin and was encompassed by a belt of ”arserials.^
For the short time that Wild Bill remained alive after this.
Calamity was seen frequently in his company usually following
5 ' 6
him about the streets ”as a dog follows its master.^
Another on-the-spot witness to the spectacular entry 
of the little party was Mr. Richard B, Hughes, first 
editor of the fiaold Cjtv Journal. He recalled that the 
troupe came into Beadwaod and rode the entire length of 
Main Street, mounted on good horses and clad completely 
in buckskin, every suit of which carried enough fringe to 
make a considerable buckskin rope. Calamity, riding 
astride, attracted considerable attention, though for all
5
John S. McClintock, Pioneer Davs in the Black Hills, 
p. 117. . ,According to L. Senn, editor of Me lintock’s book, 
the author knew Wild Bill in Missouri before they both 
migrated to Deadwood. McClintock had been a sympathizer 
of the South during the Civil War and Wild Bill a Union 
soldier. The former did not like Hickok but when the 
latter came to Deadwood he asked permission to pitch his 
tent on McClintock*s property and was given permission* 
Senn said that McClintock was always very just and honest 
in his criticism of Bill and reserved his personal feel­
ings for himself.6 Mr. Senn quoted McClintock as having often said that 
phrase, *as a dog follows its master,® although McClintock 
did not add it in his book#
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her notoriety she was tasking chiefly in the reflected
7
glory of Wild Bill*
Frank Wustaeh^ probably the most widely quoted 
biographer of Wild Bill, objects to any insinuation that 
Calamity was a paramour of Bill, In his book, published 
in 1926, he protested about a letter written for the 
Deadwood Ploneer-Times in 1920 by McClintock, who said
that "Hickok drifted, in the month of June, into Deadwood,
8
accompanied by his consort. Calamity Jane,* In 1939, when
McClintock published his own book, he answered Wilstach and
others who had challenged him as follows•
In a former story by this writer of some occurrences 
of those days, the statement was made that Wild Bill 
was frequently seen while in Deadwood, walking on the 
streets with two six-shooters stuck under the waist 
band of his pants, with no scabbards in sight, and 
that he was being followed by his "consort. Calamity 
Jane* The latter part of this statement has been 
disputed by some of his admirers. They contend that 
Wild Bill would not so lower himself, and that 
"Colorado Charlie" was her man. Nevertheless, it is 
a fact that she came to Deadwood with him and others, 
followed him up and down the streets, accompanied 
him to and from the restaurants, and after he was 
killed, wailed over his body and invoked maledictions 
upon the head of the murderer*^
 ___ _ of Bichard B. Hughes, pp. 143-144. (unpublished).
tcan Aikman used Mr. Hughes’ book as source material 
for this particular part of the story. From one page of 
the original, Aikman developed about fifteen pages in his 
own story. His account is extremely colorful and frequently 
quoted*
8 Frank J. lilstach, % l d  Bill Hickok, p* 254.
McClintock’s letter of January 10, 1923, does not appear 
in the pioneer-Times under that date, nor in any of the 
papers a few weeks before or after it. There is probably a
L5
Wild Bill was assassinated August 2, 1876, at the
luttall and saloon (also called Saloon Ho. 10)
while playing a game of poker, McClintock added that
after Bill’s death Calamity %never appeared to show any
preference for any particular one of the numerous
element who depended upon the resources of one of her
class for the price of a cigar, a drink, a meal, or a10
stake at ♦Barffc the Wheel,
& recent development in the Calamity Jane-Wild Bill
romance came in 1941 when Mrs. jane Hickok McCormick
was interviewed on Mother’s Day by Gabriel Heater. Mrs,
McCormick announced to the world that her own mother was11
Calamity Jane and her father Wild Bill, With a diary
and various papers to offer as evidence, Mrs. McCormick,
until her death in February, 1951, made a valiant effort12
to prove the authenticity of those documents. The
marriage statement, which is supposed to record the
' 8 ' (continuî )" '
typographical error in the date. Over a period of 
tea or fifteen years McClintock wrote a number of letters, 
usually pertaining to the days of *76, which were 
published in the fioneer Times.
9 John h. McClintock, p. 106.
10
Ibid., p. 118.
11 Buffalo (Wyoming) Bulletin. May 17, 1941,
12 The present writer has a photostatic copy of the 
marriage statement and numerous pages from the diary*
marriage of Calamity and Bill on their way to Ihilene, 
Kansas^ in September, 1870, is written on a page In a 
Bible, Signatures of witnesses. Calamity's signature 
and Bill's are carefully done in different script. Wild 
Bill's age is given as thirty-one. That does not 
correspond to the date given by his several biographers, 
who place his birth date as 1857, which made him thirty- 
three at the time of his marriage. Calamity's age is 
recorded as eighteen, which is in accordance with her own 
version that she was born in 1852» Paine claimed that 
this pager can be proved to be a forgery, but gave no de­
tails. The motive for such a forgery could easily be 
foimd in Mrs. McCormick's wish to legitimatize her descent 
or receive publicity which could be turned into remunerative 
channels.
In lettérs and over the National Broadcasting Company
network, Jane Hickok claimed that she was born at Benson's
landing, near the site of present Livingston, Montana,
in September, 1875. Here is a part of a letter she wrote
when applying for a position in Virginia City, Montana, on
the occasion of its revival as a pioneer town:
Of course. Calamity jane had left Wild Bill early 
that year (1875)* She had been posing as his 
partner, the Jack of Diamonds, in Abilene, Kansas, 
and down on the Border. She left him in Deadwood
IS Clarence Paine, ”ghe laid Her pistol Down,® Westerners 
Brand Book. 1944, p. 15.
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BXiû hit the trail alone up the Yellowstone Valley.
She was only nineteen when I was horn, ^he had 
no care of any sort and almost died from lack of medical eare.^^
One glaring inaccuracy is that Calamity could not have left
Slid Bill in Deadwood in 1873^ as there was no such town
at that early date* In fact, the Black Hills had not yet
been thoroughly explored by white men. ^ second obvious
error is that if Calamity had been eighteen at the time of
her marriage as shown on the statement in 1870, she would
have been twenty-one idien her child was born at Benson» s
Landing, not nineteen as the daughter claimed. Because
there are no facts to prove what either Calamity or Wild
Bill was doing betwemi 1870 and 1873, no real denial can
be made to Mrs* McCormick* s tale. However, her stories
are so out of line #ith other known facta that they can
be dismissed. For example, in the late 1880’s newspapers
were referring to Calamity as wreck of what might once
« 15have been a woman and similar phrases; yet the daughter
recalled that Calamity took an ocean voyage in the 1890’s,
and, dressed in a beautiful black velvet dress, was the
16
®belle of the ball.*
14 Mrs. Jane Hickok-McCormick to Mr, Charles Bovey, 
June 23, 1947, Montana historical Society Library.
15
Laramie (Wyoming) Boomerang. February 28, 1887.
16
Buffalo Bulletin. May 17, 1941.
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If the Gheyeme Daily T.eader of January 26, 1877,
gave a true account of Calamity in its review of
distinguished men and women, it did not take long for
that lady to recover from her grief over Wild Bill*
i-s reported by that paper she liad «married and settled
17
down in Custer City, %uth Dakota. There may or may 
not have been any truth in that rumor, but at least some­
one was interested enough in her love life to venture 
such a statement.
The same year, from Nebraska came evidence of some 
husband or other and a child. Domestic drudgery must 
have held no charm for Calamity. She deserted not only 
her husband for a bull-whacker and her household duties 
for bull-whacking but she also deserted her offspring, 
i-a unsympathetic press said of her;
She has now gone west with a bull-whacker to 
learn the trade. Her husband is not a violent 
mourner. She is a stubby customer, American 
and cussed. If she has any conscience she 
took it with her, and if she had any virtue 
her husband didn't know it* The child if now 
in good hands, and the painter is happy,
A few years later from Ma&tana came a tale of a
husband and a new baby. The announcement read:
17
Ghevenne I^llv Leader. January 26, 1877.
18
Sidney (lebraska) Telegraph. %gust 4, 1877,
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Calamity Jane has settled down to domestic life 
on a ranch in Yellowstone Valley, below Miles 
City* *>he lives with her husband and has been 
blessed with a fine boy baby which she calls 
«little Calamity»
Mien another paper carried similar news and added, *îhe
Deadwood paoers are eulogizing Calamity Jane and the
20
recently born little Calamity,^ it seemed that at last 
some real evidence could be found about a child belonging 
to this notorious woman. A thorough search of the Dead-
wood papers for several months previous to the notice21
uncovered no mention of **little Calamity’s" birth.
There is ample evidence that during this period. 
Calamity Jane was mixed up in some manner with a young 
man named Kobert Dorsett. In Livingston, Montana, as late 
as the middle of the twentieth century, she was remembered 
as living with him* Two old men, alive in 1951 and re­
puted to be honest citizens interested in history, plainly
recalled Calamity and Dorsett. Wlien one of them, Mr.
22
George Simon, was asked if Calamity were married when he 
knew her in Livingston, he replied that she was and to a 
Charlie Dorsett* He was mistaken about the first name, 
but mentioned the surname, Dorsett, without prompting.
19
beai-Weeklv Miner (L*utte, Montana), December 6, 1882,
20
Yellowstone .Tournai (Miles City, Montans) , November 
25, 1882*21
The Yellowstone Journal of December 12, 1882, three 
weeks after the notice had appeared about the birth of 
"little Calamity," noted that Calamity was running a hurdy-
g r t - t hm i Li wi st OH*
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When plied further about the time, he said he had no
special way of connecting their activities with any
events which would give him a clue to the date. Upon
further questioning about the legality of the marriage,
he said that he knew nothing, except that the two lived
together and he assumed they were married, g second
Mviagstonian, ^red ^%mner, younger than Mr.
Simons, had more specific facts to give. Mr, ^umer
remembered that in the early 1880*s Aobert Dorsett
worked for him on his ranch in the Shields &iver valley
and also on ranches on &juider River, In 1886, Sumner
was working for the Miles Company, where Calamity Jane
24
bought supplies for her string of race horses. One 
day he took her order for some feed to be delivered to 
the fair~grounds. Calamity rode with him, he recalled, 
and «talked as nice as any lady he ever saw— not rough 
at all,* Ihen they arrived at the fsir-grounds Dorsett 
was there with her outfit and she introduced him to Mr. 
inimner as her husband, Mr. Sumner surmised that, about 
1880, Dorsett was fourteen, making him twenty when 
Calamity claimed him as her husband* 8he was then
22 Interview with Mr. George &lmon August, 1949,
22
Interview with Mr. Fred Sumner August, 1949,
24 It is doubtful if Calamity Jane ever owned any race 
horses* % e  may have claimed such or given that impression.
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approximately thirty-four herself, fourteen years his
senior. There is no reason to doubt the general truth
of the story except perhaps the dates, Â Livingston
paper in September, 1887, mentioned "Calamity Jane, who
a few years ago was a conspicuous figure in Livingston
S5
and other Yellowstone points." it seems that if she 
had been in Livingston the year before, as Mr. Sumner 
Indicated, the phrase "a few years ago® would not have 
been used by the paper. Although Gaijmity could 
possibly have been around in 1886 without the city 
editor’s knowing it, the likelihood is not great. On 
the other hand, perhaps a year’s breaking spell from her 
antics felt so good that it seemed several years since 
hearing and seeing her.
The Livingston city directory, published for the 
first time in 1904, listed a Robert Dorsett as having 
moved to pueblo, Colorado. No occupation was given. A 
man from ^ozeman in a story to a Butte paper in 1901 re­
marked that ”Calamity Jane’s name at this time is Mrs.
Dorsett. She married a man of that name in Livingston26
some years ago and they parted soon afterwards." The
25
Livingston (Montana) Enterprise. September 17, 1887,
26
Anaconda (Lutte, Montana) Ltandard. February IB, 1901.
6?
editor of the Livingston paper who wrote the obituary
notice of Calamity said that *ln the early 90*s Calamity
came to Livingston. She married a young man named Robert
27Dorsett with whom she lived a short time only.% In at
least one edition, the Autoblogreohv has the name Dorsett,
photographed from longhand after the final signature,
This indicates that someone else knew of her connection
with him. It must have met her approval to have the name
there, because she kept on selling the pamphlet. The
diary which jane Hickok-McCormick presented as Calamity* s
contained the statement: have been celled the common
28
law wife of King, Conors, Wilson and Dorsett.” If the
diary is bona fide, then that is Calamity*s admission of
some relationship with Dorsett, if the diary is forged it
still shows that the forger knew at least Calamity Jane
was involved with him.
It was while searching through the records of the
park County Courthouse in Livingston for some semblance of
a Cannary-Dorsett marriage license that this writer found
29
another interesting document. From its contents it is
27
Livingston (Montana) Post. August 6, 1905.
28
Clarence Paine, p. 15,
29
No record of any such marriage could be found, owing 
perhaps to the fact that permanent records for most things 
did not begin until after Montana Territory became Montana 
State in 1889. Calamity could have legally married Dorsett 
in 1886 when Mr. Sumner knew them and not have had the 
marriage recorded.
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obvions that the Dorsett incident soured Calamity Jane
neither on men nor on LlTingston^ for in November* 1888, some
arrest papers showed that she and a man named Charles fownley,
both tmmarried, were booked for fornication. They were
30
Judged not guilty by a jury, but that did not mean that
they were not living together.
Charles fowiley was & familiar Livingston character is
the 1880^3. In August, 1888, he was arrested for petty 
31
larceny and in January, 1889, he was found unconscious
from a dose of morphine. Pinned to him was a note on
which was written*
Î canH freeze to death. I have been ruined by a 
prostitute. She soaked my tools for whisky, and 
I could have made money by paper hanging and 
house painting. What little money I did get % 
bought whisky for the harlot* | curse the day we 
met, so I have poisoned myself
Â few days later he died and part of an account about him
ran*
To top the climax with his brain befuddled with 
the fumes of alcohol, he became infatuated with 
one of the lowest women of the town. He managed 
to eke out a miserable snd drunken existence 
with the woman by doing some house paintIng.®*^
A pertinent question is, «Wes the * prostitute,^
^harlot* and ?one of the lowest women of the town*
Calamity Jane?® She was definitely known to be a hard
SO In the Appendix is a photostat of the jury*s verdict « 
It is a lined"piece of tablet caper, yellow with age.
21 LLTlaggtoa Biterarise. August 18, 1888.
52
Ibid.. January 26, 1889.
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arlaker, but whether she would have ^soaked his tools* 
for liquor may be questioned. Her known promiscuity 
would have entitled her to any or all the above appella­
tions, and her conduct with îownley three months pre­
viously would not exactly be a point for exoneration* à 
man of îownley*s class might well have been associating 
with any number of disreputable women, and Calamity Jane 
could easily qualify as one of them. There is one mite 
of historical evidence which might help to identify 
Calamity as *the woman.* Aikm&n enumerated her husbands
and loves a M  his long impressive list included *a
S4
drunkmi painter in Livingston,® If tîalamlty Jane did 
marry or live with a painter in Livingston, it is not 
certain,'but not unlikely, that the man was Townley.
îhen there was Mr* (with or without an e), the
ubiquitous Mr. Clinton Burk, Various writers have placed 
him everywhere in Calamity's life, sometimes as her first 
husband, sometimes as her last, other times as her only 
legal husband, but always noted somewhere. He undoubtedly 
received the honor because of the place given him by 
Calamity in her Autobiography. He is the only man mentioned 
in that account as a husband. Here is her story of the
35
fbld.. February 2, 1889.
34 _Duncan Aikman, Calamity Jane and the bady «lldcats. 
p. 109.
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romance that culminated in holy matrimony;
%hlle in El f̂ aso, (reached there in fall of 1884)
I met Mr. Cü^ton s native of îexas, who I
married in August 1865. As I thought I had 
travelled through life long enough alone and 
thought it was about time to take a partner for 
the rest of my days. We remained in Texas 
leading a quiet home life until 1889. On 
October SSth, 1887, I became the mother of a 
girl baby, the very image of its father, at 
least that is what he said, but who has the 
temper of its mother.
#ien we left îexas we went to Boulder, ^olo«, 
where we kept a hotel until#08, after which 
we travelled through %oming, Montana, Idaho, 
Washington, Oregon, then back to Montana, then 
to Bakoto, arriving in Beadwood October 9th,
1895, after an absence of seventeen years
From the fall of 1884 until August, 1885, when
Calamity said she was in El paso and when anyone would
assume her courtship with Mr. Burk was taking place,
three short newspaper items from far-off Wyoming prove
that she was a good seven hundred miles from her beloved
in the Lone Star State. ^ Cheyenne paper under the
column, ^Local Mavericks,* noted*
Calamity Jane, the noted female rustler of 
the Rocky Mountain region, who spent several 
months this summer in Buffalo (Wyoming), has 
again been heard from, ^he is leading a quiet 
life at Eort W'aghakie (Lander, Wyoming) 
this territory.
A month later Calamity must have made a little excursion
S5
Autobiography, p. 6,
S6 Demoractio Leader (Cheyenne,Zoning/, lovember 25, 
1884,
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to Rawlins, because the paper said that ^Calamity 
Jane, the noted and notorious, made famous by
37Bed Buntline, the border novelist, is in Rawlins.**
The whisky of that town may not have suited her, however,
for in the spring of the following year she had ^concluded
38to make Lander her permanent place of abode.*
ïhat Calamity ”rmained in Texes leading a quiet
home life until 1889* can readily be disputed. In
October, 1885, tm> months after her alleged marriage
to %rk, she was not in *1 paso. According to an
elaborate account in the newspaper *the hideous ruin* was
39
settled in Lander. Later she picked up a Mr. Steers as
her paramour, and ran into court difficulties in Meeker,
40
Colorado, when she charged him with beating her up.
Immediately after that the two appeared in Rawlins, where
Calamity complicated her marital status by posing as Mrs. 
41
Martha King while living with Mr, Steers but, according
37 _Carbon County Journal (Rawlins, Wyoming), December 
20, 1884,
38 democratic header. March 21, 1885,
39 Chevenne Daily Leader, Bovember 3, 1885. (Special 
correspondent from Lander, Wyoming, October SO, 1885)
40 CarWn County Journal. September 18, 1886, citing 
Meeker roiolorado; herald.
41 Carbon Countv Journal. September IB, 1886»
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to ber story ten years later, having actually been 
Mrs. Burk.
There are several vague references to a fellow named 
King. Calamity may have been involved with him, sufficient­
ly at least so that she felt entitled to call herself Mrs. 
King, Frackelton mentioned that she had appeared in 
northern Wyoming in 1885, where she lived with a man named 
Frank King on a ranch on Fowder %ver, Ihe place was run
as a horse ranch by the *76* outfit and King had charge of 
42
the horses* Another account mentioned her husband as 
4S
John King. Furthermore, in the diary already mentioned,
44
Calamity listed King as one of her common law husbands.
Her post office name may have been Mrs. Martha King
according to the Carbon County Journal of September 18,
1886, but the same paper seven weeks later referred to her
46
as Calamity Jane Steers, It minced no words describing
Steers. A few choice phrases it used about him were that
he ^deserves a hangmen*s knot,* *is e miserable stick,"
46
and ®is one of the worthless curs unhung."
42
Will ^rackelton, Sagebrush Dentist, p. 125.
43 Casa^r (Wyoming) -Cribi;ne-Herald. November 26, 1921.
44 Clarence Paine, p. 15,
45
Carbon county Journal, November 6, 1886,
46
Tbld.. September 18, October 30 and November 6, 18B6<
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Monogamous to the point of monotony. Calamity jane
was still Mrs, Steers one whole year later. Not only did
she bear the same name, but she had been on a trip with
Steers and was returning home with him tofigwlins. She
told a reporter that she ^was married to Mr. Steers in
Rawlins two years ago and had lived there most of the 
47
time since.^ With this in mind it is interesting to 
note that according to her Autobiogrranhy. five months 
later a girl baby, “the very image of its father, at least 
that is what he said,® was b o m  to Calamity and Burk in 
i*l Paso.
From 1890 to 1895, little or nothing is known of 
Calamity jane. When she did reappear in 1895, it was in 
Deadwood, South Dakota, as Mrs, Burk, % e n  and where 
she joined company with Burk is hard to say, but, as her 
former unions were of short duration, a likely supposition 
is that it had not been long before reaching Deadwood.
The two local newspapers gave glowing accounts of her 
“return home,* but only scanty detfils of her husband.
From the pioneer-^lmes the following information is ob­
tained*
Mrs. Jane Burk.,.arrived in the City yesterday 
after an absence of sixteen years during which 
time she has been living quietly with her 
husband on a ranch in southeastern Montana,
47 Chevenne Daily Deader, June 21, 1887.
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^hey drove across_the country to Belle 
Fourche and Mrs, %irk came to Deadwood to 
do a little shopping and renew *auld 
acquaintances,^ 48
The competing daily mentioned a little daughter with
Calamity about nine years old. Calamity gave her own
name as Mrs. M. %rk,. the mother of two “bright little
girls,® she was reported to have been living the past
summer with her husband on a ranch about fourteen miles
from Ekalaka, Montana, but she did not like that kind of 
49
life, Mr. Burk apparently joined his family for, three
months later, when Calamity went on tour with the dime
museum, one newspaper reported that Mr, %rk, having
been offered a job, was going to accompany her to 
50
Minneapolis* The departure notice a few days later made
brief comment that «Calamity Jane and her husband, Mr* Burk,
51
left yesterday for Minneapolis,*
McClintock gives a good account of Burk who, he said, 
came to Deadwood in company with Calamity and a bright 
little girl nine or ten years old. Burk found a job as a 
hack driver and proved himself competent. However, he soon
48
Pioneer-^imes (Deadwood, South Dakota), October 5, 1895,
43 Black nils (Deadwood, &outh Dakota) Dally Times. 
October 5, 1895.
50
Ibid.. January 9, 1896.
51
Tbld.. January 16, 1896.
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became aü embezzler by appearing to trust his customers 
and making excuses for not turning in his cash receipts. 
When he had aectuiulated one hundred and seventy dollars
Sgin that manner he absconded and was never heard of again,
à month after leaving Minneapolis #lth her husband
Calamity visited Helena, Montana, selling her lutobiographv.
The newspaper referred to her as Mrs. Clement Burk, but
63
did not mention her husband. In the numerous newspaper 
accounts that appeared subsequently over a period of 
years. Indeed, Burk ims never referred to as being In 
company with his wife.
The most provocative angle arising from the Burk- 
Cannary liaison is the one involving the daughter. If 
the child was about nine years old in October, 1895, as 
the Deadwood Pioneér-Times reported, the fact would fit 
well with Calamity*s claim that she and Burk had a girl 
baby born October SB, 1887, But since that possibility
52
John S. McClintock, p, 119, Mr, John Sohn said in 
an interview in gugust, 1949, that he had known Burk 
well. He always thought the man was a nice fellow and 
had disappeared because he was ashamed of being married 
to Calamity. The matter had never seemed Important 
enough for him to investigate but he had drawn his own 
conclusions. When reminded of the story McClintock told, 
Mr. Sohn agreed that McClintock must be right, for he 
usually kept close tab on Deadwood pioneer characters 
end their associates,
53 Daily Independent (Helena, Montana), September 18, 
1896.
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has heen shoma to he remote, the best guess is that the
child was Burk* s daughter hy another woman* Calamity
insisted that the girl was her own, and stuck to that
story even on her deathbed, when she talked of a
daughter in ^orth %kota and hinted of an estrangement 
54
with her*.
Miss Bstelline Bennett talked to Calamity and the 
little girl on the day of their arrival in Deadwood* 
Galmmlty told Miss Bennett that she wanted to put the 
child in a convent to get some schooling, but would have 
to have help from her Deadwood friends. The old-timers 
gave a benefit for her at the «Green Front,* a dis­
reputable hurdy-gurdy house. The affair was a great 
success and enough money poured in to take care of the 
child*s entire education. When the «Green Front® turned 
the money over to Calamity, she treated the whole crowd 
to drinks for having been so kind. Forgetting all about 
the daughter, the mother got roaring drucA:. The purse 
was rescued before it was too late, however, and the next
day the child was taken away to St* Martln*s Convent in55
Sturgis, a small town fifteen miles from Deadwood,
54 Pioaeer-Timea*. -August S, 1905.
55 Istelline Bennett, O M  Peadwood pp, 250-848.
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The daughter remained at the eonvent only a short
time. %talls of her whereabouts were and are carefully
guarded secrets. Quite possibly both she and Calamity
realised that it was best for the outside world newer to
know of the relationship between them* The stigma of
Calamity even as a foster mother would be enough to
prejudice society against the girl. Today she is a
woman about sixfey-fiwe years old. Sot long ago she
wrote to the conyent for the record of payments made to
the school for her while she stayed there* ?his is one
main channel which, if followed, might lead to solving
questions about Calamity Jane which otherwise will remain
mysteries* All of the sisters who taught at the school
in 1895 and 1896 are now dead, but they did pass oû
information about the ease which the present regime re-
56
fuses to divulge.
In addition to these men whose connection with
Calamity Jane has been somewhat authenticated, there are
rumors of many other men who had some part in her love life.
The list is long-. It goes back to 1862 when -lieutenant
57
Washburne was mentioned. Th@a in 1868, the prosperous
56
Interview with two nuns of % .  Martin’s Convent 
July 1949.
57
(Wyoming) fially. gan*. ̂ uly 7, 1877.
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58
Mr. ^hlte supposedly ioarrled Calamity in Denver.
59
A few others reported are Die^tenant Somers,
60 61 
Sergeant Shaw and Sergeant Siechrist though in­
formation other than their names seems impossible to 
find. Whether any of these stories are true, it is 
Impossible to say, but they do represent the public* s 
idea of Calamity^s Interest in men.
Resale Brown and A, M. Willard, The Black Hills 
Trails,- p. 415.
59
Alkman, n* 46,
60
Harry «*Sam» Young, %ohks. p. 171.
61 Stewart Holbrook, Little Annie Oakley and athe& 
Rugged People, p. 32,
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Protestations of Calamity*s devotion, good-will and 
ability as a mirse come from almost as loud a chorus of 
commentators as the acclamation she has received as an 
outstanding roisterer and swearer* A. selection of the 
accounts of Calamity*s services as a nurse is presented 
here to show the attitude of the community toward her 
services*
Brown and Willard give Calamity <̂ ane credit for day1
and night selfless toil in the 1878 epidemic, but the
most colorful picture of the woman*s work in that bad year
appears in %telline Bennett *s Old Deadwood Days8
And everyone of them wbs rmaembering those days in 
*78 when Calamity jane alone took care of the small­
pox patients in a crude log cabin pest house up in 
Spruce Gulch around behind *hite Rocks, the tall 
limestone peak over which the belated morning sun 
shines down on Deadwood Gulch. Smallpox was the most 
dreaded scourge of the frontier town. Usually people 
died because of dearth of nursing, of facilities for 
taking car© of the sick, and bad sanitary conditions*
For the same reasons, it spread with terrifying 
speed. Those who recovered came from their sick beds 
with marred faces, -All that a town like Deadwood in *78 
knew to do for smallpox patients was to set aside an 
isolated cabin and notify the doctor*
-----------------
Jessie Brown and A, M, Willard, The Black %lls trails. 
p* 415.
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There were half a dozen patients in the small 
log pest house in Spruce %lch when Dr, Babcock 
made M s  first visit. He said they were all very
sick and he was going back after supper* lo one
offered to go with him, but when he went back 
he found Calamity Jane there*
*lhat are you doing heret he asked*
”Somebodyîs got to take care of she
replied# ®rhey can t even get * easelves a drink of 
water when they want it. You tell me what to do,
Doc, and Ull stay right here and do it.*
^Youîll probably get the smallpox,*he warned her* 
^YeSf 1 know* 1*11 have to take that chance* I 
can*t leave them here to die all alone* Won*t they 
have a better chance if Î stay and do what you tell 
me?*
There was no question but what they would and he
told her so, ®ut he looked at her clear olive skim
end the firm contours of her face and chin and re­
minded her that it m s  not only disease and death she 
risked* With women of Calamity jane*s sort beauty 
was as important almost as life itself. It was their 
stock in trade. Beauty and bravery were Calamity*# 
best assets# It was doubtful if she would ever lose 
hep courage but, without her beauty, what would she 
do with her life? He reminded her of this too. She 
took nothing into account except that half a dozen 
very sick men needed her services desperately, and 
she stayed# The charmed life that had persisted 
through Indian arrows, and guns, through desperate 
gun fights, various hazards and hardships, held her 
dark striking beauty for further destruction# She 
came unscathed through the long smallpox siege and 
mo&t of her patients lived* Dr. Babcock believed 
that without her care not one of them could have 
pulled through.
She never left the pest cabin during those hard 
weeks except to make hurried trips down to Deadwood 
for supplies that the grocers gave her#^
Connelley, too, gives her general and specific credit
for nursing activities, but dates the epidemic a year Inters
2
Estelllne Dennett, Old Deadwood Davs. p* 22S,
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She was a warm friend, ready to grnbstake the pal 
who was ^broke,^ to care for and nnrse any doim-and~ 
out who needed it. ^he was equally quick to mother 
some homesick boy or punish the one who would 
torment him..*.
In 1879, fire swept Deadwood, and a little later, 
smllpox ravaged it* Calamity Jane laid aside her 
guns and became a nurse— an awkward one, but end­
lessly gentle and patient* Out of her own small 
resources, she took money for food and medicines 
for those too poor to buy their own. % e  worked 
long and bravely, going constantly from one house 
to another on her errands of kindness.®
Lewis Cyawford insists that %lamity Jane received her
nickname as a mark of affection from those to whom she
ministered during the epidemic of 1878*
la 1878 a smallpox epidemic broke out in Deadwood, 
inmdreds were bedfast from the scourge, and many 
died. It was here that this outcast woman, true 
to the better instincts of her sex, ministered day 
and night among the sick and dying, with no 
thought of reward or of what the consequences 
might be to herself. Her unselfish labors during 
this great calamity all but blotted out the past 
in the eyes of many, and the people gave her the 
name, "Gai^ity jane,» as a mark of recognition 
if not affectionj and by this name she has been 
since known throughout the west*^
D. Dee, whose memoirs, although discreetly incomplete, 
have a more objective tone than many others, similarly 
associates Calamity jane*s name with her nursing charity 
during the 1878 plague.
William Glsey Donnelley, fiJJ gill m d  E m *  pp. 188-189, bae also 0, W, Coursey. Beautiful black 
Hills, p. 110,
4 I*ewis Crawford, Rekindling Bj,res; p, 874.
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In the year 1878, eight men came donn with small­
pox, they were quarantined in a little shack on 
on the shoulder of the mountsin called "White 
fiocks.** Calamity had volunteered to care for 
these men, of whom three died. She would yell down 
to the placer miners in the gulch below for anything 
she needed, and throw down a rope by which to send 
supplies. ïhey would bring her what she required 
to the foot of the hill and she would haul them up 
hand over hand. Her only medicines were epsom salts 
and cream of tartar. #hen they died she wrapped 
them in a blanket and yelled to the boyg to dig a 
hole. carried the body to the hole and filled
it up. she only knew one prayer, ”now I Lay Me
Down to Sleep.* This was the funeral oration she
recited over the graves. %it her good nursing
brought five of these men out of shadow of death,
and many more later on, before the disease died out,
Think of a trained nurse of these days nursing 
eight men, working as cook, doctor, chambermaid, 
water boy, and undertaker, with the duties of a 
sexton thrown in.
If anyone was sick in camp, it was, «send for Jane;* 
where Calamity was, there was Jane; and so she was 
christened Calamity J a n e . 5
Holbroo% a skeptic of many Calamity legends, was completely
convinced of the truth of these testimonials, and gives her6
full credit for her service to the sick.
&abln, too, remarks that Deadwood citizens later forgave 
Calamity her trespasses because of her concern to relieve 
suffering.
5
D. Dee, Lgw mirn_on Calamity Jane, p. 4.
D. Dee, whose real name was Dora Duf^an, owned a 
house of prostitution in Belle ^ourche and hapid City, 
South Dakota.
6
Steward H. Holbrook, Little Annie Oakley and Other 
Feoule. p. 34.
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Some phases of Martha Jame Canary rechristened 
Calamity Jane are to he passed. But she It was 
who, while the smallpox ravaged Deadwood in 
1878, like a Florence Nightingale of the battle­
field week after week nursed from bed to bed 
and bunk to bunk throughout the gulch, took 
risks that no one else would take, and asked 
nothing in return. Deadwood never forgot this*
The woman In her was bound to come out in one 
way or another. She turned the same trick over 
at Pierre, where a settler family was practically 
abandoned in a quarantine for black diphtheria. 
Calamity broke the quarantine, ^rom twenty 
dollars which she somehow accumulated she spent 
fifteen for food and medicine, crossed the dead­
line and stayed in the cabin until she was no 
longer needed there.'
Hoshier, Calamltyis friend and pall-bearer, whose 
account seems impartial, says; **She was a fine nurse. 
There wasn*t anything she wouldn* t do for anybody and 
whenever she had any money it went just the same way,
a
easily and for the first fellow that asked for it**
Calamity*s funeral sermon included an account of 
her work in the 1878 epidemic, and an appreciation which 
places it in context as part of frontier life;
7
Edwin Legrand &abin, % l d  ##n aC the flld ^est. p. SS9.Milner gives her full credit for unselfish service*
He points out, however, apparently with some malice left 
over from his grandather, California joe, that Calamity 
thus entered cabins where she had never been welcome before* Joe E. Milner and Earle h, Forrest, California 
ioji, p. S51.s Great Falls (Montana) Deader* July 16, 1906*
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We are reminded to d a y  of the beglîming of things 
in ^eadwood and vicinity.
You walk today said the Improvements which have 
cost the labors of g5 years. You are fearless 
in all your enterprises today. In the other 
days you could not venture from your cabin with­
out the rifle or revolver with which to defend 
yourself* You are surrounded by schools and 
churches and enjoy and appreciate these elements 
of a higher civilisation*
The romance of the Black gills has never been 
written. #ome time there will come a writer 
who with the breadth of mind sufficient to 
comprehend the work you have done and the stirring 
evsats which have attended your labors, will write 
the romantic history of the Black Hills. When 
the romance is written whoever may be the heroes,
Jane Burke will in all the deeds which kindness 
and charity dictated in those days be the heroine.
How often amid the snows of winter did this 
woman find her way to a lonely cabin of a miner 
who was suffering from the disease of those times 
and who felt sorely the need of food and medicine.
When the history of this country is written too
mu#i can not be said of the results of this
woman^s labors in helping you to build and to 
complete the work you had undertaken. As I 
think of her labors and voluntary sacrifices 
I hear the voice of Christ as he said; *Even 
ss much as ye have done it unto the least of 
these my little ones, ye have done it unto me.®®
These accounts are unanimous in crediting her
contemporaries* conviction that Calamity could be called
upon for aid whenever anyone was sick and in need of
help. If she were sober, she would go immediately to thi^
and take care of their needs. If she were drunk, she would
9
Pioneer-Tlmes (Deadwood, South Dakota), August 5, 1905,
so
sober up and be ready to care for the sick the next day,
Aikman quotes what he refers to as m ’̂leading Black
Hills antl-tradltionalist,® which may be translated as a
professional debimker, to the effect that Calamity^ s
nursing amounted to no more than taking %he boys" a few
drops of liquor when she had too much, Altaian also insists
that upon visiting her territory and talking with dozens
of her contemporaries he found only one who had positive
10 "
knowledge of anyone whom Calamity had nursed, îhls 
writer, however, twenty-five years later on visiting the 
same area, was able to find several people who remembered 
well and definitely the specific details of some of 
Calamity’s nursing exploits,
Mr, Charles Wales of Fort Fierre, an old pioneer 
still living, related the following story about Calamity 
Jane’s nursing his sister while the latter was ill with 
mountain fever. Miss Fales was one of the very few 
"ladies" in Fort pierre and the men in town had great 
respect for her. When they heard that she was ill they 
went to Calamity Jane who was in town at the time getting 
ready to take a bull-train to Rapid City. They asked her 
if she would change into a dress and go to nurse Miss
10 Ikincan Aikman, Calamity. Jan# m â  t M  M â Z  KMsâÈl# 
p. 108,
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Fales and take good care of her, ïhey also coached her
on how to behave at the Fales* residence; there must be
no drinking, no smoking, and no rough language, Calamity
Jane agreed to act circumspectly, cleaned up nicely and
tripped up to Miss Fales* house. For three weeks she
nursed Miss Fales capably and untiringly until her charge
was well again, then Calamity asked her, **Do you still
need me or are you well enough to take care of yourself?*
Miss Fales said that she would be able to manage very
well by herself and thanked her profusely for the wonderful
service she had rmdered, Mr. Fales recalled that as soon
as the thanks had been extended Calamity Jane streaked out
of the house and apparently to the nearest bar; when he
had occasion to go up town shortly after that he saw her
on the street so drmik that "if she had tipped her head
forward evmi the slightest bit she would have fallen.*
It seemed very much as if she were desperately trying to
catch up ®n the drinking she had missed while caring for
Miss Fales, for Mr, Fales r^iarked that during the last
few days at his home Calamity Jane seemed very nervous 11
and "jimpy, * Calamity may have been the «angel of mercy*
in many Instances but there was a limit to the amount of 
time during idilch she could abstain from liquor. One of
“li ’Interview with Mr. Charles Fales August 1949,
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12her friends set the limit at six weeks, which might
well have been giving her the benefit of any doubt*
Then there is the pioneer Robinson family of Dead-
wood whose experience with Calamity Jane as a nurse has
been noted many times by both historians and sensational IS
writers. In the late 1870*s the six children of the
Harry Robinson family were stricken with «black diphtheria.»
Without being invited, but because she was extremely fond
of the sick children and psrtloul.arly of one little girl.
Calamity Jane walked into the home and took charge of
all the young patients. Three of the children including
the little girl died, Qf the surviving three children,
one was Charles Robinson who years later had the dubious
honor of burying his former benefactress at Mt. Moriah
14
Cemetery in Deadwood#
George btmon, a very feeble but mentally alert old 
man about ninety years old who owns and operates a ready- 
to-wear shop in Livingston, Montana, remembers much about 
Calamity Jane— what a good woman she was and how she saved 
his life when'he was sick. A speech impediment frustrates
12
D. Dee, p* 7.
15 Duncan Afkman, p* 70| John S. McClintock, Pioneer ggys 
In the Black Hills. p. 118; Jessie Brown and A. M. Willard, 
p. 415.
14 Interview with Mrs. Mary Robinson August 1940,
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hlm to the point where he starts crying with emotion and
keeps repeating what a wonderful woman she was and what
a good friend she was when he needed her help and how she
15
saved his life.
With few exceptions, writers who usually give no 
credence to most Calamity tales are more than willing to 
credit her with at least rough abilities as a nurse* How­
ever, one question should be asked? ^Why did the Black 
Hills Daily Times not *slng her praises^ during the times 
when the smallpox epidemics struck Deadwood?* Dozens of 
writers mention her good deeds at this time., in the late 
1870*s there were several sieges of the dreaded disease 
which swept through the town with varying degrees of 
severity. Yet, in the available files of the Times which 
begin July 1877 and continue for several years without a 
single missing issue, there is no reference directly or 
indirectly to the "Black Hills Florence Hightingale® in 
the role of nurse* It might be that the editor of the 
Times was prejudiced against Calamity and refused to give 
her the public recognition she deserved. This editor 
was definitely ®anti-^alamity* for in September, 1877, 
items in two different editions scoffed at the editor of
15 interview with Mr, George Simon August 1949.
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the rival Pioneer for allowing her to appear as a heroine#
fits contmpt for such publicity given her is shown by a
sarcastic notices
The reason that we failed to ^discover the 
peculiarities** of the Pioneer* s "heroine of 
the fiills®' ^aiamlt%7 is easily explained*
We refuse to cultivate the same Intimacy with 
her that the presiding gea&ps of that romantic sheet dld*16
Even if the Times editor did not like Calamity, it is
unlikely that the reading public would have allowed him
to Ignore her if she had rendered the services and performed
the sacrifices related by so many writers* unfortunately,
the files for the tloaeer are missing for this period*
But the editor e#ylously did romantically refer to Calamity
or he would not have provoked such reactions from the editor
of the Ti^es# For the year prior to the 1878 epidemic
there is one single edition of the Pioneer still extent.
It contains an article which shows that gained a
reputation as a nurse sotm after she first arrived in
Deadwood* The heading of the account was "Calamity Jane
as Burse* and readss
The man %arr«n, who was stabbed on lower Main 
St. Wednesday night, is doing quite well under 
the care of Calamity Jane, who has kindly under­
taken the job of nursing him. There*s lots of 
humanity in Calamity, and she is deserving of 
much praise for the part she has taken in this
16 Black nils Daily îiBêâ (Deadwood, South Dakota), 
September SS, 1877*
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particular case,
All these hits of information about Calamity as a 
nurse may fit together to give a more reasonable view 
of the part she played in that profession. For the many 
stories handed down second- and third-hand there must have 
originally been some basis in fact^ or they would not be 
so numerous and so positive. In addition to these tales, 
personal interviews with reliable people show that there 
were a few people, at least, whom she did care for;
Miss Fales, a lone woman in a rough frontier community; 
the six little Robinson children; and a friend of hers,
Mr, George Simon, finally there is the news item in the 
Pioneer referring to her taking an interest in the case 
of a mam ^stabbed on lower Main St.** Ihose three 
"sources* the newspaper, the personal interviews and the 
handed down tales which all writers give indicate that 
she did nurse and care for some sick people* But with 
the omission of her name in the Times in connection with 
the smallpox epidemics, the logical conclusion takes a 
different turn. It may then be assumed that off and on 
throughout her life Calamity nursed sick people, particu­
larly her friends and unfortunates, but never a whole 
community nor to the extent of becoming a heroine* Even
Pioneer-^imes, June SO, 1951, citing the Pioneer 
(Deadwood, South Dakota), *uly IS, 1876.
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O&lamlty made no boast in her -^utobiography of her 
services during the epidemic* She left that to the 
fantastic imagination of the frontiersman.
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CHAPTER VIII 
BÜLL-1HAC3CER
According to the accounts of most commentator 
Calamity Jane was an expert bull-whacker* A few 
writers, however, lump this story of her bull-whack­
ing accomplishments with the general hoax of her being 
a scout and a guide. One of the doubting narrators is 
Aikaan* He refuses to credit her with more than a sort
of playful taking-over of a bull-team on simple end easy1
tasks, such as relieving a tired whacker. However, It
was found that the few old-timers left around Rapid City,
Pierre and Port pierre, South Dakota, honestly believed
that she had been an outstanding driver.
Calamity*s Autobiography states;
In 1879 I went to Fort pierre and drove trains 
from Rapid City to Fort pierre for Frank %ltcher, 
then drove teams from Fort Pierre to Sturgis for 
Fred Evans, fhis teaming was done with oxen as 
they were better fitted for the work than horses, 
owing to the rough nature of the country,^
There may be some truth in that paragraph. Calamity
was in and around Fort Fierre during 1879 and 1880, Several
short newspaper items prove that she was no stranger there.
%mean Aikm&n, Calamity jane and the hady *lldcats, 
p. 52.2 Autobiography, p. 5,
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The %anktom Press noted that she had left that city on the
3
Steamer^ Dakotah, for Fort Pierre and, a year later, the 
Fort Pierre local commented that she had Just come in from 
the Black Hills* It is not impossible that, between her 
wanderings here and there in the Cakotas and Wyoming, she 
took three or four weeks off occasionally to make a trip 
with a bull-team. Ho one claims she was a steady worker 
but there must have been times when .she needed money and 
^whacking® was one way of earning it*
Her reference to Fred Ivans is entirely in line with 
facts. As early as June, 1877, and for several years after, 
the papers ran ads for his freight line which was in the 
area where Calami t'y- Jane claimed she worked for him. One 
account said? «Fred Evans, senior member of the Fort pierre 
and Black Hills Transportation Co#pany, left for points 
along the route between here and Port Fierre, to expedite
the travel of the many mule and ox teams of his line on the
,5
way between the Missouri River and Deadwood*® In addition 
to her being in the right place at the right time working 
for the right man, her familiarity with the fact that oxen 
«were better fitted for the work than horses, owing to the 
rough nature of the land* substantiates her story a little
S Black Hills Daily Pioneer (Deadwood, South Dakota),
May 89, 1879, citing the Yankton (South Dakota) |ress.
4 Weekly Signal (Port pierre. South Dakota), July 21, 1880.
5 pally ^hamaioQ (Deadwood, South Dakota), June 2, 1877*
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more* The objection may be raised that anyone would 
know that fact, and yet, there were equally obvious 
things in her fictitious scouting stories that she did 
not know.
Since bull-whacking was one profession to which
Calamity probably belonged, a description of the work and
the other details of it may help to put her in a setting
6
where she had a recognized place, Mr, Charles Fales, 
who is considered an authority on the subject of bull- 
whacking, recalled seeing her as a whacker off and on 
over a period, of time from the year 1881, when he first 
arrived in Pierre, until 1889 when the railroad wb.s 
extended to Rapid City, Although Mr. Pales was not a - 
bull-whacker, he was familiar with the history and the 
duties of the occupation and was able to give the follow­
ing information,
A bull-whacker was simply a person who *whacked* the 
bulls with a long whip to make them go. The covered 
wagons which carried goods were drawn by horses or oxen. 
Oxen were the preferred beasts, as Calamity explained, but 
the phrase ”'bull~whacking” always persisted. They were 
slow beasts and needed constant prodding, but they were 
not so incorrigible as other animals and they were void
Interview with Mr, Charles fales August 1949,
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of original ideas. They were steady, tireless plodders
that ate up the miles with a slow neYer-changing gait*
The Chicago and Northwestern Railroad, pushing west
from Chicago, reached Pierre, South Dakota in 1879, and
connected that town with the East. As a terminal point
for the railroad, pierre became an important freight center
for goods brought into and out of Rapid City and the rich
mining fields of the Black Hills. The trail from pierre
to Rapid City covered a distance of one hundred fifty miles,
and on the average twenty-one days were consumed in covering
the distance. Ten teams of oxen were hitched together and
pulled three covered wagons* Such a group was known as a
bull-train and was kept in order by the whackers. In 1878,
a chronicler reported that Calamity Jane had offered to bet
she could ^knoek a fly off an ox*s ear with a sixteen-foot
7
whip-lash three times out of five,* By the time she was 
freighting out of Pierre in 1979 and the 1880?s her 
effectiveness probably had risen to five times out of five* 
Ordinarily, ten trains traveled together, making a total of 
two hundred oxen, thirty wagons, ten whackers plus the 
wagon boss, nightherder and cook, ^he first wagon was 
called the lead wagon, the second the swing, and the third 
the trail. One thousand pounds of freight were allowed per
7 Horatio N. Maguire, The Coming amclre. p. 65,
Cl
oxen head and the weight was distributed in the wagons, 
thirteen thousand pounds, four thousand and three thousand, 
respectively. The ideal load was that of "shoes* for the 
Homestake Mining Company. *Shoes” were large heavy pieces 
of iron which fit on the bottom of the crushers and were 
used for smashing the ore. These weighty objects were 
packed in the bottom of the wagons, allowing much space 
on top for lighter, more bulky goods. Such an arrange­
ment gave the desired poundage without cumbersome piling 
up over the body of the wagon. When the caravan carried 
feed for the oxen, the number of days on the road was 
shortened because only abbreviated grazing periods were 
required. But most wagon bosses preferred to use all the 
space for freight, even though it meant taking longer 
camping time, Regard for the ability and health of the 
animals, in addition to personal comfort of the crew, 
made it necessary to set up a strict schedule for work, 
rest and meals. ïo follow this routine meant that the 
crew must rise early in the morning for the four-hour 
march from four to eight. An eight-hour rest and grazing 
period ensued from eight in the morning until four in the 
afternoon when the sun was hottest* The train moved on 
again to complete the second half of the eight hour day 
from four in the afternoon until eight in the evening. 
During the night, the night herder was in charge of the
9S
eaap, Those evenlmgs were times for frolic and good 
fellowmhlp. The whackers gathered arotmd. the fire to 
sing and ^out tsll-talk** each other* There was time for 
a drink or two, though care had to be taken lest over- 
indulgence incapacitate the party and bring trouble to the 
whole caravan* Real revelry was left until the end of the 
line* And what did the bull-whaskeress earn for her labors* 
A dollar a day and board when she ate with the outfit.
The region through which the route passed was called
the Great American desert, large sections of which were
gimbo flats. Those stretches made for good traveling in
dry weather but when the rains came those same flats
turned into seas of a slis^, sticky substance that stuck
to the wheels of the wagons and added tons of weight to
the already heavy load* The hoofs of the oxen became so
loaded that the animals were exhausted and finally bogged
down completely. Such times were extremely hard also on
8
the bull-whackers, and the fact that Calamity Jane made 
those trips not once but at least several times shows
S
The above four paragraphs with exception of two sent­
ences, one cited in footnote seven, were dictated by Mr, 
Pales. He often is consulted ty the Gouth Dakota Histor­
ical Society on matters of local history because of his 
good memory and reliable stories. Several years ago he 
narrated the same material to a historian who confused 
things when his article was published, Mr. Pales was 
eager that this information should be recorded somewhere 
accurately because veiy little has been written on the 
subject. It is the desire of this author to give the facts 
as Mr, Pales- gave them to her. Much editing had to be done 
but the details are exactly as given by the old man*
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that she was a hardy character.
îhis method of earning a living, to which Calamity 
occasionally resorted^ she began early in life. •Accord­
ing to IcClintock, who was in Deadwood at the time, 
she made more than one trip to Cheyenne as a bull-whacker 
in 1876* Commenting on her skill with the whip, he said# 
«Although I never happened to witness any of her cruel 
performances with a twenty-foot bull whip, it was gener­
ally conceded that she was an expert with that Instrument
9
of animal torture.^ It appears that she could work as
well as crack the whip, for after her Deadwood-%eyenne
10
run she was promoted to assistant wagon boss*
In the 1880* s others saw her engaged in this same
occupation* #rs. M. j* Schubert, who cam© to pierre from
Wisconsin in 1885, remembered that several times she saw
Calamity walking down the street beside the teams with11
her whip in hand# John Poland, who knew her, saw her 
in 1885 or 1884 at Tiewfield in &reek ^slley, sixty 
miles east of Deadwood. She had thirty ox teams, of ten 
oxen each, freighting between Fort Pierre and the Black
9
John McClintock, Pioneer % y s  in the Black Hills, 
pm 117*10
Sidney (Nebraska) Telegraph, 7, 1877#11 Interview with Mrs. J, Schubert August 1949.
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Hills» Mrs. Dow saw Calamity Jane in the spring
of 1809 at a store in lubtowiiĵ  Wyoming, driving an ox team.
Wearing a brown skirt, a buckskin hunting jacket, a man*s
felt hat and heavy laced shoes. Calamity took her seat on
the wagon, cracked her long bull-#ilp over the becks
of the leaders and drove off. As a bull-whacker she could
IS
lash out with her voice as well as her whip.
Bow a person of Calamity Jane's temperament could be­
come proficient at a job as slow moving, tedious, boring 
and tiring as bull-#iaeklng must have been has never been 
explained. The train advanced at the most seven miles a 
day over the endless prairies where the distance to the 
horlson was twice as far as a day*s travel. After those 
trips, there is good reason to believe that the explosions 
and reverberations that followed were twice as great as 
they would have been normally. But as with ^scouting^ 
her interest in bull-whacking apparently was closely 
connected with her interest in men.
18
Solie M%m#y, Calamity Jam#, p. 54.13
iJohn %mund %land. River Man,® Dakota &&at@
flistorlcal Collections. 1947, Vol. JSÎÏÏ, p. 216*
CHAPIER IX 
SHOW GIRL
It would not be correct to call Calamity Jane an
actress, and yet, she made two different stage appearances
at large cities in both the %lddle west and the East* The
first series of performances took place during the winter
of 1896, the second fire years later in the suamer of 1901,
The concluding two paragraphs of Calamity*s Autobiograohy
mention briefly how she started on the stage.
My arrival in Deadwood after an absœce so many 
years created quite an excitement among my many 
friends of the past, to such an extent that a 
vast number of the citizens who had come to 
Deadwood during my absamee who had heard so much 
of Calamity Jane and her many adventures in 
fomer years were anxious to see me. Among the 
many whom I met were several gentlemen from 
eastern cities, who advised me to allow myself 
to be placed before the public in such a manner 
as to give the people of the eastern cities an 
opportunity of seeing the Itoman Scout who was 
made so famous through her daring career in the 
West and Black Hill countries*
An mgmit of Kohl & Middleton, the celebrated 
Musmm men came to ®eadm>od, through the solici­
tation of the gentleman whom I had met there and 
arrangements were made to place me before the 
public in this maimer. My first engagement began 
at the Palace Museum, Mnneapolis January BOÿh,
1896, under Kohl and Middleton*s management.
1
Autoblograohy« p. 7,
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Mr* %lddletoa of K o M  and Middleton* s Palace Museiam 
went to Deadwood in person to persuade Calamity to tour 
through various cities exhibiting herself to the curious 
public. Quite probably, as she said, she attracted his 
attention after the enthusiastic reception she received 
upon her return to Deadwood the previous October, Her 
garb for the act in which she appeared was a handsome 
male attire of buckskin trousers and Jacket* in addition, 
she was rigged out with all imaginable accompanying Wild 
west ac^muterments* John bqnn, a local Deadwood shoemaker, 
had the Job of shoeing the aspirant museum heroine. When 
Middleton visited the shop to see about ordering some 
appropriate boots, % h n  proudly exhibited several pairs 
which he thought were excellent samples. Middleton ex­
plained that he wanted boots with very high heels, ^oim 
showed the highest ones he had but still they were not 
high enough, % # n  he remarked that Calamity could not walk 
if he made the heels any higher, Middleton assured him 
that it did not matter since all she had to do was stand. 
Her performance required no walking, îhe shoemaker made 
the boots for eleven dollars but was not surprised when 
Calamity did not pay for th^# Many months later one of 
her friends who owned a local Jewelry store settled the 
bill. He hated to see ^ohn stuck for the boots, and as a 
long-time friend of Calamity ^ane he wanted to put her
97
Bcredit in good standing.
When word of this venture of ^artha Cannary broke in 
Deadwood some considered it a joke but all made comments.
The papers bustled with news. One account told that her 
itinerary included Mlxmeapolis, %icago, Philadelphia, Sew 
York and other cities, her appearances not exceeding two 
weeks in each. Mentioning that she did some splendid shoot­
ing when she practised with a Winchester rifle, the news­
paper went on to brag that although it was fifteen years 
since she had handled a gun, at one hundred paces she put
Ù
five bullets out of eight shots in a six-inch bull*s eye,
A week later another item told of a contract for eight weeks
with a fifty-dollar-per-week salary and all expenses.
Calamity and her husband, Mr. Airk, left Deadwood January
15 to open her engagement at the Palace Museum id Sinne-4
apolls five days later.
That Cgi&mlty Jane spent some time in show business 
is amply proven by a small advertisement on the theater 
page of the Mlimeapolls Journal. Alongside a tiny sketch 
of a ferocious looking woman appeared these words:
2 Interview with Mr* John bohn July 1949.
Black Hills Daily Times (Deadwood, iouth Dakota), 
January 9, 1896,
4 Ibid.. January 16, 1896,
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KOHL & MIDDLSP05 
PALACE MÜSEOM 
Wm. BIGINHIMG MOSi JA»* 20
îhe famong woman acout of the Wn^^ Wesi* Heroine 
of a thousand thrilling adventures. I’he 2error of 
evildoers in the Black Hills! 2he comrade of BTiffalo 
Bill and %ild Bill Hickok. See this famous woman and 
hear her graphic descriptions of her daring exploits.
A Host of Other Attractions 
A Big Stage Shqw 
2hat*s All— One ^ime— A11&
Just how long Calamity Jane stayed at the Palace is 
hard to determine. 2he following week the museum advertise­
ment in the newspaper ballyhooed another woman. Mademoiselle
Peanka who did amaming feats in the cage with fierce man-
6
eating African lions. Whether Calamity remained as one 
of the performers included in the "Host of Other Attrac­
tions" is anyone*s guess.
If it be assumed that Calamity continued on her 
circuit, the next logical jimp was to %icago, geograph­
ically the closest large city. One newspaper article in 
Deadwood earlier made the statement that Calamity would
open in Minneapolis t^ecember 12 and in Chicago January 7
15. Although those dates were changed it shows that 
she originally expected to stay in Minneapolis two weeks 
and then go on to the next stand. *ith that in mind, a
5 Minneasoils (Minnesota) Journal. January SO, 1896,6 Ibid.. January 27, 1896.7 Black Hills Daily times. December IS,*1895.
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tlîorottgh seareh was made through the files of the Chicago
frlbuae for any mention of Calamity Jane* s appearing In
a dime museum there or of some gossip concerning her.
Nothing was found* This lack of evidence might mean
that Calamity Jane by-passed Chicago on her way to points
east, although that is unlikely, or that she lost her
major billing and continued without any publicity. But
those familiar with her personality would probably agree
that her name could not be found because the Minneapolis
engagement was the last of her dime museum career. The
chances are that she was not able to stay away from her
liquor and conform to the restrictions Imposed upon her
by the osnfgeaent. One writer of Calamity stories wrote
that she invaded not only Chicago but =̂ t. Bq uIs , Kansas
Gitv and many other stations. Where he obtained his8
knowledge he did not reveal.
The first authentic news that she was back in her 
old haunts appeared in a Deadwood paper of June 6, 1896.
The notice mentioned that she had returned from the 
last and planned to reside permanently in Newcastle,
Wyoming. It stated that youths who had devoured nonsensical 
yarns about her exploits had found an opportunity to **feast
8
Âitaaan, Calamity Jam# m â  %M îâââZ fiMSâtS# P* UB*
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their eyes* upon her. The article went on to say that the
public had gazed at her, simply an ordinary woman, and had
lost its Interest in her. It ended with the statement
that she had filled all of her engagements in the eastern 9
cities. Despite the last statement, absence of any other 
proof indicates that it was probably untrue* There are not 
even hand-me-down stories from voluble old pioneers 
mentioning that they or anyone else saw Calamity Jane in 
the dime museiMS of the hast. Had she ^filled all of her 
engagements,® certainly a vestige of a story would remain 
today. If she did not follow the suggested schedule of 
appearances, then the time from her Minneapolis engagement 
to her arrival in Newcastle,%omlng, a period of five 
months, may be accounted for in some other way, *ith 
her aimless attitude toward life, Cai^aity was probably 
in no hurry to go anywhere in particular, and she may 
have spent several months roaming through the Middle West 
enroute *home.® Ihe next five years of her life are a 
blank in the records, but she apparently remained in the 
West, settling at the little mining camp of Horn,
Montana, near Livingston,
9 Pioaeer-Tlmes (Deadwood, South Dakota), June 6, 1896,
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Calamity Jan©*s next venture as a show attraction
was in 1901» in that year the Ban-Amerlcan Exposition
at Buffalo, Bew York, was in full swing, the promoters
for the midway planned to add to their attractions a
wild-west woman straight from the cow country. They sent
Mrs* Josephine Brake, novelist and newspaper writer, to
Montana to inveigle Calamity into going Bast to assume the
role. The editor of the Livingston Post accompanied the
Journalist to Horr, where they found Calamity lying on a
dirty hunk in a negro house of ill repute, sisk and half-
dead from a long dnmk» If Mrs. Brake had known what she
was letting herself in for she would have turned around
and traveled home alone, a happy woman. Instead, she
talked Calamity Jane into going to Buffalo, evading the
real issue and promising her plenty of money, a palatial
10
home and good compamy. Mrs. Brake and her charge rode 
the Bortbem Pacific on the trip between Livingston and 
St. Paul. Calamity, who knew how to take advantage of a 
situation and always liked to play the part of an untamed 
frontier woman, had a wonderful time. She promised Mrs. 
Brake that she would not take a drink without first telling 
her chaperon, and she kept her word, ^rery time she took a
10 . ^
Llvlmgatom (Montana) £2st» August 6, 1903,
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driîüÊ she told Mrs. Brake, The only trouble was that the
telling became more frequent as the journey progressed.
When the two arrived in Bt, Paul, Calamity was still
going strong, but Mrs. Brake showed signs of considerable
strain. Reporters met them at the hotel and had a field11
day interviewing the strange pair*
In what capacity Calamity Jane thrilled, frightened 
or shocked her audiences on the midway at the Buffalo 
Exposition Is known either from accounts written years 
after the exposition or from hearsay, old-timer,
Mr. #. fl. Bewcom of Miles ^ i t j ,  saw her performance and 
described It thirty-three years later in the Miles City 
Daily Btar. He told vivid details about the barker who 
introduced her act* This master of ceremonies, speaking 
through a large megaphone, captivated the audience with 
tales about the famous character who was going to perform. 
After a greet fan-fare and bugle calls. Calamity *came 
’tearing into the ring’ on horseback buckskins, boots and 
guns, 'and stole the show,'®* Mr. Hewcom attended this 
exhibition with some pious eastern relatives. Learning 
that the cowgirl was a former Montana acquaintance of his, 
they insisted upon meeting her* Worried and trembling at 
what this western character might do and say to startle
11 Pmttl (Minnesota) Blsoatch. July IS, 1901 <
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ills sedate relatives, lewcom led them backstage for an
introduction. All ended well for Calamity put on a most 
12
lady-like act.
A different story is told by ’̂'ilstach. According to
him. Calamity began her eastern career In a small house
built on the electric route to liagara Falls, Here she
sold her Autobiography and to advertise her scheme she
drove an eight-horse team through the streets of Buffalo,
For some reason the plan did not turn out well, so she
15
appeared in an act on the midway of the exposition*
In article about her death in the livlngston Post 
on August 6, 1903, had a brief note concerning her work 
at the exposition. It read that «at Buffalo, Calamity 
was given a job driving a six horse team to s coach in 
the midway.**
reason why Calamity "resigned® from her position 
to head west again is unknown. It might have been trouble 
over the royalty from the sale of her Autobiography; 
more likely it was too much drinking and squabbles with 
the authorities, one account recalled that after imbibing 
a little too much she "knocked out a Buffalo policeman.
le
Miles l̂.tv (Montana) %lly ^tar. May 24, 1934. 
15 , „
Frank J, Wilstach, *lld ^111 Hickok. p. 258.
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14she was arrested but was shortly released:,^ An even 
more picturesque version reported that **drunk and fight­
ing to the last gasp with the exposition officer Calamity
15
was shooting the midway up.” Buffalo &111 was quoted 
by a Bozeman newspaper as having said? "l expect she was 
no more tired of Buffalo than the Buffalo police were of 
her» for her sorrows seemed to need a good deal of drown­
ing.” He went on to say that %she wanted money to get
West again. Well, of course, she was one of the pioneers,
16
For old timets sake, you know— .* The implication was
that he bought her a ticket or at least gave some financial
help. Being the great showaan that he was, Buffalo Bill
would no doubt make a bid for this kind of publicity,
whether or not it was true. At least he let it be believed
that he had furnished her with a ticket and expense money
for her return to Montana. B@portedly she made things
17
lively at several stops along the way.
There is no way of telling just when she left the 
Exposition City. Â newspaper of October 2 noticed her in
14 Tdvlngston Post. August 6, 1903.
15
Duncan Aikman, Calamity Jane agd t M  Wildcats.
p, 122.
16 Avant Courier (Boseman, Montana), August 7, 1905.
17 Montana Weekly Record (Helena), June 3, 1902,
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Chisago^ so her departure from %ffalo probably was sometime 
in Septembers fhls item reported that several Montanans saw 
Calamity on the midway at the exposition» She had a chance 
meeting in Chicago with an old acquaintance from whom she 
begged carfare back to Montana, She had placed herself on 
exhibition in Chicago trying but failing to earn enough for 
train fare* hoped that the friend would pity her* However,
18if he refused her she was prepared to return "hobo fashion.”
To give Buffalo Bill benefit of the doubt concerning his
charitable gift to a ®lady in distress,” it may be said that
her financial distress in Chicago does not mean that be had
not given her more than ample funds for the whole trip. She
could well have spent the entire amount while In Chicago and
then started either working or begging.
An ^prll, 1908, Livingston paper noted that she was in
town again, giving the impression of being tired of the
eastern cities and of the people who lived there. That town
must have looked good to her. The people were the same,
the bars were the same and the jails were the same. The
Buffalo Exposition was over and Calamity Jane was home to 
19
stay.
1901. 1 a
Argus (Lewistown, Montana), October 2,
g o s jt, A p r i l  24 , 1902 ,
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CHAPTER X 
JAIL
It cen be said without reservation that Calamity Jane 
knew more about jails and related subjects than nursing, 
scouting, trouping or maybe even bull-whacking or any of 
the other careers attributed to her by her many chroniclers. 
fo give variety to the discussion, such topics as bail, 
arrest, warrant, trial or any brush with the authorities 
will be considered along with jail.
The first contemporary evidence in print that Calamity
Jane came to grips with the law was in 1876 at the youthful
age of twenty-four, lo mention was made of the reason for
her det a liment in the Cheyenne jail but she was reported to
be rejoicing over her ^release from durance vile,^ So
happy was she with her freedom that she "borrowed^ a horse
and buggy and drove ninety miles to a neighboring army fort.
When the gentleman who was sent after the conveyance arrived,
she begged him not to arrest her and, as he had no authority
1
to do so, he merely took charge of the outfit. A year 
later when Calamity tried to borrow a rig at another shop in 
the same town the owner refused, recalling the previous 
ordeal, A notice In the paper commented at the time that
1
Cheyemm# (Wyoming) Daily LââââZ» Jime 20, 1876,
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after her joy ride a year earlier she had been booked for
2larceny bnt the prosecution had not pressed the case.
Under the heading of RCnllings from Territorial Sews" 
an amusing short notice appeared in a Miles City newspaper 
in 188S that **Kibble and Calamity Jane, charged with sell­
ing liquor to the Indians, got free owing to a technical
3
error in the complaint The incident coul.d have happened
anywhere in Montana, for the Territory had numerous Indian
reservations. Selling liquor to the Indians was an easy
way to make unlawful profit.
Two years later a Rawlins paper gave a spirited account
of Calamity in actions
Calamity Jane became endowed with the ambition 
to meet any and all comers in the fistic arena 
last Saturday and accordingly loaded up with a 
more than average supply of ®Blbow crooker” and 
started out. The first one to share honors with 
her was one Blanche Raville whom Calamity sent 
to grass on the first round. The next comer, 
however, proved too much for her, it being none 
other than one of the guardians of the peace 
who placed the gentle Maggie in durance vile 
until Monday morning when Edgerton scooped in 
the stakes and gate receipts amounting to nine­
teen dollars and ninety-five c e n t s . 4
%hat seems to be a paraphrase of this episode appeared in
the Miles City paper two weeks later. ^Calamity Jane has
S
Ibid,, July 7, 1877,
5 Yellowstone Joumal (Miles City, Montana), March 5,
188b,IV
4 '
Car.bon ggunty. Journal (Rawlins, Wyoming), July 25, 1385,
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been heard from again, ^hls time she bobbed up serenely at 
Hawlins^ got drunk and knocked a frail sister out of time
5for which she was arrested and fined ten dollars and costs.”
In *eptember^ 1866^ at Meeker, Colorado, Calamity
Jane swore out a warrant for a fellow named Steers, a man
acting in the capacity of her husband. It the trial she
charged that he had stabbed her with the handle of a butcher
knife and hit her on the lip with a rock. After being
fined, he ”hlt the trail® but had not gone far before he
realised that he needed Calamity to cheer him on his journey
and so went back after her, fhey both started out afoot,
6
Jane carrying the pack.
The congenial pair probably hiked north, for the next 
month the Rawlins paper mentioned that Calamity Jane was in 
the local "bastille.” She and. Steers got into a drunken 
quarrel* The lady went in search of an officer but was way­
laid at a saloon where she caused such a commotion that she 
was removed. Then she threw rocks through a plate glass
window and was last seen being taken away in the city trans- 
7
fe r wagon. A jail sentence apparently served temporarily 
as a lesson for the culprit. In November Steers was given
Yellowstone Journal. August 8, 1885.
6 "Carbon ^ountv J ournal. September 18, 1886, citing 
Meeker (Colorado) Herald.
7
Carbon County Journal, October SO, 1886.
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thirty days in the eoimty jail, but no mention was madea
of his companion#
Very likely Calamity had a past record for uproarious
antics in Laramie^ because when she returned there in 1887
a writer for the Boomerang said:
îo say that the old girl has reformed is some­
what of a chestnut# She was gloriously drunk 
this morning and if she dldnH make Borne howl 
she did Laramie# Her resting place is now the 
soft side of an iron cell» Judge Pease will 
deliver the lecture and collect the fin# in the 
morning,^
two weeks later this gentle creature turned up in the
capital city of Wyoming in a very dilapidated condition,
fhough she apparently gave authorities no special trouble
for awhile after her arrival, she was still remembered
for her unbecoming conduct even after a decade away from
the vicinity. The opening sentence of the notice about
her return was that ®after an absence of ten or eleven
years, the notorious Calamity Jane who used to figure so
prominently in police courts and circles in this city,10
has again made her appearance in Cheyenne.%
à spicy charge was made against Calamity in Livings­
ton, Montana, in the fall of 1888. The crime was fornication
8
Ibid., November 6, 1886,
9
Laramie (Wyoming) Boomerang. February 28, 1887,
10 Democratic Leader (Cheyenne, Wyoming), March 12, 1887,
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and the two guilty parties were Charles Townley and Jane
Doe alias Calamity Jane® Bail was fixed at two hundred
dollars and one hundred dollars respectively* The case was
presented to the court on November 10̂  and the verdict came11
back from the jury ”Hot gullty.%
A year later back again in Wyoming» Calamity made her­
self at home in the Laramie Jail® Bowever, she was not the 
only woman making trouble for the law in that lively frontier 
town. The record shows that another female character spent 
a week* g stretch there at the same time as Calamity Jane,
It is interesting to imagine that the two were cellmates 
during their sojourn, A reporter noted briefly that:
ÎWO women, both well-known characters, were 
before Justice fohren this morning charged 
with drunkenness. One was known as ®01d 
Mother Qladdis,® and the other as ^Calamity 
Jane.” They were given eight and a half days 
each and are now in jall.l^
Having made contributions to the disruption of peace 
in Wyoming, Montana and Colorado, Calamity had no intention 
of slighting South Dakota. The day after she made her tri­
umphant return to Deadwood in October, 1895, she paid a 
visit to the adjoining town of Dead. After patronizing a
11 Papers are on file at Park County Courthouse, 
Livingston, Montana, in the Recorder's Office. Photo­
static copy is in Appendix.IP
Laramie Boomerang. Augu,st SO, 1839.
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saloon she had to be bodily assisted into a hack fov an
IS
officer to whom she used Tile language* Shortly after
that she gave a drunken exhibition on the streets of Hot
Springs, After attempting to take a ride on a saddle horse
which did not belong to her. Calamity yelled revolting
names to a young lady passing by, and had not a gentleman
interfered it is possible she would have struck the lady.
Although she carried on here in a high-handed, wild-west
manner she was not arrested. However, the editor of the
Hot Springs Star concluded in a disparaging paragraph
about her conduct that *tbe disreputable outcast,*»
14
should have been locked in the cooler,**
At the age of fifty, just a year before her death, 
Calamity still was experiencing that familiar sensation 
of sleeping in a cell. In the summer of 1902 she made 
an involuntary over-night stop at the Livingston Jail,
The trouble all started when officials brought the old 
girl into Livingston to provide her with a berth at the 
county poorhouse. Her violent protests and promise to 
leave town brought release. Hgving a small amount of 
money she purchased a train ticket to Lombard, but missed
IZ
Black Hills Daily Times (Deadwood, South Dakota), 
October 6, 1895.
14
Ibid.. November 14, 1895, citing Hot Springs. (South 
Dakota) itaj;.
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the train and spent the layover drinking her favorite
liquor. The station master, unable to put up with such
a drunken nuisance, escorted her to the customary strong-
15
hold for the night.
In Billings, however, she rated a sixty-day sentence
as guest of the county on a charge of disturbing the peace*
As she was in poor physical condition, the judge thought it
16
a good idea to keep her away from temptation. It could
have been that she turned out to be more of a problem in
jail than out, for twenty days later in a somewhat «jagged’’
17
condition she boarded a train for Deadwood,
Without any authentication but repeated so often that 
It is often believed, there is a story of Calamity as a 
righteous thief. The story goes that. In Deadwood, Calamity 
worked in a questionable resort. One morning a particular 
patron, after awakening from his drunken slumbers, found 
that his thirty dollars were gone. Called before the 
justice of the peace to testify. Calamity readily admitted 
the theft. The man was completely drunk when she found 
him, so she ransacted his pocket for «loot” before the 
other girls could do likewise. When it was learned by the
15
Livingston (Montana) ^ost. June 5, 1902.
16,
■killings (Montanaj Gazette. November 25, 1902.17Ibid*« December 16, 1902.
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magistrate that she used the money to pay the hospital 
bill of a yoimg girl without funds, the case was dropped
18
and the gentleman reprimanded for his own unwise conduct.
Captain Jack Crawford recalled that as assistant
marshal of Custer City, ^outh Dakota, in 1876 he was under
the painful necessity of arresting Calamity for Intoxlca-
19
tion and disorderly conduct®
Sometime in 1895, in Miles City, Mr* H. ^ewcom was 
asleep one night in the old stable office where he worked. 
The door opened and someone shook him* It was Calamity 
Jane* Booming out through the darkness that she wanted 
lewcom to take her to Deadwood, she told a tale of woe.
Id Jackson had put her in Jail because she was a celebrity 
and Judge Milburn had fined her one hundred dollars* Since 
she had not had the money the Judge had let her out to 
rustle it, but instead she was going to «make a run« for 
it. Promised that her friend, Sam Pepp, would pay for the 
trip, Newcom agreed to let her have a carriage and finally 
rounded up a driver. As the prisoner left Miles ^ity, she 
shouted out that it had taken Jackson and two other men 
to put her in Jail and that she would be back some day to
-%8
Jessie Brown and A. M. *illard. The Black Hills 
Trails, pp. 415-416,
' 19"Rapid City (Bputh Dakota) Journal, no date on clipping 
in file at"South Dakota Historical Society library* Con­
text tells that it must have been a few weeks after 
Calamity Jane’s death, August 1, 1906,
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SO
get even with him* Chances are that her escort dumped 
her off at the next town along the way where she could 
stay until her own fancy moved her or the law would take 
her in again»
ïhese examples of Calamity Jane in jail were picked 
from only a few newspapers in the larger settlements. 
Careful and deliberate inspection of all local newspapers 
in towns where she visited would undoubtedly reveal dozens 
of similar news items. In addition, it is probable that 
for many misdemeanors she was not arrested and that in 
numerous places where she put in her appearance and was 
arrested the press failed to mention it. Her very nature 
indicates that her whole mature life was spent in and out 
of jails and that the above mentioned incidents are but a 
few that received extra publicity.
20
Miles City (Montana) ^ally §tar. May 24, 1954,
CHAPTER XI 
THE GÜKWOMAH
There Is a group of tales about Calamity* which may 
very well have partial basis in fact, but which form a 
chapter in that great Western cycle which is still por­
trayed in moving picture thrillers* These are the tales 
about Calamity drawing her guns and outfacing an opponent 
or making him dance the tenderfoot dance or otherwise do 
her bidding -- the sort of thing which happens when the 
hero in the Hollywood western picture enters a saloon full 
of killersj dominating them with the strength of his reputa­
tion and a certain mystic quality which Is part of the 
frontier mythology, or when he walks across a corral facing 
a barnful of armed desperadoes and manages to capture them, 
îlo one knows why he is not shot *
In a recent article on %lld ^111 Hlckok, btewart 
Holbrook remarked that %lld Bill ®mede the town quiet and 
safe, and created a situation that was a marvel to all 
reflective mens here was the iron will of one man holding
at bay all of the malice and lawlessness of a town that
2
had been second to none in violence.%
1
Tenderfoot dance was a frequent performance In which 
the gunman made his opponent dance by shooting close to his 
feet.
S
Stewart H. Holbrook, «Wild Bill Hlckok, There Was a 
BsQUire. May 1950, p. 64*
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In the mythology of the motion pictures, which goes 
back to the old dime-novels, this quality is usually 
connected with courage, will, a peculiar integrity, and a 
dominating eye» Since Calamity's eye, although described 
in a couple of instances as keen or piercing, was usually 
more accurately called bleary, and her reputation for 
integrity so dim, it is hard to think of her as being 
allowed to dominate on this basis* If cowboys and others 
danced at her bidding, it seems likely it was done as a 
kind of joke, to humor her. There is also the possibility, 
the last she would have cared to admit, that it depended 
somewhat on her being a woman. The frontiersman's con­
fused chivalry and awe of women probably were not 
completely overcome even by Calamity's vehement rejection 
of the virtues of femininity. Sis code would have told him 
what to do when threatened by a man, but with a woman, even 
Calamity, he was baffled, and decided to enjoy it as a joke. 
California Joe, who actually was an Indian scout, was one 
man, however, who did not go along with this attitude. 
Milner, the nephew of California Joe, tells of a quarrel 
between Calamity and Joe when she allegedly tried to steal 
Joe's dog* It must be remembered that a scout's trained 
dog was a valuable piece of equipment. After that on two 
occasions Joe pulled his guns and made Calamity do the
117
tenderfoot danoe, as he said^ to keep from being pestered
S
any further by her*
Although there are a few vague generalizations on 
Calamity as a killer of Indians or husbands, it is almost 
always stated that she was knoim not to be a killer* There­
fore, this personality split becomes even wider* She was 
neither a reckless desperado nor a symbol of dominating 
Integrity or righteousness, Severtheless, she is credited 
with deeds appropriate only to one of these two types, or 
to an outstanding marksman, and there is no record of her 
marksmanship,
Here is a newspaper story of the tenderfoot
Ifais was in the cow town of Oakes, North Dakota,
She drank much and in one saloon the cowboys began 
to chaff her* Calamity jane smiled grimly and 
asked everyone up to the bar. They howled. Two 
revolvers suddenly appeared in the woman*s hands.
She could draw as quickly as any man who ever lived,
"Dance, you tenderfeet, dance,* she commanded grimly, 
and fired a few shots by way of emphasis*
They danced, and with much vigor. They did other 
things that she commanded. Calamity Jane was not 
a person to be trifled with. The manner In which 
she shut up that saloon was powerfully convincing.^
Aikaan reports that she was thrown out of a Livingston house
of peculiarly riotous fame for the same performance, but
5
not that she was interrupted in the act* Later, lie tells
S
Joe E, Milner and Earle R* Forrest, California £oe, p. 235.
4
Avant Courier (Bozeman, Montana), August 7, 1903*
5
Duncan Aikman, Calamity Jane and the Lady Wildcats. 
p. 114«
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of her llnlxig up a bimeh of half-clad prostitutes and making
6
them do the tenderfoot dance, but to do so would hardly
require any legendary courage.
Frackelton recounts how she terrified a newspaper
editor In Sheridan, Wyoming, who wrote an offensive
7
article about her. fhere is another story of a visiting
Chicago newspaperman hiding out in the Black Hills to
avoid meeting her because he composed a bawdy lyric about
8
her marital status. in even more picturesque flight 
was executed by the city editor of the Cheyenne Leader 
who, when encountered by this particular female,
^climbed upon a convenient desk, sprang through the 
skylight, ran nimbly across the adjacent roofs. Jumped
9
through another skylight and hid in a friend»s office»
In these three cases the men may have wished only to 
avoid a scene, but that they are supposed to have made a 
quick exodus, instead of ignoring or dismissing Calamity, 
suggests that she had accumulated at least a reputation 
for impatience.
6
Ibid., p. 121.
7
Will Frackelton, %gebrush Dentist, p. 124.
8
Anaconda Standard (Butte, Montana), February 23, 1901,9 CSie.y.esne (Wyoming) Dally Deader. July 7, 1877.
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there is a story which shows Calamity in the role of
the scourge against someone who is cruel to animals. The
story appears in slightly different settings repeatedly.
It is told in a Literary Pjgest article referring to a
10
muleskiimer whom Calamity found abusing a mule», When
she told him to stop, he flicked off her hat with his mule-
whip. She pulled her guns and ordered him to put the hat
back, ^The muleskiimer paused but a moment when he looked
into the eyes confronting him, then picked up the hat and
replaced lt*% In this case the mule-skluner may not have
been armed, and in any case had his hands full. But for
the story to make sense he would have to be terrified that
she would actually shoot, Another version of the story
appears in Bennett Qld Beadwood Euss
^Do you remember. Judge,^ the General said, ®th@ 
time Calamity pulled a gun and a volley of language 
on a bull-whacker down here because he was belabor­
ing a tired ox? He didn*t even frown at the beast 
when she got through with him, 11
Coursey recounts the story at greater length*
An aged arsy officer gave this account of Jane, 
just after she died* He said that they were 
coming up the Black Hills* trail from Laramie 
to Beadwood with a pack train of army supplies*
Jane was along. They had with them a new 
muleteer* He was an experienced driver, but had
10 ^Calamity Jane as a Lady Rob inhood. Literary 
Digest. November 14, 1925, p. 48,11 Bstelllne Bennett, Old Deadwood Days « p, 239,
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only reeently been assigned to duty with the new 
command. Above Qister. along the creek^ one of 
the mules went down, ihe fellow kicked it 
viciously with his heavy army boots and abused it 
mercilessly, jane stood near, dressed as a govern­
ment scout» ^he new driver did not know that she 
was a woman» finally the Christian instincts in 
Jane’̂s heart got the better of her, and stepping up 
to the villain she said; *Don^t you kick that mule 
againl^ ®ith that he gave a sharp flirt with his 
whip, and jerked her hat to the ground.
Quicker than a flash, Calamity Jane jerked out her 
big ^olt^s revolver, stuck the muzzle firmly under 
his nose and commandedi *put that hat where you
got it I ** ,
He saw the white circle forming rapidly around her 
firm mouth, and judging by the look in her eyes
and the tone of her voice, he promptly obeyed»12
She said* ®!?hank you,’’ and walked away,
Zorn Brown gives an eye-witness account of Calamity 
Janets appearing in a grocery store in Confederate CyiQb 
in 1866, getting a sack of groceries including items 
that were luxurious in that day, then pulling her guns 15
and backing out without the grocer^s daring to interfere* 
ïhe motive for this action was the need to feed her 
patients who were ill in a nearby cabin. If the story 
were true it seems like a deliberate effort to show off* 
With the open-handed generosity of the frontier, it 
would have been simple to take up s. collection for the
12 ^0* Coursey, Beautiful %ack Hills* pp. 105-107.
18 '2om Brown, ^he ^omanee gf. Everyday Life, pp* 41-42*
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afflicted^ The story^ however, appears in another form 
in DeadwoodI
During one of these epidemics, her epic has it, 
a new store proprietor sold a hard looking 
female an assortment of groceries and preserved 
delicacies that would have kept s fair-siEed. 
family through a Montana winter* fie helped her 
wedge her treasures into a capacious burlap 
sack and throw it over her sturdy shoulders*
Then he bent over hia counter to make the 
addition* When he looked up he was facing down 
the muEsle of a steadily pointed six-shooter and 
a sinister contralto thunder was rolling about his ears*
Calamity Jane, by Cod, and them sick boys 
I’m lookin’ out for up in the hills don’t pay 
for no grub till they get good and able* Get 
that?’’ As she vanished through the door with 
the approved backing-out step of the success­
ful stick-up artists, amused by-standers con­vinced him that to attempt prosecution under 
the circumstances would be a dangerously anti­
social manoeuvre.14
An article written by ^lendolin Wagner tells the same
story with this stirring conclusions ®the weak-*kne^
proprietor never even gasped out his protest, for he
knew that a leveled gun in Calamity’s ever steady
hand, backed by the steady glint of hard eyes, meant 
15
business.%
Another story turns up frequently, that of the bar­
tender who refused to give her drink because ladies were
14
Duncan Aikman, p. 107.
15
^lendolin Damon Wagner, "Calamity Jane,® Montana 
Q1À, m â  MiMiJSM £ m s m l ,  January 19S6, p. 7.
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not allowed in bars In those days* As told by it
goes like this:
,,*a new bartender in the town^ with the restraints 
of Denver^'s drinking proprieties firmly engrained 
in his nature, declined to give her service. He 
found himself looking into the barrel of her pistol 
and heard a hearty contralto voice comnanding, 
reckon you donit know who I am* Say, young feller, 
donlt you know if Calamity Jane wasn’t a lady, you 
might be setting up drinks right now for this 
blankety-blank crowd?’’ A bystander interposed 
at this point with a sufficient explanation. Also, 
as was often characteristic of her patronage, he 
paid for her drink»*®
Calamity herself started a lurid story about how she
overpowered Jack McCall, the murderer of Wild Bill Hlckok*
This time she used a meat cleaver.
On the 2nd of August, while setting at a gambling 
table in the Bell Onion saloon, in Deadwood, he 
2«lld Bill/ was shot in the back of the head by 
the notorious jack McCall, a desperado, I was in Deadwood at the time and on hearing of the killing 
made my way at once to the scene of the shooting 
and found that my friend had been killed by McCall.
I at once started to look for the assassin and 
found him at Shurdy’s butcher shop and grabbed a 
meat cleaver end made him throw up his hands| 
through the excitement on hearing of Bill’s death, 
having left my weapons on the post of my bed. He 
was then taken to a log cabin and locked up, well 
secured as every one thought, but he got away and 
was afterwards caught at Fagan’s ranch on Horse 
Greek, on the old Cheyenne road and was then taken 
to Yankton. Dak*, where he was tried, sentenced and hung.D"
The Pioneer related only that *Jack McCall was cap-
18tured after a lively chase by many of the citizens.«
16
Duncan Aikman, pp. 57-58.
Autobiography, pp. 4-5*
IS
Jessie Brown and A. ». Willard, fhe Bi§^ Hills trails.
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McClintockj who was on the street when McCall ran from
the saloon, said that the assassin ^was found by Ike
Brown and others.% ge added that "no report was current
at that time of him resisting arrest nor were there ^ten
19
men armed with rifles* making the arrest." Because of
these reports the only conclusion that can be drawn is
that the autohiographer was not telling the truth about
her part in the drama. If Calamity went into the Belle
Cnlon saloon to find the murdered %ild Bill, she must
have been sadly disappointed. His corpse, according to
the same news Item mentioned above, was not there, but
at the hall of Huttall and Mann, ^he Belle Union was
much farther down the street, but certainly no one would
criticize her for confusing a saloon or two»
Mokler and Gunningham give her credit for the capture.
Belson seems to relate the incident in earnest, although
he scoffs at a good many of her other claims. He may have21
assumed that the reader would recognize his sarcasm* 
Connelley makes quite a point of the story, adding the
20
Is (Continued) ,p. 407, citing the Pioneer (Deadwood, ^outh Dakota) 
August 5, 1876»
19
John M0Cll$tôck, Elm&ÊZ SâMS. la SlâSà pp. 108-109*
20
Alfred James Mokler, History of Satrona Coimty 
Wyoming. 1888-1922, p. 4SS»
Eugene Cunningham, Triggernometry, p» 872.
21 Bruce 0. Selson, T̂ aad &f %M P* ^64*
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element that the timorous men around at the time were
afraid to go after McCall in his hideaway, but that
Calamity stalked in, unarmed and captured him with the 22
cleaver. W ij McCall* who had just shot Wild Bill with 
no qualms, would not have shot her too Is beyond inter­
pretation. It should be remembered that these men are but 
recent writers and that they took their opinion from her 
story.
A brave deed often retold shows the daring and. courage
of %lsmlty Jane in rescuing a Cheyenne and Black Hills
stage. There are writers who tell the story exactly as she
narrated it and believe it, others who claim the story may
be partially sound and still others who cell the whole thing
ridiculous. Her own thrilling version reads;
I remained around Deadwood locating claims, going 
from camp to camp until the spring of 1877, where 
one morning, I saddled my horse and rode towards 
Crook city. I had gone about twelve miles from 
Deadwood, at the mouth of Whltewood^creek, when i 
met the overland mail running from Cheyenne to 
Deadwood. The horses on a run, about two hundred 
yards from the station; upon looking closely I 
saw they were pursued by Indians, ^he horses ran to 
the b a m  as was their custom, ■̂ s the horses stopped 
I rode along side of the coach and found the driver 
John ^laughter, lying face downwards in the boot of 
the stage, he having been shot by the Indians. When 
the stage got to the station the Indians hid in the
22 William •C'lsey Connelley, lild Bill i M  H1& 
p. 191.
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bushes, I Immediately removed all baggage from 
the coach except the mail. 1 then took the 
driver*s seat and with all haste drove to Deadwood, carrying the six passengers and the dead driver,23
The tale could be accepted as fact except for newspaper
accounts written at the time of the incident, ‘-'ince there
are no Deadwood files available until July, 1877, and the
murder occurred in March, 1877, the account in the
Cheyenne, Wyoming, daily, taken from some Deadwood
journals, is adequate to settle the points in question*
The newspaper narrative relates*
Deadwood ^ity, March S6*
A bold attempt to rob the Cheyenne & Black 
Hills stage, bound north, was made near here 
last evening. As the coach was coming down 
White wood canyon and. about two and a half 
miles from Deadwood, five masked men, walking 
along the road before the stage, suddenly 
wheeled, ordered the driver to stop and 
instantly commenced firing on the coach. At 
the first fire Johnny Slaughter, the driver 
was killed and Walker H e r  of Deadwood, was 
slightly wounded in the hand and arm. The 
horses started suddenly, throwing the driver.
H e r  and another passenger off the coach. Dhe 
stage was not stopped until it arrived in town, 
leaving the driver on the road dead* About 
twenty shots were fired at the coach, but all 
the passengers, except Her, were unhurt. A 
party went out and found the body of the driver 
with a charge of buckshot in his breast, The robbers got no booty.24
...had it not been for the stage team taking 
fright and running away, in all probability the 
ten passengers would have shared a like fate with
83
24
Autobiography, p, 5.
Cheygaae (Wyoming) Daily March 27, 1877,
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the driver»
The fact that Calamityname was not mentioned in 
the article is ample proof that she had no part in the 
affair. Calamity^ whose name was becomiag a household 
word and who had her name appearing in newspapers all 
over the West $ would certainly have rated a few lines 
telling of the daring rescue, had she actually effected 
it# It is obvious why it did not appear, she was not 
there, fhe discrepancies in her story are so numerous 
as to provoke amusement. Here is how the two stories 
compare point for point:
Calamity Mewsoaaer
1 one morning last evening
2 about twelve miles about two and a half miles
from Deadwood from Deadwood
2 I saw they were pur- five masked men, walking along
sued by Indians the road from the stage,
suddenly wheeled
4 the six passengers the ten passengers
5 found the driver.#.ly- leaving the driver on the road
Ing face downwards in the d e a d . . . .A  party went out and
boot of the stage...and found the body of the driver
drove to Deadwood, carry­
ing». .the dead driver
The comparison proves beyond doubt that Calamity Jane
was not at the spot when the hcld-up took place. The woman
probably was not even in town to read the newspapers. She
must have gotten the story second- or third-hand and then
later made it her own.
Ibid.. March SO, 1877.
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Investi g at lorn at the scene of Calamity^ a activities
produced a tale which may be authentic* If it is, it
shows that even in. her later period, people felt they
could count on her In time of need* %lliaa Berry, an
eighty-four year old Missoula resident, for a number of
26years related this story which reeks of the old West* 
Between 1895 and 1902 Mr®. Berry was a passenger con­
ductor on the Morthern pacific Railway in south central 
Montana* %lamlty Jane was often a passenger on his run 
and they were casual friends for several years. One night 
■Calafflifcy boarded the train at Billings enroute to Bozeman* 
Ab was her usual custom, she sat in the front part of the 
smoking car. Forty miles out of Billings at the little 
town of Oolumbus, 8mm Jackson, under-*.sheriff of Sweet 
Grass County, got on the train and confided to Berry 
that he had warrants for the arrest of two cattle rustle.rs 
whom he spied in the back of the smoking car. Unable to 
make the arrest there in Columbus because the town 
possessed no Jail, Jackson had conceived a workabls plan* 
They were to proceed up the line to Big ‘̂imber, where 
officers from that town had been notified, of the situation 
and were to meet the train to help with the final disposi­
tion of the ruffians. Berry was to lock the front door so
Interview with Mr. %lllam Berry July 1949,
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that all the passengers getting off would have to file 
past the sheriff. Then Jackson saw Calamity and nndged 
Berrys ^Say^ Bill, as you go through the smoker casually 
tell Calamity to amble back this way, I have a hunch 
that besides those two scoundrels there may be an accomplice 
or two sitting somewhere in the ear. In case that is true,
I will probably need some help from her,** Bill passed on 
the message and she played her part with aplomb. In tea 
or fifteen minutes she swaggered out to the under-sheriff 
and received instructions* After coming back to her seat 
she took a map. She had her reliable six-shooter and 
that was all she needed. It was always kept in a holster 
under her left axmi beneath a buckskin coat or Jacket» As 
the train neared Big Timber, Bill Berry locked the front 
door and called the station. He requested those getting 
off to exit through the back, train stopped, Jackson
showed his badge, poked his gum at the two rustlers whp 
obligingly forfeited theirs, and made the arrest, The 
sheriff*s suspicion had been right; there was an 
accomplice sitting a few seats from his two friends who 
started to come to their rescue while Jackson was hand­
cuffing his victims. As the third man made his first 
sudden move for his gun, G&lamity quickly and quietly 
stepped from behind sad stuck her gun against his back*
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«Drop that gim^ brother* right on the seat** He did» 
By that time she had changed her expression from that 
of grim determination to a wide smile, «Here* sheriff, 
is another gtm for your collection,* she added*
In the memoirs of D. Dee there is a passage which 
indicates that many of Calamity*^ s gim performances were 
mock serious*
«Item Calamity decided It was time to go on 
mnother spree, her first idea was to don. her 
buckskin suit, high-heeled boots, and Stetson 
hat, a wide ammunition belt and 2 44*s bol­
stered at each side, *he looked like a very 
formidable person and anyone who crossed her 
got cussed up one side and down the other, and 
she was a past master at profanity, I never 
knew her to fight with her fists, but when in 
a peevish fit, out came one or both of her 
big 44*s and folks were told where to head in.
She was never known to be a killer, but one 
dida*t know but what now was the time she would 
start in, and the big bores of her 44*s aiming 
at the mid-section was an, excellent persuader#
’111 right, Jane, I’ll take it all back,’ would 
mollify her and a drink made her forget any 
differences in a second*» 87
A few years after her death an acquaintance of
Calamity Jane reminisced; »But she was a kind-hearted
girl; there wasn’t anything vicious about her, either.
She never got into fights or wanted to pull a gum, or
28
anything like that.*
87 D. Dee, bow Down on Calamity Jane, pp. 6-7.
#reat Eaüâ (Montana) July 16, 1906,
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CHAPTER XII
DEATH
After the turn of the century, Calsjnity Janets seem­
ingly rugged health began to fail* Her friends noticed1
that she was not as robust as she once had been» Her 
boisterous past was catching up with her»
If she herself realized this she did not show it, for 
early in  1905 Calamity went back to her old haunts in the 
Black Hills country. Travelling from town to town and 
eaaag to camp, she renewed acquaintances with her old 
pioneer friends and sold her little Autobiography and 
scouting pictures. Her life was a gay one and seemed to be 
made up of one drunken carousal after another. An amusing 
incident took place as she rode in a hack from Aladdin to 
Sun î ance, Wyoming. ïhe episode was of a more temperate 
nature than many in which she had figured, but it illus­
trates the personality and character of this frontier woman, 
then in her early fifties, ■^iding across the hills she 
yelled at everyone she met, asking for a drink of whisky or 
a smoke» She passed two fellows herding horses who were sit­
ting on the ground playing cards. *Hlgh, low, lack and the
1
Fioneer-limes (Deadwood, South Dakota), July 15, 
1903.
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gamSy® she shouted* *Qot a bottle?* %hen they informed
here that they had no bottle she asked for a smoke,
fhsir negative reply brought a request for a ehew« One
of the men produced a plug of Climax and she took a chew
2
«that would have made a. Kentuckian ashamed of himself»*
That was Calamity Jane as she neared the end of the trails
Early in July of 1905 she spent some time in ^eadwood
mid on one occasion expressed a desire to re-visit the
grave of Wild ^111 Hlckok, A prominent man, Percy Russell,
still residing in Deadwood today, hired ^Wlm*s Hack* for
her and the two went up to Mt. Moriah Cemetery, Attired
la a long black dress and broad brimmed hat. Calamity
3
posed for a picture by Hlckok?s grave, ^hls photograph 
has long been used on post cards sold each year to tourists. 
For the next few weeks the movements of this wandering 
woman are uncertain, but in the last week of July she 
went from Spearflsh to Terry, a small mining town eight 
miles southwest of Deadwood, Complaining that she was 
sick and weary. Calamity Jane told friends that her time 
was near to *cash in.* There, in ferry, she was cored
Ibid», June 25, 1903,
3
Interview with Percy ^ussell July 1949,
The same idea appears in^a short unpublished paper In 
ossession of Mr, Russell, Calamity Jane as Remembered by 
ercj Russell,
4
Most accoïuîts state that Calamity died in Terraville, 
Douth Dakota, It is a town less than a mile from Deadwood.
ISE
for by Mr. h « Sheffer, proprietor of the Calloway 
Hotel» Her characteristic spirit was displayed in her 
reception of the attention of her physician, ^he showed
a rebellious disposition when her doctor tried to give her
medicine. Luckily for Dr. hiehards, her weakened physical 
condition kept her from carrying out nimerous threats.
The day before her death the editor of the Terry news*-Record 
visited Deadi©od to solicit aid for this impoverished old 
woman from members of the Black gills Pioneer Society* 
Several old friends called on her at the hotel where she 
was staying. To them she spoke of a married daughter liv­
ing In Sorth Dakota^ but would not reveal any details about 
how she was getting along or why the two. had quarreled*
Her ®dying request® was that the funeral be held under the 
auspices of the Pioneers* She wanted her remains to be 
buried in Mt, Moriah Cemetery In Deadwood beside those of 
Wild Bill who was murdered twenty-seven years before in 
Deadwood, Her demise occurred at five o*clock in the
afternoon of ■August 1, 1905, ^he immediate cause of her
death was recorded by the doctor and undertaker as In-
5
flammatlon of the bowels# but over indulgence in alcohol
5
Pioneer-^imes, August 2, 1903.
fhis"writer was able to unearth a book which contained 
the records of deaths in early Deadwood. It is of special 
value because the county records did not begin until con­
siderably later, fltal information about Calamity was 
written in and signed by both the doctor and undertaker* 
That data should mid any and all controversy concerning her 
death over which writers disagree.
15S
over a period of many years was undoubtedly a contributing 
cause.
fhe body was brought to the undertaking parlors of
Charles fbbinson in Deadwood. Calamity had taken care of
Robinson one winter when the boy was only seven years old
and throughout the years a sort of friendship had continued.
Ihile she lay on the cooling board, many curious women, who
would have scorned her on the street, came to look at the
face of the dead woman, fhey clipped locks of her hair for
souvenirs, and so disgusted was a former crony of hers with
their vandal-like actions that he had. a wire screen put 
7
over her head*
Her friends who gathered to see her agreed that she
looked better than she had ever looked in her lifetime. A
uhotograph taken of her in the coffin shows her serene and 8
neat. The white dress was very different from the buckskin 
outfits or plain black dresses which earlier pictures show
6 In an interview July 1949 with Mrs. Mary Robinson, widow 
of undertaker Charles hobinson. She told that when her 
husband*s mother had to go hast one winter to a funeral 
Calamity took little Charles to the shack where she lived. He 
needed additional winter clothing so she made him a pair of 
trousers from a red California blanket* Several times over 
a period of years she did services for this family and they 
never forgot her* In later years, Mr. ^oblnson gave finan­
cial aid whenever she needed it but he insisted that she 
never come to his home. Despite her kindness, he realized 
that she was not a fit assocl&te for his wife and children*
7 Jesse Brown and A* M* ®illard. The glack SiÜÆ Susiis.# 
p. 418*
8 A reproduction of the original is shown at the end of
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as her ordinary costume. According to the Diamond
Jubilee Edition of the Pioneer-^Imes, Mrs. Gilbert Parker,
the only lady from the days of *76 still living in Dead-
wood, claimed that she made the dress In which Calamity 9
was buried. This is extremely doubtful. A newspaper 
article thirteen years earlier carried a story in which 
Mrs* Parker said that ^the famous frontiers-woman was 
buried in a plain black dress, with a white collar.” ^he 
claim of the seamstress is in contradiction to the photo­
graph which shows Calamity in white. In the earlier inter— 
¥i.ew Mrs. Parker did not claim that she had made the dress,
as she surely would have done had she taken such a part in10
the funeral of the notorious woman*
To this day Deadwood has seldom seen such a funeral.
The services were held in the First Methodist Church on 
August 4, and the building was packed with old settlers 
as well as many morbidly curious citizens, ^r. C. B. Clark 
delivered the sermon and Mrs, M* M« ^heeler and Miss -̂ Isie
8 (continued)
the chapter. The original picture, in this gloomy pose, 
is in possession of this writer. It is the only one known 
to exist. Formerly, Mrs, Mary Robinson had it in her home 
among other relics of the old days. She turned the picture 
over to the writer with the understanding that no commercial 
use ever be made of it, *his kind of sensational picture 
is always in great demand by people who make tourist post cards,
9
Pioneer-T imes, June 20, 1951,10 Great Falls (Montana/ Tribune, November 19, 1938*
(Dhited press Dispatch from Deadwood, November 19)
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Cornwall sang^ accompanied at the organ by Miss Helen
Fowler,. After reading the Ninetieth Psalm and making a
few remarks upon the uncertainty of life and the level to
which death brings everyone, the Reverend Dr. Clark
reviewed the history of Deadwood and the .part which
Calamity Jane had played, in its development. He stressed
the kindness she had exhibited and recalled her part in
nursing the sick during several epidemics. The more
unpleasant and sordid things were tactfully omitted. It
the close of the sermon the remains were viewed by several
11
hundred persons. 1rs. Parker in her estimate that "over
ten thousand people crowded around the Methodist Church®
12
was exaggerating grossly.
As the people filed out of the church they noticed
that a man who had been attracting their attention by his
weeping and wailing throughout the service was still
kneeling and sobbing bitterly. No one knew him, but some
one touched him on the shoulder and asked if he were a
friend of Calamity Jane, he said between sobs,
was her first husband, Bhe was the finest woman that ever
15
lived —  the kindest," Hons and daughters of the pioneers
11 Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times. August 5, 1905.
12 Great Falls Tribune. November 19, 1958.
(United Fress^ispateh from Deadwood* November 19) 
15 Estelline Bennett, Old Deadwood *^ays. p. 245,
IZô
still remember that incident as told by their parents in 
after years* One lady laughingly said that her mother 
recalled a remark by ^eth ^nllock on the subject of the 
stricken soousei ®îhe Methodist Church could never
14possibly house all of Calamity Janers so-called husbands»**
While no one was interested enough at the time to find out
more about this man, they assumed that he was some Imposter
trying to get a few dollars from the Pioneers. He did,
15
and was never seen again.
Calamity was conveyed in the hearse down Lee Street 
and up to Mt» Moriah ^emetery. &he was escorted by many 
of the old settlers and the band which always came out 
in full dress for .such an occasion* The road leading to 
the cemetery winds around and up some five hundred feet 
above the tom. The grade is so sharply steep that 
tourists often ask how Deadwood buries its dead there 
in the icy winter.
In compliance with her dying request, she was deposited 
beside %lld Bill Hlckok after a brief ceremony* Of the
" T i :  —Seth Bollock was the first sheriff of Deadwood, U. S« 
marshal. Rough Blder and intimate friend of Theodore 
Roosevelt, and one of Deadwood*s most outstanding citizens 
in the early days.
15 Miss Florence Bankln told this story in the public 
library one day in Deadwood, She knew no other stories al­
though she said her mother used to tell lots of them when 
the children were much younger*
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five pall-bearers one, George -S, Hopkins, is still Hving
in Deadwood, a bar-tender in a popular tavern. The Old
Pioneers provided a handsome casket and purchased the
desired burial lot. Sympathetic friends sent masses of
16
floral offerings that all but concealed the casket.
The tombstone #iloh today marks her grave is a small simple
stone slab with the inscription?
CALMITÏ JA5B 
m s,. M. 1. BDEEB 
DIED AUG. 1 1903 
AGED 53 TEARS
Something like a fable has grown up around the date of
Calamity Jane’s death. It rivals almost any of the stories
about the 'date of her birth. From the .fact that she died
on August 1, 1903, and Wild Dill died on August S, 1876,
some writers insisted that Calamity passed away on the
anniversary of Wild Bill’s death. Typical of the stories
giving the date of her death, is one by 0. W. Coursey,
historian and one-time poet laureate of South Dakota:
«By a strange hand of fate, the Judge of the iRilverse
called her before the bar of omnipotent Justice on the same
day of the month, twenty-seven years later, that her
consort *'ild Dill, beside of whom she requested to be
17
buried, met his death.** Another writer gives the whole
16 Deadwood Dally Bloneer-^lmeg* August 2 and 8, 1903.
17 Sioux Dalis (Douth Dakota) Argus Deader, August SO, 
1924*
im
affair an even more mystie touch when he says that «she
passed away on August 2,, 1906* on the same day and
month and same hour Wild Bill was assassinated thirty 
18
years before**
There Is no more truth la sueh stories about the time 
of her death than in many of the fabrications which have 
been woven around the life of this strange woman, of all 
the half-1egend&ry characters who roamed the frontier in 
the last quarter of the nineteenth century and whose 
exploits have provoked the Imagination^ one of the most 
amazing was ^̂ alamity Jane,
18
Harry ®Sam* Young, Hard imocks* p. 206,
Young is historically off three years in the date 
of her death.
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EPILOGUE
COMPILATION OF OPINIONS ABOUT AND ATTITUDES TOWARD 
CALAMITY JANE
General;
In all the existing material written about Calamity 
Jane there is a remarkable hesitation to eondeim her, in 
spite of the fact that her sexual irregularities and 
drunken escapades were prodigious and well-knomi. The 
material includes the memoirs of a lady of unimpeachable 
character, ms well as those of a renomied madame, and 
accounts by journalists, historians, a government official 
of long service, and a number of pioneers who knew Calamity 
Jane* Yet in all this array of accounts there is little of 
protest or indignation about her uproarious activities, 
particularly during the early years of her career when she 
and a few prostitutes were the only women in the region*
1 few, however, criticized Calamity for her riotous 
conduct and attacked those who defended her. In a letter 
to the Deadwood Ghamalon in 1877 one indignant Deadwood 
citizen bitterly upbraided that newspaper»s editor for 
attempting to dignify Calamity as a frontier heroine.
The letter had little effect upon the editor, apparently, 
for three months later he was hailing his heroine as
140
«begioxiliig to take front rank amongst the few famons
1ladles in the /Blac^ Hills,«
1 generation later attitudes were changing with the
mo-vrement of wires and 'families to the Black Hills and the
shift of the frontier westward* Former hoom-towns were
taking on an air of respectability as the century drew to -
a close, To a few old-timers Calamity Jane may have
epitomised «the good old days,” but to staid newcomers who
demanded peace and quiet, she was becoming a nuisance.
When the Black Hills Bally Times brought out a laudatory
editorial about Calamity upon her return to Deadwood,
outraged citizens wrote Indignantly to the editor* The
newspaper reacted quickly to this popular pressure, and
atoned for its Indiscretion by referring to Calamity as
2
notorious ruin,^
Most of the writers who have dealt with Calamity Jane 
have written long after the fact, and few have given precise 
indications of their sources. But there is usually a vague 
evidence that contacts were made with people who had 
known her or known of her. Thus the vast variety of stories
1 PeadTOod (South Dakota) Chanaloa, December S, 187*7<
8 Black Hills (Deadwood, South Dakota.) Dally Times, 
November 14, 1895.
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and opinions about her., although difficult to assay 
for fact, at least adds up to a report of a general 
attitude toward her* fhere are some ringing denmcia- 
tioas of her behavior^ but few that show evidence of 
reflecting contemporary opinion* in the case of those 
writers who actually knew her, there is an even greater 
tendency to point out her rough virtues as outweighing 
her obvious vices*
Calamity Jane*s violent personality certainly con­
tained some characteristics that endeared her to the 
rough and ready companions of the early boom days* Her 
spasmodic generosity? her brusque, rough sympathy for 
the underdog? her failure to be impressed with riches, 
fine clothes or ^society;^ her lack of pretense or 
affectation of virtue? her complete rejection of simper­
ing femininity? such attributes were esteemed on the 
frontier* She was a symbol of rough virtue— hardiness 
with a heart of gold and a lively sense of humor* She 
completely ignored high society’s condemnation of un­
conventional frontier ways. Few who were anywhere near the 
scene of her activities were in the least deceived about 
her status as a kind of eccentric prostitute* Nowhere in 
the record is there approval of her aberrations but there 
is much support for the view that her virtues outweighed 
her vices#
14g
The following sections of this chapter will deal with 
the attitîides which lay behind the hesitation to condemn 
her and will attempt to establish her relation to frontier 
society as a person and as a legend» There will be little 
emphasis on the authenticity of the various sources^, since 
In most eases the evidence is vague^ and since the material 
is being considered as a record of opinion, rather than for 
its value as historical evidence,
Heart~of-.gQld-vliidicat Ions
Most of the many commentators who have good words to 
say for Calamity take the attitude that under her rough 
exterior was a %heart of gold* which led her to many good 
deeds that more than outweighed her scandalous conduct»
From the point of view of her early rough-living compan­
ions, this might have served as a Justification for them­
selves, and a general vindication for the outcast status 
of frontier society in some quarters» The same attitude, 
however, shows up elsewhere.
For Instance, in the book called McGlllycuddv Agent. 
Julia McGillycuddy, second wife of a physician and 
topographer who said he knew Calamity Jane in 1875, records 
her husband*s views in a book on his life which he dictated, 
McGillycuddy after this period was a government official 
for many years, and would be expected to represent a 
typical bourgeois point of view, nevertheless, as he tells
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the story according to his second wifeVs reporting it,
he and his first wife were completely aware of Calamity
Jane»s whoring, drnnkenness, and general scandalous
behavior, but knew no one who cared to condemn her,
McGillycuddy recounts seeing Calamity Janets drunken
offer to care for a boy stricken with smallpox after the
return of General CrookVg starved army in 1876, and his
wife reports his reaction to it as follows:
Then the Itoctor recalled incidents of his former 
acquaintance with Calamity, He spoke of her kind­
ness to anyone in trouble, as well as her utter 
recklessness and lack of morals, expressing his opinion that there was much more real feeling in 
the hearts of the average rough human beings of 
the %ast than in those of more cultured centers,3
In a letter written in 1924 to the editor of the Rapid Cltv
Journal» McGillycuddy showed the same attitude;
Jane was a healthy girl of an affectionate 
disposition, and naturally had many husbands, 
license shops and preachers being scarce in 
those days, she would select a new one when 
occasion made it desirable or necessity required.
% e  was not immoral, she was unmoral, she lived 
in accordance with the light given her, and the 
conditions and the times,4
Those two quotations indicate a consistent opinion of
3 Julia B. McGillycuddy, McGillycuddy Agent, pp, 72-73,
4
In a letter from McGillycuddy to the editor of the 
Rapid. Gjty (^outh Bakota) Journal dated October 1, 1924 
on file at the South Dakota Historial Society Library 
(Pierre),
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Calamity Jane’s character from the seme man. The book iras 
pnblished in 1941, three years after Mc'^iliycuddy» s death 
and seventeen years after the letter to the Journal, He 
had had plenty of time to reconstruct his view or forget 
the past as it really was* Yet, he held to his earlier 
attitude.
Miss Istelline Bennett, a most highly esteemed Desdwood 
citizen, would be expected to reflect a conventional point 
of view, When a youngster she looked upon Calamity Jane 
as something like Alice in Wonderland or Joan of Arc. That 
childish view would be of little importance if it did not 
surely reflect adult attitudes. In all likelihood somewhat 
tempered for children’s ears* Many years later when writ­
ing her book,, old Deadwood fiavs, Miss Bennett still spoke 
respectfully of Calamity Jane,
Her father and uncle. Judge Bennett end General Dawson, 
both regarded Calamity as a prostitute, but still they had 
good words for her character, generosity and charity. In
fact, it was the general who introduced his niece to5
Calamity on the streets of Deadwood in 1895*
Brown and Willard, presumably reflecting the opinions 
of old-timers, many of whom were around when their book was 
written, summarize the general attitude as follows:
•hsbelllne Bgnnett, Old Deadwood P*
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She was a strange mixture of the wild, untamed
character of the plains and moutain, trails, 
and generous kindly womanhood. But under the 
rough exterior there heat a heart so big and 
friendly as to be without measure* Brave, 
energetic, unfettered, kind, always on the line 
of action, with helping hand ever turned to the 
poor and unfortunate, the personality of Calamity 
Jan.e became indelibly stamped upon the minds of 
the pioneers* 6
Fraekelt-on tells of an old mule-slciiuier, who had what
the author describes as a ’̂confused attitude® toward
Calamity. He speaks of a family feeling between the people
who shared the frontier*s rough unGonventionality, and a
feeling of disloyalty in speaking ill of such a one*
I worked with Jane on three freight trips with 
a bull string, ^he took her place as any man 
would, and did her share of the work with the 
best of them. But when night came, if any of 
the boys wanted to go to the brush, she was 
always willin* to pull off a pants leg*
Then the old mule skinner paused and said reflectively,
**Doc, just forget I said that. Jane was a perfect angel
sent from heaven when any of the boys was sick, and gave
7
them a mother^s care till they got well,**
Captain Jack Crawford, who was chief of Ü, S. Army 
scouts in Calamity's time, states definitely that she was 
never a scout, stagedriver, or express messenger, as she
6 Jessie Brown and A. M. Willard, The Black Hills 
frails, p. 417.
7 Will B'rackelton, Sagebrush Bent .1st,, p« 185,
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claimed in her Antohiography, But he adds, «It is to her
credit that she did retain a kind generous heart, even
while following in the footsteps of her dissolute father
8
and careless mother.«
Otero, former governor of New Mexico, who probably had
only hearsay knowledge of Calamity Jane although he claims
to have seen her personally, gives her the same reputation;
«She was typical of those unfortunate women of the frontier
in her charity, and willingness to spend their lest dollar
9
to aid anyone in distress««
In 1895, on her return to Deadwood after an absence of
■sixteen years, the Black Hills Daily Times gave her a
hearty welcome and the following review of her reputation:
She did not wait for an introduction, but reached
out her hand for a, friendly grasp and was glad to
see us. This is her disposition. She has always 
been known for her friendliness, generosity, and 
happy cordial manner. It didn^t matter to her 
whether a person was rich or poor, white or black, 
or what their circumstances were, Calamity Jane 
was just the same to all. Her purse was always 
open to help a hun^y fellow, and she was one of
the first to proffer her help in cases of sickness,
accidents, or any distress,10
Wilstach, who in general was most eager to discount all
8
Rapid City (South Dakota) Journal, no date on clipping 
in files South Dakota Historical Society Library. Con­
text tells that it must have been a few weeks after 
Calamity Jane's death, August 1, 1905,
9
Miguel Otero, My M f e  am A M  P« Sg.10 Black Hills Daily Times, October 5, 1895*
14?
talk of her romance with his hero. Wild Bill Hickok, never­
theless admits that «she lived a hard and vicious life, yet 
she had a most kind and generous heart,»
D. Dee, pseudonym for a famous madame at Belie Fourche 
and Sapid City, South Dakota, who knew Calamity Jane, ex­
plains in her discreet memoirs what Janets status was In the 
frontier community. She puts it gently, perhaps aware that 
it was absurd that she should feel called upon to apologize 
for one whose escapades exceeded those of her own employees 
only in the publicity they received!
As an old-timer said, «Jane had a, very affectionate 
nature.* There were very few preachers around to 
bather, so whenever she got tired of one man she 
soon selected a new one. But deeds, not morals, 
were needed in those days,, sad many can testify 
to the many good deeds she did.If
George Hoshier was an old friend of Calamity Jane, In 
reminiscing about her and her friends, Madame Moustache 
and Stem-Winder, female card-dealers, he was quoted as 
follows!
Those were all good-natured, kind women. Of 
course none of them would jump out like Calamity.
She was always there first. It didn*t make any 
difference what was the matter with a person, 
if Calamity could help them she would. She was 
the girl who went to Elizabethtown, here in 
Deadwood, and took care of a man. He was a stranger 
to her, and had the smallpox, Nobody else would
11
Frank J. Wilstach, Wild Bill Hickok. p. 262,12
D. Dee, Low Down on Calamity Jane^ p. 2.
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go near him, and she went and took care of him and 
brought him through all right. She was a fine nurse.
In the collections of material compiled by the South
Dakota Department of History there is a summary of the
characteristics that established the legendary Calamity
Jane, as well as the real person, in the affections of
many early settlers*
One of the best known characters who was con­
spicuous la the early history of the Hills was 
a woman known far and wide as Calamity Jane.
She was a series of paradoxes. She was three 
persons in one. she was a type of the Hills, 
she was three types in one. The first was 
that of a common camp follower, lewd, disgust­
ing— a menace to society. She also represented 
another type of the carefree. Independent and 
unruly character that haunted the border. She 
was a reckless horsewoman, a crack shot, fear­
less and adventurous, never known, to abandon a 
friend in a fight. She loved the wild free 
life of the West; she hated the conventions of 
fine society. She was a tomboy frontiersman.
In one respect she represented a distinct type 
of the early settler for she had much of the 
milk of human kindness in her nature. Her deeds 
of charity and benevolence have therefore 
rescued her from oblivion and the odium that 
the world is wont to heap upon women that succumbto her vices,14
Salamlty Jane aa. a symbol of .t he good old days :
Although it does not match the great chorus of 
opinions which holds that Calamity*s rough frontier 
virtues outweighed her vices, there is still a nimerous
-13
Great Falls (Montana) Leader. July 16, 1906,
14
Dept, of History Collections, South IMkota, 1926,
Vol. XIII, p. 85,
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group of comments which attempts to make her represent 
something special which only old-timers could understand 
and which could not be appreciated in a later day of 
vanishing virility. She became a symbol of the nostalgia 
of an exclusive group who shared the knowledge of the 
special circumstsnees of boomtowi barbarity and wide-open 
generosity,
Teddy Blue, who knew her in Miles City’s hey-day,
said in an interviews ^l*ve been on the plains for fifty-
eight years, and I’ve never heard an old-timer that knew15
her, but what spoke well of her.*
After Calamity Janets confinement in the Bozeman poor
house, the Anaconda Standard takes the same tone, with
added editorial pomposity, «Like the buffalo and the
distinctive characteristics of the plains and mountains,
she is a pathetic reminder of the vanishing glory of the
old pioneer days and the free and easy life of the 
16
border.**
Estelline Bennett sensed the same feeling in a group
which assembled to meet Calamity when she returned to
Deadwood in 1895î
But even before i had time to be disappointed,
I sensed something about her that had assembled
15
Teddy Blue, *lh®n I First Met Calamity Jane,* 
1928-1999, in a collection of stories compiled by I. D. 
O ’Donnell on file at Billings, Montana public Library*
Anaconda standard (Butte, Montana)» February SS, 
1901.
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this group of the best pioneers to welcome her 
back to peadwooâ* It was the most representative 
that the town could have assembled. Many among 
th#& were pioneers of *7©, who in some way or
other had known Calamity Jane in those early days,
A few of them had come in a year or two later 
always regretting that their youth or some other 
trivial but insurmountable obstacle had held 
them back from the first dynamic rush into a
life that never could be repeated.
later Miss B®nnett says, *gor@ than anyone else who lived
Into the twentieth century. Calamity Jane was symbolic of
old D@ad%mod, Her virtues were of the endearing sort.
Her views were the wide-open sins of a wide-open country-18
the sort that never carried a hurt.*
Just after Calamity's death, the Avant Courier of 
Botèman^ Montana, where she had been in the poorhouse, 
quotes Buffalo Bill to the same effect. It has long 
been suspected that some things this renowned character 
wrote were more to enhance his own prestige than to 
record fact. An excerpt, however, will illustrate the 
tone I
Only the old days could have produced her.
She belongs to a time and a class that are 
fast disappearing....Calamity had nearly 
all the rough virtues of the old *est as 
well as many of the vices....She was one of 
the frontier types and she has all the merits 
and most of their faults. There is no 
frontier any more and never will be again.
I T
18
Bstelllne Bennett, pp. 221-222. 
Ibid.. p. 225.
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aûd that Is Wiy we like to look back, aad 
why the few that remain of the old-timers 
we marched with and fought with have a 
warm place in our affection, whatever or wherever they may be.^B
A far-fetched but interesting variant of this 
attitude toward Calamity as %one of us»» appeared in the 
Fergus County Argus of Livingston, Montana, October S, 
1901, when Calamity*s fortune had reached a very low 
levels «Calamity may not be possessed of all the 
feminine graces but she is a better citisen than Emma 
Goldman any day in the week."
Calamity*s rejection of society, preference for the 
frontier;
There are frequent comments to urge that Calamity 
Jane could act the lady when she wished or that she re­
jected social luxuries for the open honest life of the 
frontier:
Mokler in his History g£ latrona County reports that
«some people say that Lgiamity had a wealth of knowledge
and was familiar with the best of the social graces, and
was as modh at home in a fine parlor as she was on the 
go
range.** This author expresses grave doubts about this 
opinion, b#t raeords its presence.
19
Avant Courier (Bozeman, Montana), Â igust 7, 1905,
20
Alfred James Mokler, History g£ Matrona County, 
W m iiM * itS§ .â ~ iagg^ p . 45 4 .
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Brown and Willard discovered the same attitude toward
her upon return from an exhibition in the Easts
Once a kind-hearted woman of wealth sought to 
lure her out of the slough and took her back to 
Buffalo, but the lure of the hills was too 
strong and Jane soon bade farewell to the stiff 
and conventional life of the East, and hastened back to the big hearted westerners,SI
îhe same reaction was recorded by Donnelley in his
report of a visit she made to her old home in Missouri;
She asked for leave to revisit her old home in 
Missouri. It was granted but the visit was â 
great disappointment to Jane* Calamity and the 
women of the stagnant little Missouri town had 
nothing in common. They regarded her as a 
curiosity, and ^ r e  repelled by her uncouth and 
masculine ways.^
There Is little reason to take much stock In thin tale.
It is not mentioned by any other writer, nor is it
possible to imagine from whom Calamity asked leave. Its
significance, like that of many other quotations in this
chapter, is merely to show the characteristics out of
which the frontiersman fabricated a heroine.
Several writers mention a marriage of Calamity Jane
gs
to a men named White In 1866, White was supposed to 
have become wealthy and taken Calamity to Denver where
21
Jes#e ̂ rown and A* M. ®illard, p. 417.
22
William Eisey Connelley, Wild Bill and His Ira, p. 189.
28
Estelline Bennett, p. 240; Jessie Brown and A. M, 
Willard, p. 418; Robert J. Casey, The Black glllg 
Their Incredible Characters, p. 177,
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she was rigged out in fine clothes, free to enjoy the 
luxuries of civilisation* It is always contended that 
she soon tired of this, threw the husband over and came 
back to «little old Deadwood*«
Percy Bussell, an old-timer who knew Calamity de­
scribes her marriage to White as follows:
White sold out his property and became quite 
wealthy* He decided to quit the wilderness*
He dressed his wife is the finest clothing 
to be had and departed to Denver. A few days 
of the fancy apparel and classy hotels was 
sufficient for the wild, untamed spirit of 
Martha Jane, and she made her escape*B4
Frackelton presents a similar evidence of this attitude,
A man who knew Calamity told this dentist-author:
fhat’s Cgiaaityl #ien she wants to be a 
lady sheis as good as any of them. But let 
her go into a saloon, or a gambling joint, and she*11 out swear any man in the place.25
Brown and Willard, record the same view:
She could swear like a trooper, drink like a 
sailor, and rough it with the roughest. Yet 
whWn sober, she could do the part of a real 
lady, and at all times was very fond of 
children, in whose presence she was watchful 
of her conduct.^
George Hoshier, an old-timer of beadwood, did not go 
so far as to insist upon Jane»s ladylike behavior, but he
24
Percy Bussell, **Calamity Jane as Remembered by ^ercv 
Russell, an unpublished story in possession of Mr, Russell, 
S5
Will Fj-ackeltoa, p, 124.26
Jessie ^rowi and A. Ï. *illard, p. 417#
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reflected the same feeliag about her preference for the 
Black Hills, ”But she*d no sooner get settled somewhere 
than she’d hear the wind in the pine trees, and see the 
lights in the gay old streets of little old Deadwood, and 
remember the boys and all, and she?d come back*» 
The-Dltv-of-lt comments:
Many of the writers about ^al&mlty Jane take the 
attitude that the woman was the victim of circumstances 
or of an unfortunate childhood* â smattering of examples 
will illustrate this viewpoint*
In article published in the Literary Digest in 1925, 
states;
%hile brave and kind, her mpr&l side left much 
that was to be desired. If Calamity Jane was 
to a certain extent a social outcast, it was 
zmt entirely her fault* k& one of the old 
ballads - so admirably states the 
philosophy of the day;
# #'#The trail to the great mystic region 
Is narrow and dim so they say.
While the one that leads to perdition 
Is posted and biased all the way,
# 10me fault is it then that so many.
Go met ray on this wild, range, they fail 
% o  might have been rich and had plenty 
Had they known of that dim narrow trail?^®
Itoklar, in his History of Sat rone County* describes
Calamity as a poor, neglected child who had no way of know-
g?
Great. fa.l.ls (Montana) Leader. July 16, 1906.28
*Calamity Jane as a Lady Robinhood,^ Literary 
Digest. November 14, 1985, p. 47.
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lag r ig h t fro® wrongs who was lured to the effete last
29
where she learned sinful ways*
Captain Jack Crawford reflected something of this same
point of view:
Calamity Jane was a good-hearted woman, under 
different environments would have made a good 
wife and mother»***She grew mp in a wild 
unnatural maimer which we wonder did not 
quench out every spark of womanhood in her, 
and it is to her credit that she did retain 
a kind and generous heart even while follow­
ing in the footsteps of her dissolute father 
and careless mother.^
lack of pretense and hvpoerlay. independence:
Calamity seems to have had, or at least has been
credited with having another characteristic considered
important and praiseworthy in frontier society. This
was her lack of hypocrisy or pretense to virtues she did
not possess, and her refusal to try to ingratiate herself
with elements of law or respectability. Estelline Bennett
recounts a story which illustrates this characteristic.
â Deadwood lady, Mrs. Joe ling, when asked for money by
Calamity Jane, offered to buy her all the food she wanted,
but refused to give her a cent to buy a drink. Calamity
blithely said she did not want food but a drink, and
29
Alfred James Mokler, p* 451.50
Rapid Cltv Journal sited footnote eight,
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went good-naturedly on her way without stooping to 21
pretend.
Lewis mentions this characteristic,
sWhile she lived a life of shame, yet she was as good
as her associates. She never posedj her personality 
Sg
was her own*
At a period when her fortunes had sunk very low, the
Paul Pispatch said of this woman* «Jane has one
recoiffisendation, and that counts for considerable. She is 
perfectly willing to be what she seems to be and seem
m
what she is,® To the frontiersman who looked upon the 
snobbery of the visiting English and the settled Easterner 
with disgust, this characteristic may well have counted 
for much, enough, along with the many good deeds she was
credited with, to outweigh her flagrant misdeeds, if they
needed outweighing in his mind.
These expressions of admiration from her friends 
indicate that she had certain good qualities like generos­
ity, kindness and unselfishness. She loved the wild life 
of the frontier and disdained the cultured life of the east, 
These qualities were evident only in the minor events of
"31
Estelline Bennett, p, 224-285,
28 Lewis Crawford, Rekladllag G&ms Elres, p, 275,ss St. Paul (Minnesota) Dispatch. July 12, 1901.
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her life, They gave way steadily to the dominant 
forces of drunkenness, whoring and violence.
It is for the reader to judge whether the mild 
qualities should outweigh the more dominant ones.
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LIFE AND ADVENTURES
C alam ity  $ Jane,
M y maiden name was ^ fa r t liy  C anna iy, was born 
in  Princeton, M issourri. M ay ist, 1852. Father and 
m other natives o f Ohio. 1 [ad two brothers and three 
sisters, 1 be in - the oldest o f the children. As a ch ild  
I  always had a fondness for a il\ entnre and out-door 
exercise and espccjal fondness for horses which 1 be­
gan to ride at an early age and continued to do so 
u n til 1 became an expert rider being able to ride the 
most vicious and stubborn o f horses, in fact the greater 
portion o f my life  in early times was s[)ent in this 
manner.
In 1865 we em igrated from our homes in M issourri 
by the overland route to X 'irginia ( dty, Montana, 
tak ing five months to make the journey. W hile on 
the way the greater portion o f my time was spent in 
hun ting  along w ith the men and hunters o f the party, 
in fact 1 was at a ll times w ith  the men when there 
was excitem ent and adventures to be had. Py the 
tim e we reached M rg in ia  (a ty  I was considered a re 
m arkable good shot and a fearless ride r for a g ir l o f 
m y age. I remember many occurrences on the 
jou rney from  M issourri to M ontana. M any times in 
crossing the mountains the conditions o f the tra il were
so bad that we frequently had to lower the wagons over 
ledges by hand w ith  ropes fo r they were so rough and 
rugged that horses were o f no use. We also had many 
exc iting  times fo rd ing  streams for many o f the streams 
in our way were noted for quicksands and boggy 
places, where, unless we were very careful, we would 
have lost horses and all. Then we had many dangers 
to encounter in the way o f streams swelling on ac­
count o f heavy rains. On occasions oT that k in d  the 
men would usually select the best places to cross the 
streams, m yself on more than one occasion have 
mounted m y pony and swam across the stream several 
times merely to amuse m yself and have had many 
narrow escapes from  having both m yse lf and pony 
washed away to certain death, bu t as the pioneers o f 
those days had plenty o f courage we overcame all 
obstacles and reached V irg in ia  C ity  in safety.
M othe r died at B lack Foot, M ontana, 1866, where 
we buried  her. I  le ft M ontana in Spring o f 1866, 
for U tah, a rr iv in g  at Salt Lake c ity  du rin g  the 
summer. Rem ained in U tah  u n til 1867, where my 
father died, then went to F o rt Bndger, W yom ing  
T e rr ito ry , where we a rrived  M ay 1, 1868. Rem ained 
around F o rt Bridges du rin g  1868, then w ent to 
P iedm ont, W yom ing, w ith  U . P. R a ilw ay. Joined 
Ueneral Custer as a scout at F o rt Russell, W yom ing, 
in 1870, and started fo r A rizona for the Ind ia n  Cam­
paign. U p  to this tim e I  had always w orn the 
costume o f m y sex. W hen I  jo ine d  Custer I  donned 
the un ifo rm  o f a soldier. I t  was a b it aw kw ard at 
firs t bu t I  soon got to be perfectly at home in m en’s 
clothes.
Was in A rizona up to the w in te r o f 1871 and 
du rin g  that tim e I  had a great many adventures w ith  
the Ind ians, fo r as a scout I  had a great many 
dangerous missions to perfo rm  and w h ile  I  was in 
many close places always succeeded in  ge tting  away 
safely for by this tim e I was considered the most
reckless and daring ride r and one o f the best shots 
in the western country.
A fte r that campaign I  returned to Fort Sanders. 
W yom ing, rem ained there un til spring o f 1872, when 
we were ordered out to the M uscle Shell or Nursey 
Purse y Ind ian  outbreak. In  that war Cenerals 
Custer, M iles, fe r ry  and Crook were all engaged. 
T h is  campaign lasted un til fa ll o f 1873.
I t  was du ring  this campaign that I  was christened 
C a lam ity Jane. I t  was on Goose Creek, W yom ing, 
where the town o f Sheridan is now located, ( 'ap t. 
Egan was in com m and o f the Post. We were ordered 
out to quell an upris ing o f the Ind ians, and were out 
for several days, had numerous skirm ishes du ring  
which six o f the soldiers were k ille d  and several 
severely wounded. When on re tu rn in g  to the Post 
we were ambushed about a m ile and a h a lf from  pur 
destination. When fired upon (Japt. Egan was shot.
I w a r i d i n g  in advance and on hearing the fir in g  
turned in my saddle and saw the Captain reeling in 
his saddle as though about to fall. I tu rned my 
horse and galloped back w ith  all haste to his side and 
got there in tim e to catch him as he was fa lling . I 
lifted  him  onto m y horse in fron t o f me and succeeded 
in ge tting  him  safely to the h'ort. Capt. Egan on 
recovering, laugh ing ly  sa id : “  I name you C'alam ity 
Jane, the heroine o f the p la ins ." 1 have borne that 
name up to the present time. We were afterwards 
ordered to h'ort ( aister, where C 'usîere ity now stands, 
where we arrived in the spring o f remained
around Fort ('uste i a ll summer and were ordered to 
Fort Russell in fa ll o f 1874, where we lem ained un til 
spring o f 1875; was then ordered to the Black I lids  
to protect m iners, as that coun try  was c o n t;o lhd  by 
the Sioux Ind ians and the governm ent had to -.end 
the soldiers to protect the lives o f the m iners and 
settlers in tln it sec tion. Rem ained there un til ta il o f 
1875 w intered at h'ort Laram ie. In  spring of
1876, we were ordered north w ith  (General C rook to 
Join Gcnds AI iles, d 'erry and Custer at Big H o rn  river. 
D uring tins inarch 1 swam the Platte r ive r at F ort 
Fetlerm an as 1 was the bearer o f im portan t dispatches. 
I had a n inety m ile ride to make, being wet and cold, 
1 contracted a severe illness and was sent back in Gen. 
C rook’s ambulance to F o rt P’etterman where I  la id  
in the hospital for fourteen days. W hen able to ride 
I started for Fort Laram ie where I  met Wm. H icko ck , 
better known as W ild  B ill,  and we started for Dead- 
wood, where we arrived about June.
D uring the month o f June I acted as a pony ex­
press rider ca rry ing  the U . S. mail between De ad wood 
and Custer, a distance o f fifty  miles, over one o f the 
roughest trails in the B lack H ills  country. As many 
o f the riders before me had been held uj) and robbed 
o f the ir packages, mail and money that they carried, 
for that was the on ly  means o f getting m ail and money 
between these points. I t  was considered the most 
dangerous route in the H ills , but as m y reputation as 
a ride r and qu ick  shot was well known, I  was 
molested very litt le , for the to ll gatherers looked on 
me as being a good fellow , and they k n e w 'th a t I  
never missed m y mark. I  made the round tr ip  every 
two days which was considered pre tty  good rid in g  in 
that country. Rem ained around Deadwood a ll that 
summer v is iting  all the camps w ith in  an area o f one 
hundred miles. M y  friend, W ild  B ill, rem ained in 
Deadwood du ring  the summer w ith  the exception o f 
occasional visits to the camps. On the 2nd o f August, 
w hile setting at a gam bling table in the Bell U n ion  
saloon, in Deadwood, he was shot in the back o f the 
head by the notorious ja c k  M cC a ll, a desperado. I  
was in  Deadwood at the tim e and on hearing o f the 
k illin g  made m y way at once to the scene o f the 
shooting and found that m y friend  had been k ille d  by 
M cC all. I  at once started to look for the assassian 
and found him  at Shurdy's butcher shop and grabbed
a meat cleaver and made him  throw  up his hands; 
through the excitem ent on hearing o f B ilks  death, 
having le ft m y weapons on the post o f m y bed. He 
was then taken to a log cabin and locked up, well 
secured as every one thought, but he got away and 
was afterwards caught at Fagan’s ranch on Horse 
Creek, on the o ld  Cheyenne road and was then taken 
to Y ankton, D ak., where he was tried , sentenced 
and hung.
I  rem ained around Deadwood locating claims, 
going from  camp to camp u n til the spring o f 1877, 
where one m orn ing, I  saddled m y horse and rode to ­
wards C rook c ity . I  had gone about twelve m iles 
from  Deadwood, at the mouth o f W hite  wood creek, 
when I  met the overland mail runn ing  from (B icyenne 
to Deadwood. 'The horses on a run, about two 
hundred yards from the station ; upon looking closely 
I  saw they were pursued by Ind ians. The horses 
ran to the barn as was the ir custom. As the horses 
stopped I rode along side o f the coach and found the 
d riv e r John Slaughter, ly ing  face downwards in the 
boot o f the stage, he having been shot by the Ind ians. 
When the stage got to the station the Ind ians  hid  in 
the bushes. I  im m edia te ly  rem oved all baggage 
from  the coach* except the mail. I  then took the 
d r iv e r’s seat and w ith  a ll haste drove to Deadwood, 
ca rry ing  the six passengers and the dead drive r.
I  le ft Deadwood In the fa ll o f 1877, and went to 
Bear Butte Creek w ith  the 7th Cavalry. D uring  the 
fa ll and w in te r we b u ilt  F o rt Meade and the town o f 
Sturgis. In  1878 I le ft the com m and and went to 
Rapid c ity  and put in the year prospecting.
In  1879 I  went to Fort Pierre and drove trains 
from  R apid c ity  to F o rt P ierre for F rank W  itc 
then drove teams from  F ort Pierce to Sturgis for 
Fred. Evans. T h is  team ing was done w ith  oxen as 
they were better fitted  for the work than horses, ow ing 
to the rough nature o f the country.
In  188 1 I  went to W yom ing and re turned in 1882 
to M iles c ity  and took up a ranch on the Y e llow  
Stone, raising stock and cattle , also kep t a way side 
inn , where the weary traveler cou ld  be accommodated 
w ith  food, d r in k , or troub le  i f  he looked fo r it. L e ft 
the ranch in  1883, went to C a liforn ia , go ing through 
the States and territories, reached Ogden the la tte r 
part o f 1883, and San Francisco in 1884. Lé ft San 
Francisco in the summer o f 1884 for Texas, stopping 
at F o rt Yum a, A rizona, the hottest spot in the 
U n ited  States. S topping at a ll points o f interest 
un til I  reached E l Paso in  the fall. W h ile  in  E l Paso, 
I  m et M r. C lin ton  B urk, a native o f Texas, who I  
m arried in  August 1885. As I  though t I  had 
trave lled  through life  long enough alone and thought 
it  was about tim e to take a partner fo r the rest o f m y 
days. We rem ained in  Texas leading a qu ie t home 
life  u n til 1889. On O ctober 28th, 1887, I  became the 
mother o f a g ir l baby, the very image o f its father, at 
least that is what he said, bu t who has the tem per o f 
its m other.
W hen we le ft Texas we went to Boulder, Colo., 
where we kep t a ho te l u n til 1893, after w h ich  we 
travelled through W yom ing , M ontana, Idaho, W ash­
ington, Oregon, then back to  M ontano , then to 
Dakato, a rriv in g  in  Deadwood O ctober 9th, 1895, 
after an absence o f seventeen years.
M y a rriva l in Deadwood after an absence so many 
years created cjuite an excitem ent among my m any 
friends o f the past, to such an extent tha t a vast 
num ber o f the citizens who had come to Deadwood 
d u rin g  my absence who had heard so m uch o f 
C a lam ity  Jane and her m any adventures in form er 
years were anxious to see me. Am ong the many whom  
I met were several gentlem en from  eastern cities, 
who advised me to a llow  m yself to be placed before 
the pub lic  in such a m anner as to g ive the people o f 
the eastern cities an oppo rtun ity  o f seeing the W om an
Scout who was made so famous through her daring  
career in the West and B lack H i l l  countries.
A n agent o f K o h l &  M idd le ton , the celebrated 
Museum men came to Deadwood, through the 
so lic ita tion  o f the gentlem an whom I  had met there 
and arrangements were made to place me before the 
pub lic  in this manner. .My firs t engagement began 
at the Palace Museum, M inneapo lis, January 20th, 
1896, under K o h l and M idd le ton 's  management.
H op ing  that this lit t le  history o f m y life  may in ­
terest all readers, f remain as in the o lder days,
Yours,
M rs. M. BURK,(L'Cr^'^'^
BF.TTElt KNOWN AS C A LA M ITY  J a NE
